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ABSTRACT

Scholars offer three reasons why the Japanese dispatched envoys to Tang China:

to assimilate the advanced civilization, culture, and systems of Tang; to raise Japan's

diplomatic position in the Tang Court while obtaining reports regarding changes in

East Asian affairs; and finally, to conduct trade under the control of the state. I

explore the third point in this dissertation. In particular, I seek to explain the role of

the kent6shi with regard to a maritime trade network that developed in East Asia. I

examine the voyages the kentoshi made, as well as the exchanges the missions

conducted while in China.

I begin with a study of the navigational challenges the Japanese faced and the

ocean-going vessels they constructed. As a part of this, I survey Japan's maritime

history, from evidence of the first water craft in Japan to the development of k6z6sen

boats, or composite vessels.

I next turn to the question of the trade itself. I categorize the exchange between

Japan and the continent as "imperial," "elite," and "private." Imperial trade refers to

the tributary exchanges conducted by the envoys dispatched through official

government channels in the names of the respective Courts. Elite trade, often

concurrent with imperial trade, was conducted by the individual members of official

diplomatic missions through government channels or under the jurisdiction of agencies

such as the Diankeshu Office in Tang China and the Treasury Ministry and Palace

Storehouse Bureau in Japan. Private trade, in contrast, was carried out by merchants.

These merchants often traded with representatives of the government or
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representatives of the ruling classes; i.e., the wealthy and powerful elites.

In this dissertation I also use archaeology to better understand trade with the

continent. The most common vessels imported to Japan were white-glazed ceramics

from Hebei Province, celadon from the kilns in Hunan Province, and Vue celadon

produced primarily in Zhejiang.

I believe trade was more important to the kentOshi than heretofore discussed in

the English language literature. In the ninth century, merchant activity began to

supercede the trading function of the official embassies, rendering them obsolete. This

is true, not only of trade between Japan and Tang, but between Japan and Silla as

well. This is not true, however, in the case ofBohai.
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INTRODUCTION

On nineteen occasions, from 630 to 894, the Japanese Court appointed

kent6shi (envoys to Tang) to serve as political and cultural representatives to

China. Fifteen missions completed the arduous journey to the Chinese capital.

These missions brought back elements ofTang civilization that profoundly

affected Japan's government, economics, culture, and religion. They delivered and

retrieved the students and monks who restructured Japan's ancient state. Their

efforts led to such watershed events in early Japanese institutional history as the

Taika Reform and Taiho Code.

The kentOshi were also involved in the exchange of goods between Japan and

the continent. They transported raw materials, such as amber, agate, and a

variety of silk textiles, and exchanged them for Chinese goods, such as books,

musical instruments, religious writings, and Buddhist images.

At about the time that the kentOshi missions came to a close, the Tang

dynasty was in decline. The last official mission was sent to Japan in 838. There

was another mission planned for 894, but the Court cancelled it after protestation

from the ambassador, Sugawara no Michizane. It has been supposed that the

missions ceased because conditions had become too unstable in Tang, because

Japan no longer found it necessary to import aspects of Tang culture, and because

Japan no longer needed to conduct diplomacy with her neighbors. These factors

are not without merit. I believe, however, that there is another factor that has

been largely overlooked by historians-the emergence of an East Asian trade
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network. At about the time that the kentoshi missions were being deemed

unnecessary, private merchants were coming to Japan in increasingly greater

numbers. This was a phenomenon not seen during the seventh century when the

official embassies were first sent. The kentoshi themselves were involved in the

exchanges of goods-both official tributary items and, most probably, goods traded

privately by individual mission members. Is there a connection between the

trading activities of the kenooshi and the burgeoning merchant exchange of the

late eighth and ninth centuries?

This dissertation seeks an understanding of the kentoshi in light of the

substantial maritime trade network that developed in the eighth and ninth

centuries in the East China and Yellow Seas. By the end of the ninth century, at

the same time that the kentoshi missions were drawing to a close, the seas

between Japan and the continent were a hotbed of merchant activity. Did the

official missions that were dispatched to Tang play some role vis-a.-vis this

maritime trade and exchanges between Japan and the continent? Did these

missions perchance encourage the maritime trade that eventually prospered? Did

private merchant exchange in turn affect the kentoshi missions in some way? I

believe they did. The effectiveness of the merchant traders in transporting goods

to and from the continent made the kenooshi missions obsolete by rendering one of

their functions-the promulgation of trade-unnecessary. The elite in Japan were

now obtaining luxury goods from the mainland and so no longer needed to

organize and promote the dispatch of groups on long, dangerous voyages to Tang.
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There is still another facet of the kentoshi missions I wish to explore. All but

one mission traversed the East China Sea and/or the Yellow Sea en route to and

from China. l The kentOshi missions and the maritime traders all faced rather

perilous sea crossings. The latter met with far greater success than the former. In

fact, the kentOshi are often seen as fumblers when it came to their ocean travels.

Scholars assume they sailed in primitive ships and possessed only rudimentary

knowledge of winds and weather conditions. The kentoshi often sailed at the

wrong times of the year and risked life and limb because of maritime inexperience.

The merchants, on the other hand, were very proficient in their ocean crossings.

Did these two groups share technological information? Did the kentOshi once

again pave the way for what came afterwards? Did the merchant traders learn

from the efforts of the kentoshi? In other words, were their successes in any way

attributable to the maritime failures of the official embassies?

To tackle these questions I trace maritime development in Japan. The

Japanese have one of the longest maritime traditions in the world. Japan owes its

cultural development to its people's ability to utilize the sea for transportation.

The Yayoi and Kofun periods were times when aspects of agriculture, bronze and

iron metallurgy, textile production, art, architecture, and religion-not to mention

thousands of immigrants themselves-eame to the Japanese islands by sea. The

peoples of Japan and the Korean Peninsula conducted exchanges for millennia and

not one of these exchanges occurred without utilization of some sort of sea craft.

Even within Japan, a country comprising thousands of islands, boats and

1 The eleventh mission, which departed in 759, traveled north through Bohai on its way to China.
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knowledge of the sea were indispensable. One could not travel between the two

historically significant centers in Japan-northern Kyushu and central Honshu

without crossing expanses of water. So is it logical to conclude Japanese mariners

were inept as they crossed the seas to China?

Granted, the voyages of the kentOshi did present something new in Japan's

maritime history. Much of the sea travel conducted by the Japanese had been

close to shore. The kentoshi, by at least the beginning of the eighth century, were

crossing great expanses of ocean far from shorelines. How did maritime

developments in Japan lead to the construction of these first open sea vessels?

Was there technological input from the mainland or did the Japanese rely on their

own shipbuilding techniques? Why were the merchant traders more successful?

To best answer these questions, I have separated my thesis into five chapters,

each addressing a separate topic. For the most part, I have tried to limit my

discussion to the 7th, 8th, and 9th centuries. However, in order to best

understand the maritime traditions to which the kentOshi were exposed, I have

extended my examination to include discussion of Japan's earliest attempts at

shipbuilding and mastering of the seas.

In Chapter One I discuss the geography and environment through which the

kentOshi navigated in order to cross the seas, arrive at the Chinese capital, and

then return home. I conduct a detailed study of the coastal areas and waters

between Japan and the continent. I consider the many islets and bays of this

region and then compile data relating to the ocean currents, seasonal winds, and

storm patterns of the seas between the Japan and China. I examine the specific
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sea routes that were used. To what extent were the waters between Japan and

the continent traveled? The Japanese utilized three main routes on their trips to

and from China. What merits did each route have?

We know that the journey by ship to Tang China was difficult for the

Japanese and presented many challenges. In Chapter One I examine the nature

of these maritime challenges.

In Chapter Two I consider the ways in which the Japanese overcame the

maritime challenges introduced in Chapter One. I examine the maritime

technology available at the time and outline the origins and developments of the

Japanese maritime tradition in order to fully appreciate the navigational skills of

the mariners who transported the kentOshi missions to and from the mainland. I

also examine the shipbuilding technology utilized by these mariners. The kentoshi

vessels represented something new in the Japanese maritime tradition. I will

consider the ways in which the kentOshi missions influenced Japanese

shipbuilding and navigation.

In Chapter Three I tackle the questions regarding the formal trade in which

the kentoshi were involved and the roles of the mission members. Several levels of

officials were appointed by the Court to conduct business affairs and keep records.

In addition to these officials, mission members were appointed such as translators

specializing in the languages of Tang, Silla, and the Amami Islands; doctors

bringing medicines for long journeys; artists hired to record new sights; fortune

tellers; shipwrights; musicians; archers; crew members; and of course, the
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students and monks mentioned above. What were the roles, if any, that these

individuals played in the official exchange between Japan and Tang China?

There are a number of unknowns regarding the nature of the kentOshi

exchanges. As official representatives they conducted exchanges for the Japanese

Court. Were their transactions carried out solely for the state? There were, after

all, hundreds of people on some of these missions. Not all journeyed as far as the

capital, but they did spend a considerable length of time in China-often as long

as a year and a half or more. How did these people make do while in China? They

must have traded privately to a certain degree. Was this controlled or even

forbidden by the Japanese or Chinese governments?

There are also questions regarding the transactions themselves. Tributary

countries always offered the specialty goods of their particular lands as tribute to

the Chinese Court. What was the nature of those items Japan carried to Tang

China? I wish to consider those goods that the Japanese deemed worthy of

presenting to the Tang Court. These must have been products of which the

Japanese were most proud. By examining these goods, we understand what

mainland traders were seeking when they crossed the seas to Northern Kyushu to

conduct trade. It is also essential to discover goods that were given in reciprocity

to the kentoshi returning home. How were they used in Japan?

Mission members were awarded stipends before and during their journeys

often in the form of textile goods-but at times they were also awarded gold dust.

How were these stipends used? Did mission members exchange stipends for their

own benefit? If so, to what extent did these personal exchanges affect the
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consumer demand in Japan for continental goods? Did the items the kentoshi

brought back from Tang enhance this demand?

In Chapter Four I address the informal trade that developed in the eighth

and ninth centuries, and try to correlate it to the official exchanges previously

carried out by the kentOshi. Informal or private merchant exchange was first

forged by merchants from Silla, but by the beginning of the ninth century, the

Chinese were most influential in transporting goods to and from Japan. What, if

any, relationship existed between the official trade conducted by the kentOshi and

the merchant trade that became prominent about the time that the kentOshi

missions were ending? The Japanese sometimes hired ships manned by people

from Silla for their return journeys. To what degree did Koreans and Chinese also

travel these waters? I examine the unofficial merchant trade in the East China

Sea and Yellow Sea to shed light on the relative economic and cultural significance

of the official exchanges of the kentoshi. I try to suggest who may have been

involved in this trade. The people of Silla were active in this region as traders, but

what of other mariners? What role did merchants from Japan or Bohai (Parhae)

play?

Finally, in my last chapter, I examine one particular aspect of the exchange

with the mainland that is not fully documented in primary sources. This is the

ceramic trade with the continent, which became particularly prominent after the

beginning of the ninth century-roughly the same time that private merchants

began sailing to Kyushu in great numbers. In order to understand this exchange,

I turn to archaeological research. An interdisciplinary approach of this nature is
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the best way to fill in some of the blanks left in the primary sources. So in

Chapter Five I consult archaeological evidence from the Asuka, Nara, and Heian

periods to understand the degree of official and unofficial exchange that took place

during the kentoshi period.

There is a plethora of Japanese research regarding the kentOshi. The same

does not hold true, however, for research conducted in the English language. That

is not to say that English language material has been insignificant. Edwin

Reischauer's 1955 translation, Ennins Diary: the Record ofa Pilgrimage to China

in Search ofthe Law and his book of the same year, Ennins Travels in Tang China,

are by far the best known works regarding the subject of the Japanese missions to

Tang China. Reischauer's books introduced English language scholars to an

exciting chapter in Japanese and Chinese history. Robert Borgen's "The Japanese

Mission to China, 801-806," published in Monumenta Nipponica in 1982, likewise

did much to advance western language scholarship. However, both Reischauer

and Borgen dealt specifically with two ninth-century missions. The first

comprehensive study of more than one kentOshi mission came in Charlotte von

Verschuer's Les Relations Oflicielles Du Japon Avec La Chine, a groundbreaking

study that was published in French in 1985. This work focuses primarily on the

official diplomatic exchange between Japan and Tang China and includes

discussion of those kentOshi missions that were dispatched during the eighth and

ninth centuries. Von Verschuer has since followed up her initial work with studies

published in both English and French regarding commercial and diplomatic

exchange between Japan and its neighbors during the Ancient and Medieval
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periods. Another influential work that introduced English readers to certain

aspects of the kentoshi official exchange was Wang Zhen-Ping's "Sino-Japanese

Relations Before the Eleventh Century: Modes of Diplomatic Communication

Reexamined in Terms of the Concept of Reciprocity," which was published in 1989

as a dissertation for Princeton University.

I hope that my work will complement the above and serve to stimulate

further study regarding the kentoshi and maritime exchange among western

scholars.

NOTE REGARDING DATING

For the purpose of this paper, I have chosen to depict most dates in terms of

the lunar calendar. I use numbers denoting year, month and day. Thus the date

777:6:3, should be read as the third day of the sixth month (lunar calendar) of 777

A.D. Solar dates are used only when the name of a month (e.g., "June"), rather

than a number, is given.
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CHAPTER 1

THEKENTOSHIVOYAGES: GEOGRAPHYAND

NAVIGATION OF THE SEAS, 7TH TO 9TH CENTURIES

In this chapter I shall focus on the maritime environment through which the

ships of the kentoshi embassies sailed as they journeyed to and from the Chinese

mainland. I shall consider the harbors, islets, and bays frequented by these ships.

The harbors that they used are described in primary sources such as the Hizen

Fudoki HEfrJJ!t±~~, the Manyoshu :E~~, the Nihon K6ki S*~~, the Shoku

Nihon Koki~S *~i~, and the KageroDiary !I!if~ S~.l I shall also introduce data

relating to the ocean currents, seasonal winds, and storm patterns of the East

China Sea and the Yellow Sea. The journey by ship to Tang China is believed to

have been difficult for Japanese mariners and presented many navigational

challenges. A detailed study of the coastal areas and waters between central Japan,

northern Kyushu, and the continent is warranted to clarify the exact nature of

these challenges.

1.1 ANCIENT JAPANESE SEA ROUTES

Let me begin with a brief survey of the navigational history of the peoples who

have populated the Japanese islands for many millennia. Evidence suggests that

the Japanese of the early historic periods were successors to a long maritime
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tradition often overlooked in traditional studies of kentOshi navigational ventures.

The people of the Jomon period-as well as the Paleolithic peoples who

preceded them-made use of the seas in and around Japan.2 Paleolithic people

used at least rudimentary vessels to sail the coastal waters of the Pacific, the waters

between Kyushu and the Korean Peninsula, and even the waters of the Sea of

Japan. Evidence shows, for example, that as early as 20,000 years ago peoples in

Japan transported obsidian at least fifty kilometers over sea from the island of

Kozujima f$~~ in the Pacific to the Izu peninsula on Honshu (Mori Koichi

1989:29-31; Barnes 1993:62).3 Obsidian transport from Kozujima apparently

1 These harbors are discussed below in more detail and include: (1) Aikota-no-ura port ..g
JH871ft (2) Kawahara-no-ura port JII~(J)7Ift (3) the port at Mimiraku promontory ~
¥f\~!A(J)1/ffit and (4) Tachibana-no-ura port flIi7lft.

2 The Jomon period is is generally divided into six sub"periods (Incipient, Initial, Early,
Middle, Late, and FinallLatest), which will be referred to below. Dating is based on
pottery types (about 10 types in each period) and more or less correlates with
radiocarbon dating (Oikawa and Koyama 1981:189). However, there is no exact
agreement among scholars about specific dating. The following examples of dating
from Tsuboi Kiyotari, Gina Barnes, and Richard Pearson demonstrate some of the
differences among scholars. Both Japanese and Western scholars agree on the
classification of any given site into one of the six sub-periods, even though their
numerical dating may differ.

Incipient (10,000 - 8,000 RC)
Initial (8,000 - 5,000 RC)
Early (approximately 4,000 RC.)
Middle (2,500 - 1,500 RC.)
Late (1,500 - 1000 B.C.)
Final (1000 - 400 RC.) [Tsuboi 1987:2]

Incipient (10,000 - 7,500 RC)
Initial (7,500 - 5,000 RC)
Early (5,000 - 3,000 RC.)
Middle (3,000 - 2,000 RC.)
Late (2,000 - 1000 RC.)
Final (1000 - 300 RC.) [Barnes 1993:24]

Incipient (10,500 - 8,000 RC)
Initial (8,000 - 5,000 RC)
Early (5,000 - 2,500 RC.)
Middle (2,500 - 1,500 RC.)
Late (1,500 - 1000 RC.)
Final (1000 - 400 RC.) [Pearson 1992:17]

3 Obsidian was an important material from which tools were fashioned.
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continued until as late as the middle of the Yayoi period (Mori Koichi 1989:32).4

Jomon people also traversed the straits between Japan and Korea, where, once

again, obsidian serves as a good indicator that a prehistoric maritime trade network

of some sort was in place. Koshidake 1II-ffi obsidian from Saga Prefecture, Kyushu,

has been recovered from Chulmun sites in Pusan, Korea. These sites lie

approximately 200 kilometers distant across the Tsushima straits. Koshidake

obsidian has also been recovered from sites 800 km to the south in Okinawa (Kim

w.Y. 1983:15; Mori Koichi 1989:55; Barnes 1993:79; Esaka 1994:125). Finally,

Jomon peoples and possibly Paleolithic peoples crossed the Sea of Japan as early as

10,000 years ago. Once again, obsidian-this time from the Oki Islands off the coast

of Shimane-has been recovered in the Amur River valley and the Primorskij

region (Maritime Province) in Russia (Mori Koichi 1989:27), locations that lie

directly across the Sea of Japan from the Oki Islands and thus suggest that the seas

were utilized by people at least as early as the Initial or Incipient Jomon periods.5

Even if one were to question navigational prowess on the part of the

Paleolithic people of Japan, or even of the Jomon people, the dawn of the Yayoi

4 The Yayoi period has traditionally been dated as 300 B.C. to 300 A.D. However, recent
scholarship has moved the initial date back at least a century or more (see, for
example, Imamura 1996:16). One of the problems is that the dawn of the Yayoi period
is hard to pinpoint. It took at least a century or more for the new Yayoi culture to
spread across the three main islands of Kyushu, Shikoku, and Honshu.

5 There is other evidence that the Japanese were becoming proficient in sea transport as
early as the Jomon period. For example, we know that the Jomon people were able to
catch deep sea animals in abundance. Deep sea fish species have been found at the
Natsushima site !L!fb iI Jf#, dated to 9450 +/- 400 B.P. and 9240 +/- 500 B.P.
(Ikawa-Smith 1986:203). At the Early Jomon site of Mawaki JtMilJf# in Ishikawa
Prefecture, hundreds of dolphin skulls and other fish bones have been found as well
(Pearson 1992:82). In addition, seacraft should be considered to explain the existence
of the Yamashita-chO cave site I.1J~DIJ~-WnJgilJf#skeleton in Okinawa, which has
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period proves one undeniable fact: that from at least the 3rd century B.C., large

groups of immigrants arrived in Japan aboard some sort of sea crafts. These

immigrants all crossed the sea between the mainland and Japan, probably at the

Tsushima Straits.

That immigrants came to Japan during and after the Yayoi period is

indisputable; only the number is a matter of contention among scholars. Physical

anthropology tends to suggest that a rather large migration occurred during the

Yayoi period (Turner 1992A:106; 1992B:147; Omoto 1992:140). Some have

suggested that as many as one million immigrants may have sailed to Japan from

the continent over the millennium covered by the Yayoi and Kofun periods

(Hanihara K. 1987; 1992:247; Omoto 1992:143). This figure, if accurate, suggests

that a huge maritime transport system must have been in place well before the

missions to Sui and Tang were first conceived during the sixth and seventh

centuries.

How is one to justify, therefore, the common claim that the Japanese were

unsophisticated in maritime matters when they began sending official missions

across the ocean to the mainland? Is it reasonable to assume that more than a

million people may have sailed between Japan and the mainland in the 1000 year

period before the middle of the kentOshi period, yet Japanese mariners were still

unfamiliar with currents, winds, and sea storms, as is often suggested in kentOshi

literature? And what of the immigrants who arrived from the mainland during and

after the Yayoi period? Did they disembark from their sea craft and remain entirely

been dated to 32,100 +/- 1000 RP. (Ikawa-Smith 1986:204).
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bound to the land, never again to return to sea?

This seems unlikely. Roads were incomplete during the ancient period in

Japanese history. It stands to reason, therefore, that travel by sea remained the

most convenient means of transport among the ancient Japanese---especially those

inhabiting the Seto Inland Sea areas (see Mozai 1979:101-3). Passages in the Kojiki

suggest that the early Japanese were familiar with all the main islands from

Honshu south to the Ryukyu Islands (Mozai 1979:102-3). The earliest discussions

of Japanese sea travel, found in the Kojiki and the Nihon Shoki, deal with

mythological events that refer to movements from Silla to Izumo. These discussions

also suggest knowledge of the Ryukyu Islands. Additional texts suggest that people

were quite proficient in traversing the waters between the mainland and Japan at a

very early date, despite possessing only rudimentary sailing vessels. Such texts

indicate that, with the exception of Hokkaido, the early Japanese had extensive

knowledge of all of the major islands of what is today Japan.

1.2 SETO INLAND SEA

What of the waters in and around Japan? I shall now turn to the maritime

heart of ancient Japan, the Seto Inland Sea .PN#i}. The mastering of these

waters must have preceded, or at least been synchronous with, the formation of the

early Yamato state. Here I shall consider what is known of the geography and the

history of navigation within these waters.

There are differing figures for the number of islands in the Seto Inland Sea. It

has been estimated, though, that the whole of Japan consists of as many as 5000
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islands, and that approximately half this number are located in the Seto Inland Sea

(Kusaka 1996:128).6 One would assume that the presence of so many islands would

help promote maritime navigation; but on the contrary, ships sailing the Inland Sea

were endangered by numerous submerged reefs and rocks that are easily run upon.

In addition, the presence of so many islands created fluctuating currents of varying

speeds that made maneuvering the waters among the islands difficult.

Despite these navigational challenges, the people of the Japanese islands

managed to utilize the Seto Inland Sea at a very early date and the mastering of

these waters became important to the historical development of Japan. Like the

ocean waters discussed above, the Seto Inland Sea was used by Jomon people for

travel and transportation. Ocean levels were higher during part of the Jomon

period and so maritime transport of trade items may have been even more essential

during this time.

The Seto Inland Sea played an important strategic role during the military

conflicts that led to the unification of the early Yamato state. The Wei Zhi (History

of the Kingdom of Wel) chronicles fighting among the Wa around the end of the

Yayoi period. Indeed, villages and structures of this time have been found on

plateau sites along the coasts. These sites possessed commanding views

overlooking the sea, and were chosen, no doubt, because threats approaching from

across the water could be seen in time for the inhabitants to take defensive

measures. By the beginning of the Kofun period, the lands around the Seto Inland

6 Another survey, from 1946, determined that Japan consisted of 461 inhabited islands
and 3,178 uninhabited ones, totaling 3,639 islands (The History of Hirad6 City
1966:23).
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Sea were united under the control of the early Yamato state and the Seto Inland Sea

once again served primarily as a route for the transfer of goods.

Not only did immigrants flood into Japan by sea during the Yayoi and Kofun

periods, all of the cultural artifacts and influences introduced to Japan from the

mainland were transported aboard ocean vessels.7 The two major regions on the

direct receiving end of this cultural importation-at least during the greater part of

the first millennium A.D.-were northern Kyushu and Kinai. Even if one were to

argue that mainland vessels played a minimal role in the navigational history of the

Seto Inland Sea during the Yayoi, Kofun, and early historical periods, one is still

forced to recognize that the locations of these two culturally important regions of

Japan at opposite ends of the Seto waters necessitated a certain degree of

navigational mastering ofthis sea by Japanese mariners. There is evidence for this.

Items of great weight and size were transported across the Seto Inland Sea during

the Kofun period. It has been shown, for example, that large materials such as the

stone coffins from kofun graves8 in Osaka were transported by sea from distant

sites in Kyushu (Asahi 1988:36).

Smaller, but no less culturally-significant archaeological items such as bronze

mirrors were also transported by sea. Dohankyo IPJ~MJl, or bronze mirrors cast

from the same mold, have been recovered from kofun as far west as Fukuoka and as

far east as modern-day Gumma prefecture (Sugiyama 1981:40). A study of the

distribution of dohankyo suggests that the Seto Inland Sea was used extensively as

7 Of course, a great many of these were transported by these very same immigrants.
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a means of exchange during the Kofun period. These mirrors were cast both in

China and in Japan and it has been suggested that those of Chinese origin may

have been brought to Japan on Chinese vessels as early as the third century. If so,

they may have been brought directly to the Naniwa port jltBti'$ (discussed below) on

Chinese vessels and then distributed by the Yamato Court on Japanese vessels at

some later time.

1.2.1 Naniwa port

A number of Seto Inland Sea ports linked Japan to the continent.

Naniwa-no-tsu jltBti'$, or Naniwa port, was probably the most important of these. 9

Located in the inlet of Naniwa-no-mitsu-no-ura jltBtO).=..i'$i'm in Osaka bay, this

port was significant from at least the time of the early Yamato state and continued

to be used well into the early historical period. Japanese ships and foreign vessels

bound to or from the continent began or ended their voyages at Naniwa from at

least the Kofun period, and the port later served as the departure point for the

kentoshi ships that traveled west through the Seto Inland Sea and arrived at the

inlet of Tsukushi-no-otsu"no"ura S1L~0)*i'$0)i'm in Hakata Bay (discussed in more

detail below) (Gunya 1985:25).

The Naniwa port itself traces its origins to as early as the Kofun period. It is

an example of a lagoon port, which meant it required minimal construction for use

8 Kofun graves are elite burial mounds constructed during the Kofun period (AD 300 
600).

9 In some of the primary sources, Naniwa port was referred to as Miura no ura =:.iIft<J)iIft,
or Miura port (Nakajima 1973:14).
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as a wharf or landing place for ships (Kusaka 1996:136). Even though Naniwa port

was originally established at a natural lagoon, its location changed over time. Until

approximately the middle of the fifth century, the wharf was located at several

places on the east side of Tenman sandbar 7(~lfYrffl (Kusaka 1996:147). Vessels

sailed around the north of this sandbar and then docked at a number of sites along

the Kusaka waterway 1j![WtI. The Tenman sandbar provided natural protection for

docked ships, but over the years the passage around the north of the sandbar

became silted up and so, in the later half of the fifth century, an east-west passage

was excavated through the sandbar. This made the port even more convenient for

sailing vessels. Foreign vessels coming to dock first stopped at a location known as

the "outer wharf' ~~ (tI I=l), where they were met by a lavishly decorated

welcoming ship. 10 The foreign vessels were then led through the east-west

passageway into Naniwa port .~i$ itself. The occupants disembarked at Naniwa

port and then set out overland along the Naniwa-no-tsu road to the capital in

Yamato Province. Or, in certain instances, the ships' passengers may have boarded

smaller boats after disembarking from their vessels. They then continued on to the

capital along the Furukawa 15)11 or the Hirano .ljZ.Jl!fJII Rivers (Kusaka 1996:148).

1.2.2 Navigating the Seto Inland Sea: The Archaeological Record and Primary

Sources

How difficult was the journey to and from Naniwa through the Seto Inland

10 See Wang Zhen-ping for details regarding the ceremony involved when the foreign vessels
were met by the welcoming ships (Wang 1989:282-3).
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Sea? There are a large number of archaeological sites on Seto Inland Sea islands

where ceremonies dedicated to the gods were held. The existence of these sites may

be indicative of navigational dangers mariners faced while sailing the sea.

Evidence suggests that mariners gathered at these sites and made offerings to pray

for safe passage through the sea-without the help of the gods, mariners must have

felt doomed. One important Nara period ceremonial site that has been excavated is

located on the northeastern part of Obishima Island ::kJIUb, which is located due

south of Kasaoka bay ~ Iiii1 # in Okayama prefecture (Ishino 1996:209; Asahi

1988:37-8). Obishima lies roughly at the center of the Seto Inland Sea, where the

tide from the west meets the tide coming in from the east. Here goods such as Nara

ceramics, money, and mirrors were offered on a sandbar at the foot of an island

mountain. Sites such as this one have also been discovered on Hitsuishi Island.~

lit, a part of Kagawa prefecture, and on Uji Island ¥:7~lit in Hiroshima prefecture

(Ishino 1996:210). The crews of the kentoshi vessels may have stopped at these

islands to pray for success during their voyages through the Seto Inland Sea, or

perhaps, they offered these prayers to insure success for the very last and most

dangerous leg of their journeys-the part of their travels that took them away from

Japan and across the ocean to the mainland.

There are entries in the Six National Histories that describe some aspects of

navigation of the Seto Inland Sea. We know from a 661 entry in the Mhon Shoki,

for exampll:l, that when Empress Saimei went to Kyushu to aid Paekche in its battle

against Tang and Silla forces, her ship sailed from the Sea of Oku in modern-day
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Okayama prefecturell to Iyo province (modern-day Ehime prefecture in Shikoku) fjT

T~EB$, to Na-no-6tsu, or the Na port _:*$, which (discussed below) was located

in Hakata Bay in Kyushu. During this journey, the empress' ship sailed along the

coast of northern Shikoku (Sugiyama 1981:68-9). Regardless of whether the

empress sailed along the Shikoku coast or the Honshu coast, the terminal ports on

both sides were either Naniwa port M:tli$ or Sumiyoshi port 13:5$ in the east and

the Na port JJ~$ in Hakata Bay in the west.

The Seto Inland Sea became safer to navigate during the Nara period

(Sugiyama 1981:113), but the journey for vessels traveling from Naniwa to Hakata

and back was far from pleasant. In 736:6, for example, a vessel left for Silla and

stopped at the ports of Akashi-no·ura ~~M and Nagai-no-ura *#M. It did not

arrive at Na-no-tsu until more than a month later (Kusaka 1996:149) due to the

dangers of navigating the many reefs and fluctuating currents discussed above.

1.3 NORTHERN KYUSHU AND DAZAIFU

Thus far, we have considered the Seto Inland Sea-both its main port of

Naniwa and its waters. What about the ports of and waters off of the coast of

northern Kyushu?

The name "Hakata" refers to an ancient trade port in northern Kyushu long

identified as a gateway to Japan from the continent. Hakata is situated on a bay of

the same name. The characters for Hakatam~ first appear in a Shoku Nihongi

11 The Oku Sea j;:fs#fi: is located adjacent to Oku County in Okayama Prefecture IiYiJ ill !Ii!
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entry dated 759:3:24, which refers to Hakata-no-otsu m~*$, or the "great port of

Hakata" (Kawazoe 1988:8).

Hakata port was actually the name used for several successive port sites that

were located in Hakata Bay. There is a certain degree of confusion when discussing

the port because at least four different names were used to refer to a port that

perhaps occupied three distinct locations. The Hakata Bay port was, for example,

once denoted by the name Sode-no-minato flb(1)~.I2 However, the original site was

probably first called Na-no-tsu or Na-ga-tsu JJB$; i.e., Na port. The Na port is

discussed in historical texts as the window for exchange with the mainland, and it

served as Dazaifu's port to the outside (Kusaka 1996:137).

The port ofNa had a history dating back two millennia. A "country" in Japan

called Na fJJl.13 is mentioned in the Hou Han Shu ~~iIf.14 The Hou Han Shu

account describes an exchange between this country and the Han Court in which

the leader of the Na country fJJl.OO received a gold seal from the Han Emperor

Guangwu 761ft Cr. 22-57) in 57 AD (de Bary 1958:7). In return, the Na leader

pledged his allegiance to the Han.

A seal inscribed with the characters r~~fJJl.OO::EJ King ofthe Nu {In. Na}

country {which is a part} of mz ofHan was actually found in 1784 in

Shika-no-shima ;B_IJ, located at the mouth of Hakata Bay in Fukuoka Prefecture

(Kawazoe 1988:11; Otsuka Hatsushige 1993:67; Takemitsu Makoto 1986:153). The

1S!A.$.
12 This is from the Kojien entry, but it was also written: "1lb 'T ~."

13 Na frJ. is pronounced "Nu" in Chinese.
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find of the gold seal, together with evidence from Japanese and Chinese primary

sources, indicate that the Na of the Hou Han Shu was located on the shores of

Hakata Bay. It may have been located in the Nakagawa River tl~;EilJ)II basin between

the central part of present-day Fukuoka City miliifl-m and Kasuga City *S

(Kawazoe 1988:11). The Japanese use of the character tl~ in Na-no-tsu tl~1$:, thus

very likely refers to very same port that served the Na ftJl. of the Hou Han Shu.

How is the port in Hakata Bay described in the Japanese primary sources?

The Nihon Shokirefers to the Na port as either "Na-no-tsu" tl~1$: or "Na-no'otsu" tl~

*1$:, while the Shoku Nihongi calls this same port "Hakata-no-tsu" tf~i$: and

"Hakata-no-otsu" tf~*i$:. Each of these names refers to the main port of Hakata

Bay at any given time, but the location of the port shifted somewhat during the

Nara and Heian periods. At the time Korokan15 was built, the port was moved from

its original location at Na-no-tsu tl~i$: to Ara-no-tsu Jj!Li$: (Yamazaki 1996:153), and

later in the Heian period the port was shifted once more.16 All three sites were

located in Hakata Bay and for this reason modern scholars denote all three sites

with the generic "Hakata port." Throughout these location shifts Hakata Bay

remained the doorway to trade with Sui and Tang China.

The port ofNa and its successors served as the main communication and

supply link to the mainland throughout the proto-historic, Nara and Heian

14 The Hou Han Shu ~:1!l. is a history of the Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 AD).
15 Korokan is also referred to as Tsukushikan $t~fi'f. Korokan is discussed in more

detail in Chapter 4.
16 Each of these sites may be considered river-mouth, rather than lagoon ports (Kusaka

1996:139).
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periods.17 But in addition to being an important link to the continent, Hakata port

was also an important domestic port. After tax ~IDl~ from the various provinces of

Kyushu was gathered and sent to Dazaifu, it was then sent from this port to the

capital, most likely arriving at Naniwa port (Sugiyama 1981:142-3). And as early

as 536 AD, the Yamato government made repairs to a miyake B"*, or government

jurisdictional office, near the Na port (Kawazoe 1988:11).18 The provinces were

ordered to bear the burden of these repairs, indicating the site's significance to the

central government.

1.4 HIRADO

In our geographic survey of Japanese coastal regions, HiraM) Island next

warrants consideration as a site frequented by the kentoshi vessels. During the

time of the kentoshi, ports on Hirado Island such as Rira JtE.Bt in Hirado Bay and

Miya-no-ura '8<D:Tm on the southwestern edge of the island served as stopovers for

missions sailing to and from China (The History ofHirad6 City 1966:91). The

modern characters for the name ofthe island are ~;=r~, but in the past "Hira" was

written either with the single character III or with the double characters JtEm or JtE

.Bt (The History ofHirad6 City 1966:79). The first kentOshi embassy known to have

stopped at Hirado Island was the mission of 645 (The History ofHirad6 City 1966:1),

17 The proto-historic period encompasses the Yayoi and Kofun periods; i.e., ca. 4th century
BC-600AD.

18 Scholars have surmised that this miyake of 536 may have been located in present-day
Miyake .:=.~, a town in Minami Ward, Fukuoka City. Another hypothesis is that it
may have been located at what is now referred to as the Hie site H~m:ilfiij} in Hakata
Ward, Fukuoka City (Kawazoe 1988:12).
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but approximately four decades earlier, in 607, a mission to Sui also entered port

here. And as late as 805, during the reign of Emperor Kammu, a kentoshi vessel

left Hirado Island on its way to Chikajima J!{iR&~.

Hirado Island's location served as an ideal stopping place for ships leaving or

about to arrive at Hakata Bay. The island has a land surface of 170.9 square

kilometers and is approximately 40 kilometers in length north to south at its

greatest distance and six kilometers wide east to west. The northeastern part of

Hirado is only 570 meters away from the Kyushu mainland. It is adjacent to the

Genkai Sea ~7tii., while the southern part of the island juts into the East China

Sea.

1.5 GOTO ISLANDS

Any discussion of the geography involved in the movement of kentoshi from

Japan to China must include an examination of the Goto archipelago .n~~Ij&. At

least four of the kentOshi missions passed through the GotO Islands on their way to

China after departing from Hakata Bay and Hirado Island (Gunya 1985:25).19

The Goto archipelago is a chain of inhabited and uninhabited islands of

various sizes stretching about 90 km in a SW to NE direction in a region of the East

China Sea approximately 100 kilometers west of Nagasaki City (Miyazaki 1995:95).

The total land area covered by the Goto chain is 636 square kilometers. Except for

relatively gentle slopes on Ojika Island IJvfiRJUh and parts of Fukue Island, the

19 Gunya lists those four as mission numbers 14, 15, 16, and 17. Number 14 was the 776
AD mission with Saeki no Imaemishi ftc{s~-'£A (1985:27).
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Goto Islands are primarily composed of steep mountains and jagged coastlines.

Severe currents run through the straits between the islands and bays. Inlets on the

islands characteristically have sand dunes with swampy areas on the inland side.

Only a few have flat land opening out to the sea. The Goto archipelago has a

geological history of at least several hundred thousand years, but scholars believe

these islands were first populated approximately 20,000 years ago (Gunya 1985:8),

so at least some form of rudimentary maritime transport in and around the islands

must be dated from that time.

The name "goto" literally means "five islands." Despite the name, there are

nearly 150 islands in the entire archipelago. During the time of the Tokugawa

bakufu,20 the five primary islands referred to in the name were Uku, Nakadoori,

Nishi (i.e., Wakamatsu), Naru, and Fukue (Gunya 1985:7).21 After the abolition of

the han and subsequent governmental redistricting, Uku Island was made part of

another district. Serving as a replacement, another fairly large island in the chain,

Hisaka ~.§b, then officially became one of the "five islands" denoted in the name.

But Uku, Ojika, which is another large island located in the northern part of the

chain, and the numerous other smaller islands are all still considered part of the

geographical archipelago referred to as "Gom." (Miyazaki 1995:95; Gunya 1985:7).

The Gom Islands boast Jomon, Yayoi, and Kofun period archeological sites,

the very existence of which suggests that the early inhabitants possessed a

20 This was the period when Japan was divided into large districts called han 113$~1-\,

each headed by a daimy6, or feudal lord.
21 VIm '¥!Alib, Nakadoori 9='iiDlib, Nishi j!!f (ie, Wakamatsu ti'~lib), Naru ~fil6b, and

Fukue mrIlib (Gunya 1985:7).
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proclivity to build and use sea craft. If the islanders themselves were not adept

seafarers, others were, and they frequented the shores of these islands. The Yayoi

period Yorigami shell mound ~f$JV~, for example, has yielded remains of cattle

sacrificed during human burial. These are the earliest remains of domesticated

cattle recovered in all of Japan (Gunya 1985:12-3). Because cattle are not

indigenous to the Japanese islands, they must have been transported from the

continent by sea vessels-sea vessels obviously large enough to carry rather

imposing cargo. Some of the vessels of the proto-historic period, therefore, were by

no means small, simple dugout canoes.

Other important Yayoi and Kofun archaeological sites-most likely

graves-have been found on Okashima Island iblflir-.,!jb22 (Nagadome 1995:267),

which is also part of the GotO chain. The artifacts found at these sites suggest that

the people on this island were involved in trade between Kyushu and the Korean

Peninsula. There is evidence here of items originating as far away as Kinai and

China; the artifacts from Kinai probably arrived via Kyushu and those from China

came via the Korean Peninsula. Nagadome Hisae 7kWi~m suggests that those

buried in these tombs may have been the Tsushima people discussed in the Wei Zhi

passage concerning the Wa people of Japan. The people ofTsushima were said to be

involved in trade to the north and south (Nagadome 1995:267). He suggests that

these people were actually "Wa sea people" ~O)*A, who were part of a maritime

ethnic group called the Azumi-zoku*~~. These people supposedly believed their

22 I am not certain of the reading of the characters for this island. Might it also be read
"Kokashima" or "Misaki-ga-shima?"
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ancestors were dragons or alligators, and they tattooed these creatures on their

backs. Because alligators were not indigenous to Japan, these people must have

been in contact either directly or indirectly with southern continental regions such

as Zhejiang, where alligators are known to have existed from ancient times. Finds

of Yayoi-period shell bracelets indicate early contact with the Southern Island of

Tanegashima fl-=fi'i as well (Gunya 1985:13). These finds attest to the historical

significance of the Goto Islands in Japan's earliest maritime trade network.

The first references to the GotO Islands in primary sources are in two

eighth-century texts, the Kojiki and the Hizen Fudoki HEW:iOOm±~23(Miyazaki

1995:96; Gunya 1985:15-21). In these early texts, the Goto archipelago is referred

to as the Chika-no-shima islands.24

The Chika-no-shima islands are referred to in the Kojiki in the myth of the

"birth of the eight islands," which is found in section five of the first volume

(Chamberlain 1988:22-23). In this tale, the deities Izanagi and Izanami gave birth

to the eight main islands from which an early reference to Japan as the

"Great-Eight Island Country" was derived. Mterwards, additional unions between

these deities created a second tier of six islands or island groups. The

Chika-no-shima islands were one of these six. In the Fudoki text, the story is told

that, during the time of Emperor Keiko :J:rr*~, who was the twelfth emperor of

the mythological period, two islands in the archipelago were inhabited: Ochika

23 Hereafter referred to as Fudoki.
24 Chika-no·shima is written with the characters 9iflrnJ~ in the Kojiki and filHiNb in the

Fudoki.
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Island IJ'itrSP5 and Ochika Island *itrit (Gunya 1985:20-1; Toda 1999:320).26 In

the Fudoki, the Chika-no-shima Islands are described as a part of the Matsuura

district of Hizen province HEMOO~iffUfIH~a:~~(Miyazaki 1995:96; Toda 1999:320).27

Primary texts such as the Hizen FudokiHE1WJ!l±~, the Nihon K6ki E*~~,

the Shoku Nihon Kokiffdr. E*~~, and the Manyoshu JJ.~ name the Goto Island

ports that were utilized by the kentoshi (Mao 1999:13).28 The Hizen Fudoki, for

example, lists the Goto ports used by the kentoshi as Aikota-no-ura port tB-1-lEi!i29,

Kawahara-no-ura port JIIJ*(1)i!i30 and the port at Mimiraku promontory ~.~!A.(1)

Jllij (Miyazaki 1995:96).31 The Shoku Nihongi records another port in the GotO

Islands reportedly used by the kentoshi as Tachibana-no-ura flii!i. This was the

site for the 778 arrival of the third ship of the fourteenth kentoshi mission to Tang

(Gunya 1985:27).32

Positioned in the remote western sea region of Hizen, the Goto Islands were

25 This is also written with the characters: /NitHi~ or Jiflt.,Ii1b.
26 These are individual islands and so I render the names into the singular form in English,

but the names also denoted island groups. VIm Island *A~ and Ochika Island, for
example, were sometimes referred to collectively in the name "Ochika," while all the
islands south of and including Nakadi'>ri Island were called "Ochika" (Nagadome
1995:96).

27 The Goti'> archipelago is also described in the Sandaijitsuroku =-R~~. However, in the
Sandaijitsurokupassage, "Chika-no-shima" apparently includes Hiradi'> Island as well.

28 The Kagero Diary.~B tic has also been offered as a text describing kentOshi ports in
the Goti'> Islands. I have, as of yet, been unable to confirm this.

29 This is also written with the characters tr~lE¥fll in the Shoku Nihongi(see below).
30 The second character can alternatively be written as If.
31 Also, Kusaka S TJft~ writes that the kentOshi vessels often stopped at the port of :m

liT (Kusaka 1996:137). (This is also written as :m-1-.)
32 There are, however, at least two theories regarding the modern-day location of this

port. If, indeed, this was found in the Goti'> archipelago, the most likely candidate is
Tama-no-ura port on Fukue Island ;fMrr~3S.znli. The other possibility is that it was
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relatively closer to the Chinese mainland, and so these ports were especially

important as the kentOshi adopted the southern routes (discussed below) for their

voyages to Tang (Toda 1999:320). The Fudoki passage goes on to say that there

were over 100 islands in the archipelago and that the fishermen who lived there

kept many horses and cattle. It records that, in physical appearance, the people

resembled the Hayato people ~}",. of southern Kyushu, enjoyed archery on

horseback33, and spoke a language quite ;'!ifferent from that of the other people of

Hizen province (Toda 1999:320). The passage also states that:

To the west, there are twoplaces where boats can layanchor.

One is called t..'18Aikota doc~lcs!fJ-r8J(1)f¥, w~ljere more than

20 ships are able to lay anchor. and the other is called

Kawa~ljara-no-uraport jljjfJ(ifIi; p/here more than 10 ships

can stop. The kentOshi leave from these ports and head for

ofKawahara ba~ After stoppingat Mimiraku, they set sail

to the west. (Gunya 1985:21; Toda 1999:320)34

The port referred to as the ...1\ikota docks in this HizeIl Fudokipassage is called

...1\ikota-no-ura port -fr jI EEl 1m in a 776 passage in the Sb.oku Nihol1gi {Toda

located east of Shika Island at l'f~1IIT4'.m -== S 7lIf, and thus not a part of the GotO
Isla..'1.ds (Gunya 1985:27; Reischauer, Ennin's Diary 1955:404 (note 1531».

33 This is referred to in Japanese as umayumi 5lM.
34 Another port named in the primary sources as a stop for the kentOshi missions is fiijill

(see Mao 1999:13).
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1999:320).35 These two names probably refer to present-day Ta-no-ura on the island

of Hisaka.36 Kawahara-no-ura, on the other hand, is surmised to be modem-day

Kawahara JIIJJj{, and Mimiraku is believed to be Miiraku =:ft:~ (Toda 1999:320).

Both Kawahara and Miiraku are located on the northern coast of the island of

Fukue.

The Got<> Islands are also mentioned in a ninth century report to the emperor

issued by the Provisional Governor-General of Dazaifu, Ariwara no Yukihira ftJJj{ff

¥ (818-893). This report is recorded in the 876 entry of the Nihon Sandai Jitsuroku

13 *.=.ft~~ (Toda 1999:321). The petition requests that the island chain should be

administratively separated from Hizen province. The islands were of particular

concern to Dazaifu, which recognized their importance to travel between Japan and

Silla or Tang. Yukihira's petition was eventually granted and the Got<> Islands and

Hirado became independent of Hizen province. They were officially named the

Chika-no-shima islands fill~ 9li and a new island steward 37 was appointed

(Miyazaki 1995:96).

As the last stop for travelers entering or leaving the Japan, the GotO Islands

served as an informational link between Japan and the mainland. They provided

the first news of the Japanese islands for those sailing to Hakata port. The Goto

Islands were also important in and of themselves for trade with the mainland

because of their natural resources (Toda 1999:322). Tang traders treasured herbs

35 In still another variation on the name, this dock/port is also written as Aiko-no-tomari
tlFfz~.

36 I assume this is the correct reading for this port and island. They are written in
Japanese as .Rl!1l~mnli.
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and medicines gathered from these islands and rare stones found along their

shores.38 Silver could be extracted from some of these stones while others were

polished to resemble jade. Because of these natural resources, the islanders

themselves may have become quite adept at trading with the Tang and Silla ships

that stopped on their way to and from Hakata.

1.6 SEA ROUTE TO CHINA

Now I shall consider that part of the voyage on the open seas that the crews of

the kentOshi vessels faced after leaving the Japanese archipelago: how did these

embassies proceed to Tang? In which direction did they set sail and what was their

final coastal destination?

There were three distinct sea routes utilized by the kentOshi during the more

than two centuries that they journeyed to Tang (see Mao 1999:11-13). Use ofthese

three routes shifted over time. Today they serve as a basis for dividing the kentOshi

age into three periods: Early fJJWJ, Middle 9=tWJ, and Late :f&jf)j. During the Early

period, which encompasses all the seventh-century missions to Tang from the very

first mission of 630 until the sixth mission sent in 667 (the last of the seventh

century), embassies used what is referred to by scholars as the "Northern Route" ~t

~.39

The Middle period dates from the mission that departed Tsukushi in 702 until

371 have rendered the characters _iiJ as "island steward."
38 1 have translated the characters lf~ as "herbs and medicines" and tifli as "rare stones."
39 There was supposedly a seventh mission in 669, which was cancelled, or at the very

least, not described in the extant texts. (See Chart 5, Chapter Three.)
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the middle of the eighth century. During this period, the kentOshi utilized what is

known as the "Southern Island Route" m1ib~ to the mainland. The Xin TangShu

chronicle regarding the Eastern barbarians mentions travel along this route.40

Finally, during the Late period of the kentOshi missions, embassies utilized

what is referred to as the "Southern Route" m~. This course connected

Hakata-via the GotO Islands-directly to Mingzhou PJlm, the Tang name for

present-day Ningpo .7li in Zhejiang Prefecture, and to Yangzhou Prefecture. The

last four embassies to Tang (beginning with the mission that departed in 777)

utilized this direct route to the Chinese mainland. Sailing directly across the open

sea, crews navigating the Southern Route faced the greatest maritime challenges.

1.7 THE NORTHERN ROUTE: THE EARLY PERIOD

The Northern Route is also known as the "Silla road" iTai!!. Embassies

following this route departed from Hakata Bay and sailed past the islands of Iki~

~ and Tsushima M~ to the Korean Peninsula, where they followed the western

coast of the peninsula to the north. At the mouth of the Bohai bay f1J#liit, they

turned and crossed the sea, eventually arriving at the Shandong Peninsula.

Apparently, most of the embassies choosing this route landed on the northern side

of the Shandong Peninsula either in the region of Laizhou or Dengzhou ~+Ii

Prefectures (Reischauer 1940:145). From there they proceeded overland to the

Tang capital of Chang'an **.

40 This chronicle:in the Xin Tang Shu ~JjIf. is called "Dong Yi Zhuan" 3'f~{~, or
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There is a slightly different version of the Northern Route referred to as the

"Ocean and River route" #im:iI~, which, like the standard Northern Route,

involved departing from Kyushu, sailing north along the western shore of the

Korean Peninsula, and then crossing the Bohai Bay to the Shandong Peninsula.

This route differed from the standard Northern Route toward the end ofthe voyages

when, upon reaching the Shandong Peninsula, crews headed west along the

southern shore of the peninsula rather than disembark at Shandong. The ships

then continued south along the shores ofHuabei ~~t and Huazhong ~r:p to land at

Yangzhou Prefecture (Sugiyama 1995:36).

1.8 THE SOUTHERN ISLAND ROUTE: THE MIDDLE PERIOD

Kimiya Yasuhiko may have been the first to describe a Southern Island Route

to China, but he did so without using that term per se. Rather, Kimiya divided the

routes taken by the kentOshi into "northern" and "southern" and then subdivided

the Southern Route into the "southern route through the islands" and the "southern

route that began at Hirado Island and the GotO Islands and led directly through the

East China Sea." However, Mori Katsumi does use the term "Southern Island

Route" m~~ in his scholarship. According to Mori, ships following this route set

sail from Hakata Bay, proceeded to Hirado Island, headed south along the shores of

Satsuma, and then continued south past numerous islands before crossing the East

China Sea and arriving at a port near the mouth of the Yangzi River <Sugiyama

1995:34). The Yangzi served as the probable destination for most if not all of these

"Chronicle of the Eastern Barbarians."
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voyages.41

Despite following what might be considered an island-hopping course for

much of the journey from Hakata, the kenwshi vessels of the Middle Period still

traversed a considerable distance through open sea. A ship still had approximately

800 kilometers of water to cross after departing the last island and before reaching

Suzhou l.i~t1, even if this last island were Okinawa Island, a point relatively close to

the mainland (Sugiyama 1995:50-51).

The Southern Island Route was more dangerous than the Northern Route but

may have been necessitated by Japan's defeat by Silla and Tang in 663 at the Battle

of the Paekchong River sHiI42 on the Korean Peninsula. Diplomatic relations

with Silla were severed (at least temporarily) and, as a result, kenwshi ships began

to avoid the Korean Peninsula by sailing from the southern coast of Kyushu along

the Southern Islands m§b, which during the seventh and eighth centuries referred

to the southwestern island archipelago comprising the Okinawa ##lImf§h, Amami

1tt~mf§b,Miyako 1rtlmf§b, Tokara I!f:tr~b~§h,and Osumi ::kmmf§b island chains.43

The earliest known exchange between the Japanese state and the Southern Islands

is found in several entries of the Nihon Shoki dated to the year 618 (Suzuki

Yasutami 1987:349). Within a century of this contact, the kenwshi vessels were

sailing to and from Tang by way of these islands.

41 See discussion by Reischauer {introduced below} who disputes the commonly held
belief that the Yangzi River was the primary destination of these ships.

42 I believe this to be the present-day KUm River.
43 Some of the islands at which the kentOshi reportedly lay anchor or passed en route were

Tanega Island ~T.¥b,Yaku Island ~.~.¥b,Takarashichi Island "E1:;.¥b, Amami-o
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There is documentary evidence in the Chinese texts supporting poor relations

with Silla as the catalyst for adopting a new route to the mainland. The Xin Tang

Shu chronicles an eighth century embassy from Japan that chose to sail south to

Mingzhou and Yuezhou 44 because Silla was blocking the Northern Route

{Reischauer 1940:146).45 This was probably the embassy of 752. If so, the Chinese

account must be questioned because, in this same year, a large Korean mission

came to Nara to celebrate the completion of the Great Buddha and to conduct trade

with the Japanese elite. 46 It seems doubtful that Silla would block the Northern

Route at the same time that it would dispatch several hundred people to Nara to

conduct diplomatic exchange.

At any rate, the initial adoption of the Southern Island Route to Tang was

earlier than this mission referred to in the Xin Tang Shu. The mission that

departed in 702:6 was probably the first. Three other missions are believed to have

sailed along this course as well. These were the missions that departed in 717:3,

733:4, and 752 as well as their respective return journeys. The Southern Island

Route was also followed during the return in 761:8 of the mission that had traveled

Island {t~A5rJ,Tokuno Island ~z..5rJ, Okinawa Island N'~5rJ, Kume Island ~*5rJ,

and Ishigaki Island 1i@!¥h.
44 This is modern day Shaoxing moo, which is located on the south shore of Hangzhou

Bay (Reischauer 1940:146).
45 Reischauer has translated this passage from chapter 220 of the Xin Tang Shu as

follows: "Silla blocked the sea route, but (the Japanese) changed and went by
Mingzhou l3}J~ii and Yuezhou ~m to come to Court and pay tribute" (Reischauer
1940:146).

46 See discussion of the 752 Silla mission and the Baishiragi no motsuge in Chapter 3.
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to Tang north through Bohai two and a half years earlier (see Chart One).47

There is some doubt concerning whether the Southern Island Route existed as

an intentionally planned course, or whether, due to inexperience and lack of

sophistication on the part of Japanese mariners, the route was discovered

inadvertently as the result of drifting (Sugiyama 1995:39-40). Sugiyama is one

scholar who questions whether the Southern Island Route could realistically have

been preplanned and plotted because both ocean currents and the seasonal winds

were never suitable for such a journey (Sugiyama 1995:33, 61). The Southern

Island Route depended more on the drifting of vessels than any carefully

thought-out navigational procession (Sugiyama 1995:36).48

The first vessel to follow the Southern Island Route may, therefore, have

stumbled upon this course accidentally and reached the mainland by mercy of wind

and wave alone. Successive vessels reaching the mainland by this way must have

relied on luck and prayer rather than the foresight of the crew. In time it became

necessary to adopt still another course for the mainland voyages, this time a direct

route known as the "Southern Route."

1.9 THE SOUTHERN ROUTE: THE LATE PERIOD

From the second halfof the Nara period ships began departing Hakata Bay for

the GotO Islands, where they awaited winds to sail directly across the open sea to

shores near the Yangzi River, the Huai River, or Mingzhou. This is commonly called

47 The Southern Island Route may have been utilized by the Japanese as early as 653, but
evidence is inconclusive. There is no sufficient proof to indicate that any mission before
702 followed this route.
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the "Southern Route," but is also known as the "Open sea route"49 (Mao 1999:12).

The Southern Route involved sailing from Hakata through Hirado and the Goto

Islands. A ship would, for instance, sail from Hirado to Uku Island to Ochika Island

to Aikota-no-ura bay, and then finally to Fukue before crossing the East China Sea

to arrive near the mouth of the Yangzi. This passage was shorter than the two

routes discussed above and more closely connected the ocean-going vessels of the

Japanese with the Grand Canal system of the Chinese (Reischauer 1940:145).

It is possible that the Southern Route was utilized as early as 661 when one of

the ships on the mission of 659 returned via a direct voyage from Yuezhou

Prefecture in China to southwestern Korea, and then to Hakata (Reischauer

1940:146-9).50 However, most scholars define the Late Period or period when

kentoshi vessels sailed along the Southern Route as beginning with the reign of

Empress Konin 7't1=J(~ (r. 770-781) and ending with the reign of Emperor Ninmei

f=f!I=lJ(~ (r. 833-850) (Sugiyama 1995:34). Thus, this period included the last four

kentoshi missions, which departed in 777:6, 779:5, 803:4 and 804:7 (part of same

mission), and 836-838 (a single mission but separate departures for different ships).

An important ninth century account of both the GotO Islands and a journey

along the Southern Route to Tang was left by the monk Eun ~G~.51 Eun traveled to

Tang in 842 and, while not a member of kentoshi missions, he did follow the

48 In contrast, the Northern and Southern Routes are better documented.
49 Written either *f¥:m or*~m in Japanese.
50 Actually, according to the Nihon shoki, this embassy arrived at Tamna Island (Tanra?)

(see Aston, 661/5/23).
51 Eun is my reading for these characters. This account is preserved at the Toji temple

(Toda 1999:323).
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Southern Route to Tang on a Mingzhou vessel. In the course of his journey, Eun

wrote ofentering the port of Naru-no·ura JJBi¥ltm, most likely a reference to a port on

the island of Naru ~i¥llflJ.52 According to the monk's account, a Tang ship was

under construction at Naru"no"ura port when he arrived there. The person having

the ship built was Li Churen $~A (see Chapter Four).

Li had arrived with others from Tang. He and his entourage abandoned the

ship they arrived on and built a new vessel using camphor trees53 that grew on the

island (Toda 1999:324). This ship was completed in three months and it was as a

passenger on this vessel that Eun sailed to China. Eun's account is significant for

two reasons. First, we see that by the 840s, the Japanese had direct contact with

Chinese shipbuilders, their technology, and their shipbuilding practices. Not only

could the Japanese see how the Chinese constructed ocean-going vessels, they could

do this on Japanese soil. And second, Li's activities demonstrate the "international"

nature of maritime exchange in the ninth century. The fact that an individual from

Tang was abl~ to arrive in the GotO Islands, discard the vessel upon which he sailed,

and then construct a replacement, indicates that the Goto Islands were receptive to

people arriving from the mainland. It may be mistaken, in fact, to think in terms of

"nationality" in the context of maritime travel. Chinese, and perhaps Koreans,

constructed vessels on Japanese soil, and, as will be discussed in Chapter 4, their

crews most probably included people from other countries.

When Eun set sail for Tang in the autumn on 842:8:24, favorable easterly

52 There is a modern-day port on this island that is called "Ura" iIft (Toda 1999:323).
53 Camphor trees: Japanese kusunoki~*.
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winds enabled the vessel to arrive in a port located in the Lecheng Sub-prefecture,

Wenzhou Prefecture after only six days and nights at sea.54 This was one of several

examples of voyages made along the Southern Route, even after the official

missions to Tang stopped.

Below is a chart of kentOshi departures and returns to Japan and the routes

adopted to and from the continent.

54 The exact point of arrival was Lecheng Sub-prefecture, Wenzhou Prefecture i1i!ffl~~

9it:.lS.Wi. "f}f,f. Eun stayed in Tang for 5 years, and in the summer of 847, on the 21st

day of the sixth month, he set sail on another Tang vessel that departed from
Mingzhou Il}HH~1lJ.. With fortunate westerly winds, Eun arrived once again in
Naru-no-ura after only three days and nights at sea (Toda 1999:324).
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CHART ONE55:
KENTOSHIMARITIME ROUTES TAKEN TO AND FROM CHINA

Mission Departures
No.*

Positions of four
prominent scholars
regarding routes Returns
taken56

Probable routes
taken

1 630:8:5 Northern (all four 632:8 Northern (Kimiya,
scholars) Mozai, Suzuki)

2 653:5 Northern (all four) 654:7:24 Northern (Kimiya,
Mozai, Suzuki)

3 654:2 Northern (all four) 655:8:1 Northern? (all four)
4 659:857 Northern (all four) 661:5 (Ship Northern (all four)

#2)
5 665 (to Northern (all four) 667:11:9 Northern (all four)

return
Tang
envoy)

758 702:6:29 Southern Island 704:7:1 and Southern Island
(Mori, Mozai, 707:3:2 (Mozai, Suzuki)
Suzuki)

8 717:3:9 Southern Island? (all 718:10:20 Southern Island
four) (Mozai, others agree

most likely course)
9 733:4:3 Southern Island 734:11:20 Southern Island (Moti,

(MozaV (Ship #1), Mozai, Suzuki)
736:559 (Ship
#2), and 739
(Ship #3)

10 752 Southern Island 753:12:7 Southern Island (Moti,
(Mori, Mozai, (Ship #3), Mozai, Suzuki)
Suzuki) 754 (Ship

#2), 754:4:18
(Ship #2).

11 759:2:16 Mission traveled 761:8:12 Southern Island
north through Bohai (Suzuki, others agree
(Mori, Mozai, most likely course)
Suzuki)

14 777:6:24 Southern (all four) 778:10 (Ship Southern (all four)

55 Information for this chart was based primarily on information provided in a chart by
Sugiyama (1995:32). Departure dates, however, are provided by Mozai (1987:13-19)

56 These four are: MOrl Katsumi, Kimiya Yasuhiko, Mozai Torao, and Suzuki Yasutami.
57 Sugiyama believes this departure occurred in the seventh month (Sugiyama 1995:32).
58 The sixth mission went only as far as Paekche in order to return the Tang envoy.
59 Sugiyama places this arrival on the 23rd day of the eighth month (Sugiyama 1995:32).
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#3), 778:11
(Ship #4),
778:11 (Ship
#2), 778:11
(the stern of
Ship #1),
and 778:11
(the bow of
Ship #1)

15 779:5:27 {to Southern (Kimiya, 781:6:24 Southern (Kimiya)
return Suzuki)
Tang envoy,
Sun
Xingjin f*
.~)

16 803:4:2 and Southern (all four) 805:6:8 Southern {Kimiya,
804:760 (Ship #1), Mori, Mozai)

805:6:17
(Ship #2),
and 806
(Ship #4?)
Ship #3
shipwrecks
In Hizen,
Matsuura.

17 836:7, Southern Route (all 839:8, Southern (Mori),
837:7, and four) 839:10, Northern (Mozai),
838:661 840:4, and Either of the two

840:10. (Suzuki)
* Mission numbers correspond to those providedin Chapter 3, Chart 5.

From this, we see that scholars tend to agree about the routes the missions

followed. A notable exception, however, is the seventeenth mission. Mori believes

the returning ships of this mission used the Southern Route, while Mozai argues in

favor of the Northern Route. Suzuki is noncommittal. This lack ofconsensus arises

60 Sugiyama~~ dates this departure as the 28th day of the third month (Sugiyama
1995:32).
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from a paucity of details in the primary sources. We do know from Ennin's account,

however, that he was one member of this mission who returned to Japan separately

in 847 aboard a Korean vessel which followed the Northern Route (Reischauer

Ennins Diary 1955:400-401).

1.10 POINTS OF DEBARKATION AND EMBARKATION IN CHINAAND THE

JOURNEY TO CHANG'AN

Primary sources such as the Mnon Shoki and the Shoku Mnongi often

describe difficulties and disasters faced by the kentoshi missions as they crossed the

sea, but they generally do not offer great detail regarding the Tang debarkation and

embarkation sites used by the kentoshi ships. Even when place names are given,

uncertainty often remains regarding the exact locations. We know, for instance,

that at noon on 838:7:2, Ennin's ship reached the mouth of a river in Tang and then

two hours later arrived at a place called Dongliangfeng Village in Sangtian Canton

of "Baichaozhen 62, Hailing Sub-prefecture, Yangzhou Prefecture (Nagashima

Takeshi 1973:2; Reischauer Ennins Diary 1955:9).63 However, the corresponding

modern name for this place remains a mystery.

61 Sugiyama's dates are: 839:8:14,839:8, and 840:4:8 (Sugiyama 1995:32).
62 The character _ or "zhen" can mean "frontier garrison" and it is also used as the final

character in local place names (Reischauer, Ennins Diary 1955:9). In this instance, I
am assuming the latter.

63 This place name is written in Chinese as: f!HtI~~9f!:S*_*E8 ~J~Ufil:~~IH't
(Nagashima Takeshi 1973:2). In this paper I have adopted Edwin O. Reischauer's
translation of terms regarding governmental districting. There are as follows: 'Jii
(zhow - prefecture; ~ (xian) - Sub-prefecture; 3m (xiang) - canton; # (cun) - village
(Reischauer, Ennins Diary 1955:9).
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Japanese ships approached different coastal areas depending on which route

was followed. As described above, the kentOshi sailing via the Northern Route

landed north of the Shandong Peninsula and either continued by land to the capital

or, in some instances, sailed along the southern coast of Shandong to the south

where they disembarked.64 Ports along the Shandong Peninsula from the Laizhou

Prefecture ~1\1i in the northwest to the Haizhou Prefecture ~1i\1 in the northern

Jiangsu region were important to early exchanges between China and Japan

(Reischauer 1940:142). However, ships tended to avoid the region south of Jiangsu

and the Huai River and north of the mouths of the Yangzi and because it consisted

of approximately 500 kilometers of mud flats and dangerous shoals. This may be

the reason the Japanese often tried to reach Mingzhou when sailing to the

mainland along the Southern and Southern Island Routes. When sailing via the

southern routes, three sites were often used by the Japanese embassies for

disembarking and embarking. These were Mingzhou (Hangzhou Bay), the mouth of

the Yangzi River, and the mouth of the Huai River.

The following chart summarizes the information we possess regarding the

names of debarkation and embarkation sites in Tang China. I have omitted those

missions for which no sites are named in the historical texts.

64 In the ninth century, it is known that ships stopped in the bays along the southern
Shandong Peninsula, but they apparently were bound for or coming from central and
southern ports and did not disembark there <Reischauer 1940:155).
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CHART TWO:
TANG DEBARKATION AND EMBARKATION SITES FOR KENTOSm

MISSIONS65

SAILING DEBARKATION EMBARKATION RETURN REMARKS
DATE SITE SITE DATE
654/2 (1)* & (2) Laizhou Unknown 655/8

Prefecture ~~HI

659/7 66 (from (1) Shipwrecks, 661/5 Arrived at
Naniwa) but 5 people Hakata

reached Kuozhou
Prefecture fl5?i'1

(2) Xu'an (2)Yuezhou
Mountain, Huiqi
Sub-prefecture,
Yuezhou
Prefecture ~ ?'Ii~
m~~J¥WJ. After
arriving at Huiqi,
continued on to
Yuyao
Sub-prefecture ~

~Is~.

702/6 (from (1) Guannei, (1) Unknown 70417
Hakata) Yancheng 707/3(?)

Sub-prefecture,
Chuzhou ~'Hi:tii#jX

~lfrkJ

(2) Unknown
(2) Unknown (2) There IS

doubt about the
existence of
this ship

733/4 (from (1- 4) Suzhou If?i'l (1 - 4) Suzhou (1) 734/11 (1) Arrived at
Naniwa) Tane Island :$

fI~
(2) 73617
(3) 739/10 (3) Arrived at

Dewa t±13P]

65 The data for this chart are based on (Nagashima Takeshi 1973:2-5).
66 Nagashima (1973) and Mozai (1987:14) list this departure month as 7, whereas Tano

(1999:28) writes that departure was in the eighth month of the year.
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752/3
(Intercalary)
(from
Naniwa)

(1 - 4) Mingzhou (1 - 4) Huangsi
~ 1'1'1 Bay, Suzhou iHN

~7Il9~

(4) Lost
(1) No
return to
Japan

(2) 753/12

(3) 753/12

(4) 754/4

(1) Reached
Okinawa, but
then drifted to
Huanzhou 111'1'1
(2) Arrived at
Akitsuma Bay
in Satsuma
Province Wl@OO
j5iiJ~Wf}(~f~~
(3) Reached
Yaku Island ~
!A ~~ (m!A ~ ),
then drifted to
Kii Province *c
{jtOO-$$'"'t
(4) Arrived at
Sekiri Bay in
Satsuma Wl@OO
~fti~

(3) 778/10 (3) Tachibana
no·ura port HEM
OO~~WfI~

(4) 778/11 (4) Satsuma

Province Wl@OO
~1irIJ.~W

759/2

777/6 (from
Hakata)

Mission enters
Tang thru Bohai
(1)&(3)
Hailingxian
Sub-prefecture,
Yangzhou
Prefecture m1'1'1 #lj
~~

(2)&(4) Unknown

Suzhou

(1) & (2) Shore of
the Yangzi River
m~ iI J¥, but
they crossed to
Japan from
Changshu
Sub-prefecture in
Suzhou ,*1'N 1Jt~

~

(3)Hailing
Sub-prefecture,
Yangzhou
Prefecture m1ii tfjj

~~

(4) Yancheng
Sub-prefecture,
Chuzhou ~ 1ii :!i[
JjjX~

761/8

(1) 778/11

(2) 778/11

Arrived 10

Hakata
(1) See below for
discussion of
this vessel
(2) Arrived at
Satsuma
Province Wl@OO
t±l7kW

779/5 (1)&(2) Guannei at
Yangzhou and
Suzhou m1H • '*1+1
~J*J

(1)&(2) Unknown
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*(#) denotes ship number.

(2) Haizhou (2)
Prefecture #iJ1"" 840/4,6

(1)&(4) Because Silla
of ship damage, ships:
hired out nme 839/8,10
Silla vessels. Set
sail from
Chuzhou. They
set sail down the
Huai River and
into the sea.

80417 (from
Hizen, it
originally set
out from
Naniwa m
803/4, but
after
attempting
the voyage to
Tang, was
blown back by
winds to
Hizen)
838/6 (from
Hakata)

(1) a seaport in the
southern part of
Fuzhou m,'I'I*~~

~J¥.

(2) Mingzhou
(3) Returned to
Hirado,
shipwrecked after
trying to reach
Tang in 80517
(4) Unknown

(1) Before landing,
the ship broke
apart, one part of
the crew reached
the Huainan
region, which was
south of the Huai
River in Hailing
Sub-prefecture,
Yangzhou m1'1'1 #iJ
~~$i¥i. and
some reached
Liangli Village in
the same
sub-prefecture m
11'I#iJWt~ BiI.~
IEjlUlt~l':tt

(2) Haizhou #iJ1'1'1
(3) Shipwrecked
(4) Northern sea of
Hailing
Sub-prefecture,
Yangzhou m1'1'1 #iJ
Wt~O)~t#iJ

(1) &
Mingzhou

(2) (1) 805/6

(2) 805/6

(1) Arrived at ~iiJ

*L1i in r~W
in Tsushima

(2) Arrived at
Hizen Province
~EMOOt; ifW1&
~~

Two Silla
vessels landed
at Hakata
(839/8&10);
seven vessels
land at nEMOOt.;
ifW1:~~~

(839/8)

(2) Vessel
probably was
broken down to
construct two
smaller vessels.
Both drifted to"* lSI 00 two
months apart

This chart describes ten of the fifteen missions that made it to Tang. Those for

which no information exists regarding debarkation or embarkation sites in Tang are
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the five missions that departed Japan in 630:8, 653:5, 665:12, 669, and 717:3.67

1.10.1 Tang Sea Ports

During Tang times, the mouth of the Yellow River was located in the Gulf of

Zhili. It seems that this waterway was not used for any significant foreign

intercourse. But both the Yangzi and Huai rivers were connected to the Grand

Canal system, and so they and the port of Mingzhou (the Hangzhou Bay region)

served as the three main gateways between the sea and the inland water routes

that led to the capital region in the central Yellow River valley (Reischauer

1940:142).68 These were, in fact, the only three harbors or bays along the coastline

that were connected to the Grand Canal system, and thus they were the most viable

destinations for kentoshi ships.

Most of what scholars know regarding debarkation sites for Japanese

kentoshi vessels concerns those missions that followed either the Southern Island

Route or the Southern Route. Among those missions that utilized the Northern

Route, only the landing sites for the embassies that departed in 654 and 659 are

known. The two vessels of the 654 embassy landed at Laizhou Prefecture. The first

ship of the 659 mission shipwrecked, but survivors reached Kuozhou Prefecture.

The second ship arrived at Xu'an Mountain in Yuezhou Prefecture (see CHART 2

above). The debarkation sites of the other embassies that followed the Northern

Route to Tang are unknown.

67 These dates are based on Nagashima (Nagashima Takeshi 1973:5).
68 Reischauer writes that the ''Huai River no longer exists as a single large entity"

(Reischauer 1940:143).
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Japanese scholars often generalize that the kentoshi who sailed to China

along the Southern Island and the Southern routes were trying to reach the Yangzi

River. This seems to be an oversimplification. As I explain below, more vessels

arrived at and utilized the port at Mingzhou and the mouth of the Huai River than

the mouth of the Yangzi River.

Reischauer has written that, of the seven embassies known to have sailed to

China by means of one of the southern routes, the debarkation sites for two of the

missions are entirely unknown (Reischauer 1940:147-8). Ofthe other five missions,

one disembarked in Yanchengxian Sub-prefecture ~~w.j, which is located in

northern Jiangsu just below the mouth of the Huai River.69 Another landed in

Mingzhou, but along the coast of Fujian. 70 And still another landed in the

Mingzhou and Yuezhou regions on the southern shores of Hangzhou Bay although,

according to Reischauer there is some doubt concerning this.71 Finally, ships from

two missions, the 777 and 838 missions, landed at Hailingxian Sub-prefecture ~~

!It¥, north of the Yangzi River, at Yanchengxian and in Haizhou (Reischauer

1940:148).

Unfortunately, there are problems with Reischauer's conclusions, due most

likely to scholarship conducted since he suggested the above. First of all,

Reischauer states that the arrival ports of two missions are unknown. However, of

those embassies following one of the southern routes to Tang, the arrival of only one

mission-the mission departing 717-remains a mystery. Kentoshi scholars now

69 The mission of 702.
70 The mission of 803.
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acknowledge the arrival locations for at least one vessel from each of the other six

missions, even though, admittedly, the arrivals of certain ships remain mysteries.

The second point to consider is that, since Reischauer wrote his treatise, more

detailed information has been found concerning the exact debarkation sites for

kentOshi ships. This is apparent from Chart 2 above.

As in the case of the debarkation sites, there are unknowns regarding the

embarkation points for embassies returning to Japan along the southern routes.

The embarkation sites for two embassies are entirely unknown (the embassies that

departed Japan in 702 and 779). From among the other six missions72, all of the

ships of the embassies of 733 and 752 departed from Suzhou lHN. Suzhou also

served as the departure site for the ship that carried the members of the 759

embassy home.73 One of the four ships from the embassy of 777 left from Yangzhou,

a second ship from Chuzhou, and the two remaining ships first left from the shore of

the Yangzi River and stopped at Changshu Sub-prefecture in Suzhou before setting

sail for Japan (Reischauer 1940:148). As for the mission of 838, one ship left from

the Haizhou region, while the others set sail from Chuzhou JiHN, located inland on

the Huai River.74 And finally, the ships of the mission of 803 are known to have set

71 The mission of 752.
72 Above I considered seven missions that used one of the southern routes to Tang. For the

return journey, however, I include an additional mission. This is because the mission of
759, which entered Tang through Bohai, returned by means of one of the southern
routes.

73 This ship had a crew from Yuezhou.
74 The ships ofthis embassy actually returned to Japan via Korea, and so other than

their points of departure, cannot be considered as having traversed the "Southern
Route."
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sail from Mingzhou (Reischauer 1940:148-9).75

1.10.2 Yangzi River

The only Japanese embassy that clearly sailed up the Yangzi River was the

mission of 777. As seen on the chart above, three of the four ships of that mission

landed at Hailingxian, which is located on the Yangzi River. Two of these moored

near Yangzhou on the Yangzi River (Reischauer 1940:150). It is unclear whether or

not the ships of the embassies of 733 or 752 sailed up the Yangzi to Yangzhou. But it

is often assumed that, in the case of the embassy of 838, at least one ship sailed up

the Yangzi. Reischauer argues that none of the ships of the 838 mission actually

sailed beyond the mouth of the river and he concludes that the Yangzi, while

connected to the Grand Canal system, was not as important to trade as Mingzhou or

Suzhou (located between the Yangzi River and Hangzhou Bay) to the south and the

Huai River to the north (See Reischauer 1940:151-2,163).76

The kentoshi missions used the Yangzi River mouth during the eighth century.

Japanese sailors shifted their focus to the regions of the lower Huai River and

Mingzhou sometime between the eighth and ninth centuries (Reischauer 1940:159).

1.10.3 Huai River

The Huai River had become an important gateway to trade from Korea and

75 Reischauer notes another embassy may be added to this list, the embassy of 659. It had
one ship that set sail from Yuezhou and used the northern route back to Japan
<Reischauer 1940:149).
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Japan by the ninth century, surpassing the importance of the lower Yangzi River

(Reischauer 1940=163-4). It was located only a few dozen kilometers south of the

Shandong Peninsula and therefore was a convenient entry point for vessels arriving

from the north. Reischauer writes that, of the two embassies that landed at

Yanchengxian Sub-prefecture, on the Huai River - that is, the embassies of 702 and

777 - nothing is written indicating that the members ofeither mission sailed up the

Huai River, either in their own ships or in other vessels, but it is extremely likely

that they did sail up to Chuzhou on the first leg of their journey to the capital.

There is one clear example of the Japanese sailing down the Huai River

during the return voyage of the mission of 838. Nine small Korean vessels were

hired at Chuzhou by the crews from two of the Japanese ships that made the

journey to China. These Korean vessels carried their passengers down the Huai

river to the sea (see chart above), where they headed northwards and then out

across the open sea to Japan (Reischauer 1940:150).

Although the debarkation sites for the ships of the missions of 630, 653, 665,

and 717 are unknown, the first three sailed via the Northern Route and so it is

possible that some of the ships may have come down the coast as far as the Huai

River.

1.10.4 Mingzhou (Hangzhou Bay)

Mingzhou Il}Hi'l, located in modern-day Zhejiang Province, was a region vital to

76 All of these were connected to the Grand Canal system as well. Suzhou by means of the
Song River, which was located near the mouth of the Yangzi and Mingzhou through the
Hangzhou Bay.
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the maritime exchange with Japan.77 During the Qin dynasty, Mingzhou was called

Maoxian II)~, a name given, perhaps, because maritime people such as the Yue

reportedly went there to trade ("Maoxian" means "district of tradelbarter")(Mao

1999:13).78 During the Southern Song and Yuan periods Mingzhou was called

Qingyuan!ljG (Takakura 1998:193).

The area ofjurisdiction for Mingzhou comprised present-day Ningpo City $7El

rtf and the Zhoushan Islands *Ultlf~. Mount Sheng _Ul, located at the eastern

edge of this archipelago, is the point in Tang nearest to the GotO Islands and thus

suggests Mingzhou's importance to Japan. 79 At 650 kilometers, a voyage from Goto

to Mount Sheng was the shortest possible distance by sea between Japan and Tang

China (Mao 1999:13). Indeed, from the time of the kentOshi, Mingzhou served as

the primary gateway to China's maritime exchange with Japan (Takakura

1998:194). In the ninth century, when Tang merchants began frequenting Japanese

shores, Mingzhou became more vital to the maritime exchange with Japan than

Yangzhou tI-1-li or Suzhou iMii.

Mingzhou had a long history of involvement in maritime exchange and it was

known for advanced ship construction and navigational technology from at least the

Western Zhou period (Mao 1999:14). As mentioned above, maritime people

reportedly came to Mingzhou to trade. In particular, the Yue people ~A from

China's southern shores are known to have gathered and been active in the

77 Mingzhou corresponded to modern Ningpo in Zhejiang Province Wfrr1!i'*~, but its
area of jurisdiction was somewhat wider.

78 The name of this region was changed to Mingzhou in 738. Discussion of Mingzhou IY'J
1i'l can be found in the Dong fi Zhuan (Jpn. Toide~ rJlf~H~J .
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Mingzhou area.80

During the Tang period, Mingzhou developed as an important port for

exchange with Japan, the Korean Peninsula, and various southern countries, which

included the region of present-day Indo-China and Indonesia. 81 As this trade

prospered it stimulated further innovations in shipbuilding and navigation.

As mentioned above, the most easterly point of the Zhoushan archipelago in

Mingzhou is Mount Sheng, located 650 kilometers from the Goto Islands. During

the time of the kentoshi, a ship following this shortest possible course to Mingzhou,

and blessed with the proper winds, could make the trip in six to ten days. There are

several examples of short voyages that were made in the ninth century. In 862:9,

for example, the Mingzhou merchant Zhang Zhixin 5ixf~ sailed from the Goto

Islands to Mingzhou in just four days. In 874:6, he bettered his own record by

sailing his ship to Japan and landing at Naru port Jj~iiiii in the Goto Islands in only

three days (Mao 1999:13). Counted among the passengers of this ship were the

Japanese monks Eun 11:l!!, who was introduced above for having left an account of

the Goto Islands and the construction ofLi Churen's vessel at the Naru-no-ura port,

79 During Tang period Mount Sheng was called Jin Mountain ~Ul (Mao 1999:13).
80 The Yue people were famous for their sailing skills. The Zhou Shu Nil. records that

King Zhou Cheng ~px;£ (BC 1024-954?), received a boat from the Yue T~Mk:ffl-. And
the Bamboo Books 1ttffC.if. state that, during the Warring States period, the Yue
king~£ presented a boat to the state of Wei.. Other texts attesting to the
maritime proficiency of the Yue people are found in the Huai Nan Zi ll-m:r and the
Vue Jue Shu ~~tf.

81 During the ninth century, travel from Japan to Hangzhou Bay (Mingzhou) for
commerce became even more common and is mentioned in primary sources at least
seven times. These sources describe private traders and monks aboard both Japanese
and Chinese ships that likely sailed directly between western Japan and Mingzhou
(Reischauer 1940:155-6).
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Ninko 1=M, and Egaku ~~. Another merchant, Li Yanxiao *J];~, made at least

two relatively quick voyages across the sea from Mingzhou. In 858:6, he sailed to

Miraku ~~82 in eleven days, and then in 865:7 he sailed his ship to the Goto

Islands in just three days (Mao 1999:14). In fact, during the ninth century,

Mingzhou and ports to the south undoubtedly served as home ports for many of the

Chinese traders who sailed to Japan along the Southern Route to Japan

(Reischauer 1940:161).83 (The merchants Zhang and both Li's will be considered in

more detail in Chapter Four.}

1.11 OCEAN CURRENTS, TYPHOONS, AND SEASONAL WINDS

Japan is well-known for the rough seas that surround it. The seas off Japan's

shores can become quite turbulent, especially during the winter months (Mozai, "[!:j

ft S *(i')AA:#lfW' 1979, p.81). But what were the Yellow Sea and the East China Sea

like? What type of seas did the kentOshi have to cross to sail to and from Tang along

each of the three routes discussed above?

Most scholars of the kentoshi recognize the significant effect ocean currents

had on the vessels that sailed to and from Tang. Mozai Torao, who has extensively

researched Japan's maritime history, suggests that two additional factors affecting

the navigation of the seas not be overlooked. These were winds (seasonal and trade)

and typhoons. All three phenomena must be considered in order that historians

may better appreciate the difficulties ancient Japanese mariners faced.

82 Present-day Miiraku =c::#~.
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1.11.1 Ocean Currents

The Kuroshio Current is the most important ocean current affecting the

waters off Japan. This is a warm ocean current that runs north from Taiwan

through the Ryukyu Islands to southern Kyushu near Yaku Island ~!A8li, where it

splits into a main branch that continues northeast along Japan's southern shores

and a smaller branch that proceeds north along Kyushu's western shore and enters

the Sea of Japan as the Tsushima Current :%TJif~7fijjjfE. Another somewhat weaker

branch splits off to the west of Kyushu and flows north along the western shores of

the Korean Peninsula. This is known as the Nishi-Chosen Current WJiiJHt$7fijjjfE

(Mozai 1979:81). The Kuroshio Current narrows to approximately 20 - 30 nautical

miles 84 from around the region of southern Taiwan, thus moving at the

comparatively rapid pace of two to three knots.85 Northwest of Okinawa Island,

however, the width of the current expands to approximately 60 nautical miles and

so decreases in speed to 1 - 2 knots (Mozai 1979:89-90).

At least two cold water currents weaker than the Kuroshio also influence the

seas traversed by the kentoshi. These are the Liman Current !J '? /,7fijjjfE that runs

south from Sakhalin Island along the Siberian coast and the Korean eastern and

southern coasts; and the East China Sea Current • ~T7fij;tl that begins in the

Bohai Sea, moves out and around the Shandong Peninsula, and then heads south

83 Unlike the Japanese of the early kentOshi period, the Chinese apparently never used
the Northern Route to Japan.

84 One nautical mile equals 1,852 meters.
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along the Chinese shore towards the Straits of Taiwan (Mozai 1979:82-4).86

1.11.2 Seasonal and Trade Winds

Typhoons generally approach the seas around Japan in July, August,

September, and October, but on rare occasions they may occur before or after this

period as well (Mozai 1979:94). The route taken by typhoons often either overlaps

or closely follows the movement of the Kuroshio Current.

It is a mistake to assume that winds always blow in the same direction as the

ocean currents. It is equally false to assume that currents are fueled by the power

of the winds. In fact, depending on the seasons, powerful winds often blow in the

opposite direction of the currents. These winds, referred to as seasonal winds t$1m

)00.,87 were also important to the voyages of the kentoshi.

By the time of the kentOshi voyages, mariners knew enough to make use of the

seasonal winds. There are reports in the primary sources of ships awaiting the

"proper winds." Unlike the winds that accompany typhoons, seasonal winds are

more predictable and thus more reliable as navigational aids. In the winter months,

for example, the region from south of Kyushu to Taiwan experiences north and

northeasterly winds that blow at average speeds of 5 to 8 meters per second,

sometimes reaching speeds of 20 meters per second. From about April these winds

85 A speed of one "knot" is the speed required to traverse a single nautical mile in one
hour.

86 Mao Shaoxi refers to a 1955 United States' Navy map of the region to show that: (1)
from January through April, the ocean current close to Zhejiang runs from the north
to the south. In the fifth month it shifts to the northeast, and from June to August, it
runs from the sea east of China north to the Tsushima straits. And finally, from
September to December it shifts again to flow from north to south.
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weaken to about 5 meters per second. And then from May and June they gradually

give way to southerly winds that blow at between 3 and 4 meters per second (Mozai

1979:96). These winds continue until August or September, when they once again

give way to northeasterly winds.88

The seasonal winds were important to navigation. It was best for the kentoshi

vessels to utilize the northeastern winds of the fall in order to proceed to China and

then try to return in the spring by using the southwestern winds (The History of

Hirad6 City 1966:91). Many of the shipwrecks that occurred off the coasts of Japan

were due to difficulties relating to the wintertime seasonal winds (Mozai 1979:97).

There are many examples in history of shipwrecks where survivors were carried to

the south. The fact that ships drifted to the south seems odd considering the

northerly flow of the Kuroshio Current. But it is logical in light of the winter winds

that tend to blow in that direction (Mozai 1979:97). This was true of the shipwreck

of 778:11 discussed below.

It seems that by the ninth century merchant ships learned how best to utilize

the seasonal winds in order to accomplish expedient passage across the seas to and

from Japan. This was especially true during the summer months (sixth thru ninth

months) when, as discussed above, a number of voyages were made from the

Chinese coast to Japan in less than eleven days (Mao 1999:14).

87 These winds are also called takuetsufu JIi~Jl in Japanese.
88 The Japanese mainland experiences different seasonal winds. Unlike the RyUkyu

Island region, Honshu and Kyushu are subjected to harsh northwesterly or westerly
winds during the winter months. By June, these winds give way to the summer
seasonal winds coming out from the south.
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Trade winds jl£J!t may affect navigation as well, but perhaps not to the

extent of the seasonal winds. In the northern hemisphere, trade winds always blow

from the northeast from a high pressure zone located between 250 and 350 latitude

to an area near the equator (Mozai 1979:88-9). These winds are fairly constant

throughout the year, but tend to blow farther to the south in the winter months.

During the winter, the winds blow continuously from about the region of north

latitude 25, but in the summer months they blow from around the 35th parallel to 10

degrees latitude (Mozai 1979:89). It is unclear how exactly these winds may have

affected the kentoshi voyages in conjunction with seasonal winds and severe

weather changes resulting from storms and typhoons.

1.12 MISSION OF 777

Finally, I would like to look at the embassy of 777 to understand some of the

specific difficulties faced by one of the well documented journeys to and from China.

Below is part of an account given by the hangan *,J'g, or Councilor to the Envoy,

Otomo no Sukune ::k{*fEi~, and recorded in the Shoku Nihongi (A Study ofthe

Kent6shi and Primary Sources 1987:40) (Shoku Nihongi, Vol 5).89 Otomo was a

survivor of a vessel torn apart in mid-voyage by a violent storm.

Last year (777 AD) on 6:24, our four vessels set sail across

89 The following is a report from Otomo, recorded in the 11th month entry C~ot.1L~+-JI )
of the Shoku Nihongi, Vol 5, but there is also an account by Ono INl!fWJ.!f, which
appears immediately before in the 10th month entry of the same Shoku Nihongi
volume. These accounts differ slightly (Shoku Nihongi, Vol 51#lf1 ;;ft.:£, JL:
1998:72-79).
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the seas bound for China. On 7:3, we reached Hailingxian

Sub-prefecture (Jpn: Kairyoken) m~9i!: in Yangzhou tJMN

and dropped anchor. On 8:29, we arrived at the Yangzhou

regional office "*~ 111& .90 We petitioned the regional

governor ttriJJt91, Chen Shaoyou Ilt.p~, and were granted

permission for 65 of our number to enter the capital. On

10:16, we set out for the capital. [Omitted} We arrived at

Chang'an on the thirteenth day of the first month. We had

an audience with the Emperor on 3:24.92

[Omitted}

On 778:6:25, we reached Weiyang 'Itm.93 On 9:3, we set sail

from the mouth of the Yangzi. We stopped at Changdan

Sub-prefecture 1it1Ct9i!: in Suzhou lf1+1 94, to await the winds.

Ship Number 3 was at Hailingxian Sub-prefecture and Ship

Number 4 was at Yanchengxian Sub-prefecture lf1\IHJ![~9i!:

95 and neither vessel knew of the departure date.

On 11:5, with favorable winds behind us, Ship Number 1

and Ship Number 2 set sail together on the voyage home.

While in the midst of the sea, on the eighth day (of the

90 This was a regional office of the central government that handled military matters in
the provinces (Jpn: daito tokufu) (Shoku Nihongi Vol 5 N E 4s:JG, 3i: 1998:78, note
14).

91 ftnlt (Jpn: sechido). This is an abbreviation for i1!PfIJIJWIiJ.Jt. These individuals were
responsible for civilian, military and financial matters in their respective districts.
For more information, please see (Shoku Nihongi Vol 3 N E 4s:JG, =-: 1998:539, note
26).

92 This is literally, "reported to the emperor about "things" )(t~~~•.
93 This is another name for Yangzhou m~t1 (Shoku Nihongi, vol 5: 1998:79, note 35).
94 This is on the shore south of the the mouth of the Yangzi River. It is present-day

Changshu Sub-prefecture, Jiangsu Province iI.:allr~!Jf!- (Shoku Nihongi vol 5:
1998:79, note 37).

95 This is present-day Yanchengxian, Jiangsu Province iI.1§':ij[~!Jf!-.This is the same
location where the Tang envoy, Awata no Mahito ~EEl~A, arrived and came ashore
in 702 (See Chart Two) (Shoku Nihongi vol 5: p. 75, see note 33).
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month) at approximately 8 PM96, the winds began to blow

violently and the ocean waves became large. The sides and

planks of the ship (No.1?) were torn and the vessel filled

with sea water. The deck came apart and washed away.

People and supplies floated about in the sea, and neither

food nor drinking water was saved. The Vice-envoy, Ono no

Ason no Iwane INl!ff)H~[~m, together with 38 (Japanese),

drowned at the same time as the Zhao Baoying m3!:~, and

25 (Chinese) (Shoku Nihongi, Vol 5: p.81). I alone managed

to make my way to the railing at the back corner of the

stern where I surveyed my surroundings and awaited the

end. At approximately 4 AM97 on the 11th day of the month,

the mast fell to the bottom of the ship. The vessel then

broke into two sections and drifted separately toward parts

unknown. More than 40 people piled upon a part of the

stern measuring only about three meters on all four sides as

they clung for dear life. After a mooring line was cut and

the rudder lost, this part of the vessel floated a little higher

in the water. The survivors shed their clothing and sat

upon the top of the broken vessel in the nude. The

survivors experienced six days without food or water, and

then on the 13th, at approximately 10 PM, the broken part of

the vessel drifted ashore at Nishinonakashima in Amakusa

in the province of Hinomichinoshiri (Higo) RE~OO3C1jtWW

fr:p~~. By the mercy of Heaven, I was granted a second

96 During this time, a single night was divided into five time periods. The time given here
is called shoko fJJJ!, which was the first of the five periods, and corresponded to 7-9
PM.

97 The time here is the hour of goko ]iJ!, which is the fIfth ofthe five time periods for the
night. It corresponds to 3-5 AM.
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chance at life. I was fortunate indeed!98

98 I base the last line on the Chinese: ::fff:1iX$Z3?:.
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CHAPTER 2

MARITIME TECHNOLOGY: THE SHIPS

AND NAVIGATIONAL SKILLS OF THE KENTOSHI

2.1 EARLY NAVIGATION

Japanese mariners may never have veered far from shore before the first half

of the eighth century. Travel along the coasts was relatively safe as long as land

remained in sight. Mishaps at sea were more easily avoided. When night fell or if

poor weather conditions prevented visual confirmation of a mariner's location, he

only needed to head for shore and drop anchor or land until daylight or until

weather conditions improved. Sailors were thus inclined to keep land in sight

throughout most, if not all, of their voyages.

!ida Yoshiro, a respected scholar of Japanese maritime history, suggests that

Japanese sailors were unable to veer far from coastlines because ofthe simplicity of

their sea crafts and because they lacked sufficient knowledge regarding maritime

navigation. It was this lack of technological sophistication that forced the Japanese

mariners to come ashore numerous times during long voyages in order to verify

their locations, replenish supplies, and minimize the danger of becoming lost at sea

(Iida 1980:14). This may have been true even during the great migrations from the

Korean peninsula that took place during the Yayoi and Kofun periods.

During these ocean crossings, land was never entirely out of sight. According
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to Iida, a boat leaving Kimhae99 on the Korean peninsula and sailing south towards

Tsushima island first passed Chwi Island llt~.IOO Tsushima supposedly came into

sight after Chwi, so up until this point in the voyage the destination was always in

view (Iida 1980:11). Mter passing Tsushima, even though the destination could not

immediately be seen from Tsushima at sea levellOl, on a clear day Iki Island came

into view in the foreground before the view of Tsushima entirely faded from behind

(Nelson 1993:15). Thus, as one sailed across the strait, land was always in sight

during the journey, either from the fore or the aft.

But did the ancient Japanese indeed have only rudimentary navigational

knowledge? Chinese mariners of an even earlier age were able to navigate far

beyond their shores. It is believed that Han-period sailors used astronomical

observation for navigation. The Ling Xian (118 A.D.) by Zhang Heng contains a

passage that refers to 2,500 greater stars, "not including those which the sea people

observe" (Needham 1970:43), and there is evidence that ancient mariners

determined direction at night based on the location of the polar star (Institute ofthe

History ofNatural Sciences 1983:494).

In addition, Chinese astronomers of the Eastern or Later Han Dynasty made

great advances in astronomical mappingl02, most noticeably by representing the sky

as a cross section of 365.25 parts (Iida 1980:11). Early Chinese scientists also

adapted their twelve-symbol zodiac to denote directional points on a map {Iida

99 Kimhae: 1ii.1Hi:
100 Chwi Island: ft{,~

101 Uri and possibly Kyushu may be visible from the mountaintops of Tsushima.
102 Astronomical mapping: 7(~.
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1980:11); for instance, "north" was designated with the symbol corresponding to the

zodiac sign for "rat.,,103 The other eleven directions were represented by zodiac

characters as well. l04

It is unclear how much of this astronomical knowledge reached the people

traveling the East Asian seas, but it seems that as few as eight points on a

directional map are necessary for successful maritime navigation. Chinese sailors

may have had such a map.

But what of the Japanese? Chinese technological advances were not always

adopted by the Japanese, but regardless of how far from shore Japanese sailors may

or may not have ventured, there is strong evidence that they were as adept at

traversing the waters around and among their islands as they were the land on

which they lived.

Following the coasts in dugout canoes with items for trade was far more

economical then crossing mountains without roads (Iida 1980:2). Studies of

obsidian distribution offer considerable evidence that travel by sea was the most

efficient and easiest means by which the early Japanese moved between coastal

villages. 105 Dugout canoes were apparently the means by which the Jomon 106

traversed the fifty kilometers across the sea from the Izu peninsula to the island of

Kozujima to obtain obsidian. Canoes were also used to transport Koshidake

103 The zodiac symbol for "rat" is ~.
104 It has been suggested that the 12-part astrological zodiac was based on astronomical

observations. The celestial orbit of Jupiter, for instance, takes approximately 12 years
(Iida 1980:11).

105 Obsidian was the most important raw material used by the Paleolithic and Neolithic
peoples of Japan to construct tools.
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obsidian in Kyushu 210 km to Pusan, Korea and 800 km south to Okinawa.107

Obsidian from Nagano has been found widely distributed along both the Sea of

Japan coast and the Pacific coast, in the latter case from as far as the Shima

peninsula in the north to Fukushima in the south. This distribution evidences an

expansive Jomon sea trade.

2.2. EARLIEST JAPANESE SHIPS

Many historians maintain that, despite many millennia of human history,

mankind only recently overcame water "barriers" by constructing and utilizing

watercraft.l°8 This applies to Japan as well, where scholars such as Sudo Toshiichi

remain unconvinced that water vessels could have been constructed during the

Paleolithic period, despite considerable evidence that watercraft were used as early

as 20-35,000 years B.P. in and around the waters of Japan and the Ryukyu islands

(Shimizu 1981:31). Boats, he asserts, were not constructed before the Jomon period

(ca. 11,700 - 400 B.P') and even the first Jomon watercraft were more akin to

106 And contrary to Sudo's assertion, quite possibly the Paleolithic peoples before them
were also sailing to and from Kozujima Island.

107 They may have been employed to carry the Oki obsidian to the Maritime Province as
well. We do at least know that they enabled the Jomon people to catch deep sea
animals in abundance. Deep sea fish species have been found at the Natsushima site Jl
5'ff:illi'PJ', dated to 9450 +/- 400 RP. and 9240 +/- 500 RP. (Ikawa-Smith 1986:203).

At the Early Jomon site of Mawaki J{!i:illi'PJ' in Ishikawa Prefecture, hundreds of dolphin
skulls and other fish bones have been found (Pearson 1992:82) (Fuqua 1996:87). In
addition, sea craft should be considered to explain the existence of the skeleton at the
Yamashita-cM Cave site rl.rF\IlTm 1 WiliiOI/ip); in Okinawa, which has been dated to
32,100 +/- 1000 RP. (Ikawa-Smith 1986:204).

108 The fact that the ancestors of the Aborigines in Australia have lived on that continent
for at least 50,000 years should, by all right, lay this debate to rest. Even during the
last ice age, Australia was never attached to surrounding land masses. This was one
water barrier that was somehow overcome by man.
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floatation devices than to actual boats.

Sudo hypothesizes that the peoples of the Japanese islands and the southern

part of the Korean peninsula first attempted to cross bodies of water by using

gourds or even pots as floatation devices (Shimizu 1981:32). Some of the materials

used to construct the earliest boats throughout the world have included reeds,

animal skins, and bark. And indeed, there is a case in the Kojiki of a basket being

used for water transport (Shimizu 1981:32).109 But what were the characteristics of

the first practical Japanese boats? Can we determine the origins and subsequent

development of Japan's shipbuilding traditions?

Setting the question of "when" aside, there seems to be little debate among

scholars regarding the "what" regarding the first boats in Japan - they were dugout

canoes.

Before boats were constructed with planks, ropes, and nails, dugout canoes

were the most common sea craft used by early peoples around the globe. The

dugout is indeed the ancestor to the Japanese shipbuilding tradition. In Japanese,

"dugout canoes" are variously referred to as marukibune jL*ftt I 3m*ftt, and

kuribune ~Uftt (Shimizu 1981:32).110 Dugout canoes were used throughout the

Jomon period and continued to be used in the Yayoi and Kofun periods that

followed. 1l1

109 In the Kojiki, "basket" is written and read as menashikago ~ § ii.
110 Marukibune seems to be the most commonly used denotation.
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2.2.1 Jomon Boats

The subsistence activities of the Jomon required utilization of oceangoing

vessels. Despite what was likely the small scale of these crafts, evidence is

overwhelming that the Jomon possessed sufficient means for crossing expanses of

ocean and harvesting its resources. Rafts may have been constructed by the Jomon,

but no remains have been recovered, probably due to rapid decomposition of the

wood (Sudo 1981:1).

Dugout canoes, however, perhaps because of their thicker structure and larger

size, have been recovered and examined. They have been found at a number of

Jomon-period sites (Sudo 1981:1) (Barnes 1993:76). Of the canoes that have been

recovered, most were constructed from single logs and are between five and seven

meters long and approximately fifty centimeters wide, (Japan Maritime Science

Foundation 1977:9-10). Kaya, a species of yew, was the primary type of wood used

for dugouts. 1l2 Stone tools and possibly fire were used to hollow out the logs used

for Jomon dugouts. The fire was burned on one side of the log to make hollowing out

with stone tools easier. This process is employed even today by peoples in the

developing world (Sudo 1981:2).

One of the earliest dugout canoes recovered in Japan was from the Early

Jomon iWWI site of Kamo 1JoltilU1J; in Chiba Prefecture (Japan Maritime Science

Foundation 1977:9; Shimizu 1981:41). This canoe was apparently more than five

111 Dugout canoes differed characteristically depending on the period in which they were
constructed (Shimizu 1977:1) and Nishimura Shinji w;t1JOx was the fIrst scholar to
categorize dugout canoes into three types (Shimizu 1981=37).

112 Kaya (possibly Torreya in English?) is written with the character: ;M.
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meters long and has been carbon dated to 3150 B.C. {Aikens and Higuchi

1982:124-5).113 Only parts of this vessel remain; but it has been determined that

the craft probably had low sides and was most suitable for use in calm waters

(Shimizu 1981:43). Discoveries of dugout canoes from the Middle Jomon period are

lacking, but there have been finds dated to the late Jomon period (Shimizu 1981:43)

from sites such as Takatanigawa and Hatakemachi, both of which are also located

in Chiba.1l4 One large dugout canoe has been recovered from a site in Osaka as well.

It is approximately two meters wide and fifteen meters long (lida 1980:4).

A number of dugout canoes have been recovered from Japanese archaeological

sites together with oars. For example, a dugout canoe and paddle were found at the

Torihama shell mound J~d~~~ in Fukui prefecture. Oars were likely the primary

means for propelling dugout canoes. It is estimated that this particular canoe was

able to carry up to 1,100 pounds (Pearson 1992:67). However, there is not a great

deal known about early Jomon navigation and shipbuilding skills.t15

2.2.2 Yayoi Ships

As stated above, dugout canoes were not just Jomon-period craft. They

113 In Nihon no Fune, radiocarbon dates for this canoe are given as 5100 BP +/- 400 (Japan
Maritime Science Foundation 1977:9).

114 These are my supposed readings for these place names. One of the great difficulties in
transliterating Japanese into English involves personal and place names. Any number
of possible readings may exist. For example, the characters for Takatanigawa i\fii:§)11
may alternately be read Takatanikawa, Koyagawa, Koyakawa, or even Kokokugawa or
Kokogukawa. Likewise, an alternative reading for Hatakemachi ~IBT could be
Hatakecho.

115 Apparently, a boat nail has been found on Kumejima Island off the west coast of
Okinawa in the same provenance with Han Dynasty goshusen coins and Final Jomon
pottery; however, it seems that this find has never been verified or accurately dated.
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continued to be used throughout the Yayoi and Kofun periods, and even well into

historic times. But the dugout canoes of the Yayoi period were different from those

of the JDmon period in shape and craftsmanship, probably due to metallurgy and

the metal tools that were introduced into Japan. The time of this introduction

roughly corresponds to the beginnings of the Yayoi period; that is, circa 400 Be.

Advances in shipbuilding techniques thus correspond to the introduction of

bronze and iron from the mainland. It was probably from this time that fukuzai

kuribunecanoes ~*1~tl*were constructed from multiple pieces of wood. Fukuzai

kuribune canoes were created when two or more hollowed out logs were attached at

the front and rear in order to enlarge the vessels (SudD 1981:3).

It has been speculated that it was also during the Yayoi period that boats

constructed from separate planks of wood were first used. The figure of a boat on a

bronze d6taku iiJ. seems to possess raised portions at the bow and stern,

indicating that the vessel could not have been constructed from a single log (Kokubu

1979:27). Separate pieces of wood must have been attached to create the vessel. A

number of what appear to be paddles or oars are seen on the sides of this craft as

well (Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:11). We also see depictions of boats

from pottery like that from the Karako site mil in Nara, as well as from d6taku

(SudD 1981:3). Unfortunately, few Yayoi-period ships have been excavated and

therefore little is known about the nature of ocean-going craft from this period.

The Yayoi period marked the beginning of Japan's proto-historic period.

Chinese writings tell us that small kingdoms in Japan sent tribute to the Han Court

(Mori Koichi 1993:33).
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as well as the Court of Wei during the Three Kingdom's Period. This suggests a

certain degree of maritime prowess on the part of the Wa people, but the type of

vessels they used for trips to China remains a mystery.

We do, however, have references in both the Kojiki and the Nihon Shoh to a

figure from the proto-historic period, Emperor Ojin, who is recorded as having

ordered the province ofIzu to construct a ship that was 10 ja j: or approximately 30

meters in length (Sudo 1981:3).116

There is also a short, seven-character sentence found on a brick in a ca. 170

A.D. Han tomb in Kuaiji ~fi, a port town located between southern Jiangsu

Province and Zhejiang Province, China that may serve as a written record of

maritime travel by the Yayoi Japanese to a point further than the Korean peninsula.

The passage reads "there were Wa people who came to pledge allegiance" 117

(Kimura 1992). The brevity of the sentence lends itself to a number of

interpretations, but it has been suggested that the passage referred to a group ofWa

people who traveled to and settled in the vicinity of Kuaiji around 170 A.D. or, at the

very least, to a group of people who temporarily resided in the town (see Fuqua

1996:88).

2.2.3 Kofun Ships

Japan's shipbuilding skills became somewhat more complex during the Kofun

period. There were at least two types of dugout canoes that were constructed from

116 One fa j: is 3.03 meters.
117 The Chinese characters for this passage are: 1f~A~~M~.
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single tree trunks (Shimizu 1981:54).118 But the Kofun period also marked the

appearance of more advanced sea vessels. It was during this time that Japan sent a

large sea force to the Korean peninsula. It was also at the end of the Kofun period

that the first vessels were constructed and sent to Sui and Tang. Shallow bottom

crafts were not suitable for such excursions.

In addition to the simple dugout crafts, larger vessels of three types were

constructed during the Kofun period. These were the fukuzai kuribune canoes ~f~

~tlM, which were briefly introduced above as Yayoi-period innovations, the junkozo

sen boats ~1W:iiIM (Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:12; Shimizu 1981:49),

and the kozo sen boats 1W:iiItd (Asahi 1988:36-7).

2.2.3.1. Fukuzai kuribune canoes tJlttftlJfJ

Some of the fukuzai kuribune canoes that have been recovered from

archaeological sites are quite long, such as one from the Naniwa Itachi River site

and one from the Imabuku-namazu River119 site. These finds are over 11 and 13

meters, respectively. Both boats are more than a meter and a half wide and were

U8 The first was the giant Osaka-type dugout :k~ (J) E:k >j: %J:t and the second was the
Kanto-type dugout ~* (J) :jfi~% • lfj-jIifjij% (Shimizu 1981:54). The former is thought to
have been used on the open seas and the latter, because of its more shallow bottom, only
on rivers. As late as the medieval period, most Japanese boats were probably one of
these two dugout varieties. Characteristically, the bottoms of these boats were flat so
that in times of emergency the vessels could be pulled up onto sandy shores without
suffering great damage (Sugiyama 1981:198-9).

119 As with most place names in Japanese (and discussed above), there are several possible
ways to read anyone set of characters. This is my rendering of the Chinese characters
for this place name: ~:mfji~I)I/.
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formed when two logs cut from camphor trees were attached (Shimizu 1981:49).120

Several examples of fukuzai kuribune canoes recovered from sites in Osaka

date to the Kofun and Nara periods. Scholars have determined that two different

methods were employed to connect the separate parts of the vessels. One method

was to attach the front and rear parts with nails. In at least one of the finds, iron

and wood nails were alternately used (Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:12).

The other method for attaching the parts of the vessel involved the use of

crossbeams and bars.121 Two crossbeams and a thick bar were attached and placed

over the position inside the vessel where the two halves of the boat were joined. A

soft fibrous substance called maihada was used for waterproofing. 122 Maihada was

obtained by tearing the under bark of the Japanese cypress or podocarpus123 tree

(K6jien, p.2235; Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:13).124

There is an additional example of a fukuzai kuribune canoe that was

constructed in this way, albeit from four separate parts rather than two. This boat

was discovered in 1838 in what is currently Aichi prefecture. An extant woodblock

print depicts the discovery of this vessel and the scene from the print clearly shows

120 Sudo notes that these finds have been dated according to the hajikiand sueIdpotteries
that were found within the same provenance. However, since these potteries were used
into the Nara and Heian periods as well, there may be some reason to doubt the
accuracy of the dating (Shimizu 1981:49).

121 Crossbeam: hari !Jg;; bar: kannuki~.
122 Maihada filtJJJl is alternately read as makihada.
123 Jpn. "maki" ti. In the Nihon shoki, podocarpus was one of the riches begat by Sosa no

wo Mikoto to the land ruled by his son. It was to be used by man as a receptacle for
burial (Aston, Nihongi 1988:58 (I)).

124Bark: !*JED podocarpus: maIdti. In the Nihon shoki, podocarpus was one ofthe riches
begat by Sosa-no-o-Mikoto to the land ruled by his son. It was to be used by man as a
receptacle for burial (Aston, Nihongi, p. 58 (I).
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two holes on the side of the boat, presumably for crossbeams.125 The accompanying

text notes that the vessel was composed of separate pieces of camphor joined in

three places with bars (Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:14). The date of this

vessel is unknown, and the find was not preserved for posterity. The artifact may in

fact have been of post-Heian period origin, but its existence serves as an indication

of how large some fukuzai kuribune canoes were. According to at least one observer

of the 1838 find, the vessel measured 20.6 meters long, 1.88 meters wide, and 30

centimeters deep (Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:14).

Most of the large dugout canoes and fukuzai kuribune canoes from Japan's

Kofun period were constructed from camphor wood. Camphor trees have wide

trunks but are somewhat short in height. This may explain the practice of

connecting separate pieces in order to make a longer vessel. It is also interesting to

note the shape of these boats. Many, if not most, had a length that was ten or more

times longer than the width. 126 Long, slender vessels of this nature were fast in the

water and able to seat many rowers (Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:16).

2.2.3.2 Junk6z6 sen boats !f!lf!if!Jf,l

The term junk6z6 can be translated as "semi-composite." In most cases the

bottom ofeachjunk6z6 sen boat ~tt\~~ incorporated either a simple dugout canoe

or a fukuzai kuribune canoe. Shipbuilders then added planks of wood to the low

sides of the canoes in order to deepen the vessels and make them more seaworthy

125 The woodblock print is from Owari-meisho'zue r~iJN1;m~~J (Japan Maritime Science
Foundation 1977:14-5).
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and capable of carrying more cargo (Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:12, 16;

Matsumoto 2000:1).127 The deeper junk6z6 sen vessels may theoretically serve as

evolutionary links between the dugout canoes (simple and fukuzai kuribune) and

the more advanced k6z6 sen boats, which are discussed below.

A fifth century haniwa depiction of a ship recovered from the Saitobaru kofun

gg~ JJ¥: r!l~ is an example of one of these vessels. This haniwa vessel is a

"gondola-type" vessel, so named because its sideboards rise sharply upwards at the

bow and stern (Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:17). The haniwa vessel also

has six projections at the top of each side. These are believed to have served as

fulcra for oars, and were probably added only to the larger vessels. A steering

paddle was most likely used, even though it is not evident in this haniwa

depiction. 128

With a gondola-type junk6z6 sen vessel, the sideboards were set on the edges

of the vesseYs base, and the point of contact was covered by longitudinal

members.129 Apparently nails were not commonly used; instead, organic material,

such as wisteria, was used to suture the contact between the separate pieces (Japan

Maritime Science Foundation 1977:17). The junk6z6 gondola-type vessel is often

depicted on kofun wall murals. Details of its development remain unclear, but it

126 This ratio of length to width is referred to as sunpObi'i"l':t!t.
127 There is some evidence indicating some of the fukuzai kuribune vessels from Osaka

discussed above had side planks attached. If so, they should be more accurately
classified as junkozo sen (Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:16).

128 The positioning of a rudder at the central part of the stern of a ship is first found in
China around the 1st and 2nd centuries A.D., but does not come to Japan until the 7th

century (Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:18).
129 Longitudinal members: jutsuzai MltJiM.
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apparently predates the beginning of the Kofun period because images of this type

of boat have been found on the sides of Late Yayoi-period pots and d6taku bells.

There are Kofun-period remains ofjunk6z6sen boats. At the Kyuhoji site130 in

Osaka, for example, the remains of a late 3rd or early 4th century ship's bow and a

long plank attached to the bow to function as a breakwater were recovered {Asahi

1988:36; Dictionary ofAncient Japanese Archaeological Sites 13 *iJftilJiiJ)\$$,

p.494).131 The section of the bow that was recovered seems to have a mortise,

suggesting at least a quasi-composite construction. One scholar has suggested that

this vessel was twelve meters long and was able to carry up to twelve people (Asahi

1988:36).

Other finds that hint at the form of the vessels used by early sea navigators

include a late Kofun-period rudder132 found in Osaka and a ceramic shard from the

Shimizukaze site133 in Nara that has the depiction of a junk6z6 sen boat ~tJ~Wd.

This junk6z6 vessel has been estimated at 25 meters long and 3 meters wide. A

vessel of this size could have accommodated as many as 27 people (Asahi

1988:36-7).

Finally, a prominent example of a junk6z6 sen boat was recovered from a site

in Osaka city in 1937.134 It most likely dates to the end of the Nara period and has

two rows of iron nails and the remnants of side boards on both sides {Japan Maritime

130 KyuhOji site: !;\~'i'j::iI~.

131 Ship's bow: Iilltt; plank~~ • ~~; plank attached to the bow to function as a
breakwater: ~ J: tt ffl (J) ~~.

132 Rudder: ire.
133 Shimizukaze site: m*Jl:il~.

134 The exact location of the find was *ll&rlnRVi:)IllRllJlIllJ.
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Science Foundation 1977:19).

Large-scale junkozo vessels of the Kofun period were capable of carrying

envoys along the Northern Route 135 toward China. Almost always in close

proximity to land, junkozo boats making this voyage could land whenever the

weather took a turn for the worse or if provisions needed replenishing (Japan

Maritime Science Foundation 1977:19). I believe these vessels may have been used

for some, if not all, of the missions sailing the Northern Route to China. At the very

least, the junkozO vessels must have been used for missions sent to China during

the Kofun period. I also suggest that Himiko's mission to Wei, which occurred in the

first half of the third century, utilized such a vessel or vessels.136

2.2.3.3. Kozosen ships t!fif%Jf}

By the 1980s, it became apparent that a third type of vessel, the kozosen ship,

had been built during the Kofun period as well, and, as mentioned above, may in

fact date back as far as the Yayoi period (Asahi 1988:36-7).137 A kozosen vessel was

one assembled from various parts or pieces without use of either a dugout log or

135 The Northern Route, discussed above in Chapter 1, followed a route beginning in
Kyushu and passing by Iki and Tsushima islands to the Korean Peninsula. From here,
vessels sailed north along the western shore of the peninsula and then crossed the
Yellow Sea to arrive at the Shandong Peninsula.

136 Himiko was the ruler ofthe country ofYamatai, which was supposedly located either in
northern Kyushu or the Kinki area in central Honshu. Yamatai's exchanges with both
the Han Court and the Wei kingdom are recorded in the Hou Han Shu (History ofthe
Latter Han Dynastj) and the Wei Zhi (History ofthe Kingdom ofWeI). (See Sources of
Japanese Tradition, Vol 1 (Revised Edition) by Tsunoda, de Bary, and Keene for
English translations of these texts.)

137 As late as 1977, scholars such as Shimizu Junzo 7Jlf7k1fllil':::: were stating that the origins
of Japanese kozosen and the first use of sails by Japanese sailors were two great
unknowns among maritime historians (Shimizu 1977:1).
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canoe in its base structure. The term kozo ff4~ refers to the constructed assembly

of separate pieces.

Considering their shear size in terms of passengers and cargo, the kentoshi

vessels of at least the later half of the seventh century and after must have been

larger and more advanced than the junkozo sen boats. Kozosen ships appeared in

Japan as early as the end of the Kofun period and the beginning of the Nara period

(Shimizu 1981:50, 54). Dugout canoes continued to be used until modern times in

Japan, but the appearance of koz6sen ships reflect a need for more sophisticated

means of maritime transport. These must have been the vessels used for all of the

later official missions to and from the mainland. The koz6sen ships should thus be

equated with the kentoshi vessels of at least the Middle and Late periods, if not

before. They will be discussed in further detail below in the section regarding

kentOshi ships.

2.3 DEPICTIONS OF EARLY SHIPS

2.3.1 Haniwa and Senkokuga Depictions of Ships

There are several haniwa depictions of vessels from the Kofun period and one

of these, the haniwa boat from the Saitobaru kofun §":WJJ1-il:J:lt in Miyazaki

prefecture, was introduced above. This haniwa closely resembles a large-scale

kozosen ff4m~ (Sudo 1981:3; Iida 1980:1).

There are several other depictions of ships from the Yayoi, Kofun, and Nara

periods. A Yayoi ceramic vessel from the Karako site n!filjlJi'iJ)\ in Nara prefecture,
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for instance, has a senkokuga depiction .~JOOi or "depiction drawn with finely

engraved lines" (Mozai 1984:25). This particular depiction appears to be a

gondola-type vessel with a long oar. The Karako site is dated to between the

beginning of the Yayoi and the beginning of the Kofun periods (Dictionary of

Ancient Japanese ArchaeologicalSites E;$:i!if-t:i6/!$-$J/I! 1995:563-4). A drawing of

another gondola-type vessel is found on the inside wall of one of the horizontal

tombs at the Takaida oketsu grave site ~#B311i1C~iHl~in Osaka (Mozai 1984:25;

Dictionary ofJapanese Kofun (BurialMounds) E;$:i!i!ll;f;;:jfffJ/l! 1989:330). It depicts

one large individual wearing clothing associated with the Yamato aristocracy, who

is standing in the middle of the vessel with a pike in hand. Two smaller individuals

are seen at the front and back of the vessel, one holding an oar and the other

apparently lowering an anchor (Dictionary ofJapanese Kofun (BurialMounds) E;$:

i!i!ll;f;;:tfJ/l! 1989:330). This tomb dates from the middle of the sixth to the beginning

of the seventh centuries.

A senkokuga depiction of a boat with a sail was found in one of the tombs at

the Daiman-yokoana graves *TIMJ11i1CW in Chiba (Mozai 1984:26-8; Dictionary of

Ancient Japanese Archaeological Sites E;$: i!i f-t:i6 /!$ 1/$J/I! 1995:244). The

Daiman-yokoana depiction is somewhat controversial because, despite the fact that

hajiki ±~i1i~ and sueki ~~~ ceramic ware recovered from the site suggests a

seventh or eight century date, the vessel depicted resembles a sengokubune =fE~,

or a large Edo-period craft with sails that could transport up to 1000 kokuofrice. 138

138 One koku is equivalent to 5.12 U.S. bushels.
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Mozai Torao, a leading scholar of maritime history, concludes that this is indeed an

eighth century depiction and any resemblance to the Edo period craft is purely

coincidental (Mozai 1984:27). If Mozai is correct, this could well be the most

authentic image of a kentoshi period vessel to come down to us. It differs from our

twenty-first century conception of the kentoshi ships in one important way: it

depicts a single mast with a horizontal sail as opposed to the two masts shown in

the emakimonoimages (discussed below).

There are other carved images ofsea vessels in kofun burial chambers as well,

such as in the late sixth century Kazuwara kofun t:EJ]jt""i5:f1t in Kumamoto prefecture,

where depictions suggest that ships of the kentoshi age had one mast with a

horizontal sail as opposed to the two masts seen in the emakimono images produced

in later ages {Mozai 1984:28;Dictionary ofJapanese Kofun {Burial Mounds} 13*6

!It;kJ¥JfI!. 1989:152).

2.3.2 Emakimono Depictions of Kenwshi Period Ships

Emakimono ~~~, or picture scrolls, which were created during and after

the eleventh century, depict several images of kentoshi ships. These include the

Shotoku taishi eden ~~-*q.~~ (11th century), the Kibi dai]in nittO ekotoba i5fXU

*~Am~~iiJ (12th century), and the Kegon engi ¥btU~~ (13th century) (Mozai

1984:27). The first of these, the Shotoku taishi eden, is meant to represent one of

the vessels sent to Sui rather than to Tang. It is the earliest pictorial

representation of a vessel that carried envoys to China (Ishii Kenji 1995:239).
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All of the above vessels are depicted as Chinese traditional junks. They are

shown with two masts upon which bamboo grass sails were raised (Tono 1994:2).139

They are also depicted with pulleys located at the bows that were used for raising

anchors, as well as with tall structures located at the sterns. Drums are seen on the

tops of these structures. At least one glaring anachronistic feature exists; namely,

some of the late Kamakura-period depictions show double masts that are positioned

side by side across the width of the vessel rather than front to back (Ishii Kenji

1995:56).

With questions concerning vessel length, width, and depth aside, and despite

the lack of certain features mentioned in the primary sources (discussed below),

many scholars of the kentoshi recognize the eleventh to thirteenth century

emakimono depictions to be useful reproductions of the eighth and ninth century

ships constructed for the voyages to Tang (Tono 1994:2).

Ishii Kenji has suggested that those scrolls depicting the kentoshi ships,

which were created before the first half of the 13th century, have considerable

historical accuracy, while those scrolls produced after that time have less credence

for use as historical sources (Ishii Kenji 1995:56-7). Sudo Toshiichi also believes in

the usefulness of the emakimono depictions for kentoshi research. But at least some

of his conclusions seem flawed. He notes, for instance, that the Kamakura

depictions of kentOshi period vessels such as the one seen in Kibi daijin nitto

ekotoba 5-om*gLAm~~Iij, are similar to Song-period merchant vessels. He cites

this as evidence that the vessels of the Tang period must have been little different

139 Bamboo grass sails: iltJl!R..
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from those of Song. But this conclusion is based on the assumption that the

depictions are authentically drawn. Isn't it more likely that the Kamakura artists

used the vessels of their own time (i.e., Song vessels) as models for the kentoshi

ships? The kentoshi ships were constructed several centuries before these drawings

were made (See Mori Katsumi 1981:67). It seems more logical to conclude,

therefore, that the images on the emakimono are not similar to Song vessels, but

rather, are based on them. The Song ships served as artistic inspiration for

recreating the vessels of the past.

Some scholars are thus too eager to offer emakimono depictions of kentoshi

vessels as evidence of NaralHeian period shipbuilding skills. They seem oblivious

to the obvious; namely, that the emakimono depictions are anachronistic

interpretations of ships constructed several centuries earlier. The emakimono are

of course historically significant in and of themselves, but that does not make their

imagery historically accurate. Unless scholarship can demonstrate that there was a

continuous, uninterrupted shipbuilding tradition that remained essentially

unchanged for two centuries or more, I suggest that the emakimono depictions be

studied with reservation. The best way to reconstruct the kentoshi vessels is to

examine the primary source material relating to the ships and voyages, and to

consult any relevant archaeological data.

2.3.3 Evidence of Masts and Sails

Sails may not have come into common use in East Asia until some time after

the first century AD. The character eventually adopted for the Japanese yagura or
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"oar" ft is seen in the Chinese language as early as the Warring States period, but

the character for the Japanese word hoor "sail" J/!R. may date back only as far as the

Later Han dynasty (Iida 1980:10). It is believed that sails became common in China

during the Tang dynasty (Matsumoto 2000:3).

It is unclear if sails were commonly used during the Kofun period, but there

are several early representations of vessels with what appear to be either sails or

masts. For instance, there is a depiction of a boat in a mural on the back wall ofthe

burial chamber at the Mezurashizuka kofun rt~~ll:tjltin Fukuoka prefecture {Iida

1980:9; Dictionary of Ancient Japanese Archaeological Sites E *i5(f;)6/!JJi$J/I!.

1995:721; Dictionary ofJapanese Kofun (Burial Mounds) E*i5J1tXJ¥J/I!.1989:573).

The Mezurashizuka boat has what appear to be two vertical masts on its deck. It is

also carrying a man with an oar in hand and a bird situated above the bow. Lines

etched between these masts represent something suspended. l40 This may be a

rough drawing of a sail.141

The Torifunezuka kofun J~M~ll:tjltalso has a wall mural that depicts a boat

with two pairs of parallel poles placed upright on the decks in the front and back of

the craft {See diagram on DictionaryofJapanese Kofun (BurialMounds) E*i5J1tx

ilJ/1!. 1989:415). Sails may have been attached to these poles; but even if this were

the case, sails on this type of craft could only have made use of winds blowing from

140 This painting is reproduced in both Iida (1980:9) and Dictionary ofJapanese Kofun
{Burial Mounds} (1989:573), but it looks different in both reproductions. The vertical
lines can be seen in the first reproduction but not in the second. However the outline of
a man is not seen in the Bi reproduction.

141 There is also a wall depiction of a boat with a sail in the IfnJI.'i wl.'i~ in Tottori prefecture
(Iida 1980:9).
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behind. The crew had to supplement propulsion by oar (Japan Maritime Science

Foundation 1977:18).

In addition, a boat was recovered in Niigata prefecture in the village of

Koaimura IJv~H1"142with holes on both sides of the bow of the vessel that may have

been used for hoisting a sail (Iida 1980:9).

2.4 JAPANESE SHIPS IN HISTORICAL SOURCES - NARA / HEIAN SHIPS

The first clearly non-mythological, historical record of a Japanese voyage

across the ocean concerns the embassy to Sui in the year 600.143 The record of this

voyage is found, not in Japanese primary sources, but rather in the Eastern

Barbarian entry of the Sui Shu {History of the Sui DynastJ1 H/iF, which was

compiled in the seventh century.

Boats and nautical maritime vocabulary are found in the earliest Japanese

writings. Aspects of nautical history also surface in Japan's mythological tales.

!ida Yoshiro, for instance, suspects that the birthing order for the offspring in the

tale concerning the gods Izanagi and Izanami-who gave birth to the Japanese

islands-reflects ancient maritime transportation routes {Iida 1980:2).144

142 Koaimura is a possible reading I have selected for the characters: /J"'-irt-!.
143 There were embassies sent to the Chinese Court by so-called "countries" in Japan as

early as the first century AD (such as the Yamatai country mentioned above). However,
there is no record of how these missions traveled to China. Mission members may have
boarded Korean or Chinese vessels or, as I have suggested, crossed the straits to the
Korean peninsula aboard their own junk6z6 boats. The 600 embassy was the first one
that clearly used Japanese vessels.

144 For example, one Kojiki entry lists this order as Awajima, Shikoku, Okinoshima,
Kyushu, lki, Tsushima, Sado, and finally Honshu. A Nihon Shoki entry lists this order
as Awajima, Honshu, Shikoku, Kyushu, Okinoshima, Sado, Koshi ~rH (possibly
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Many different words in early Japanese proto-historical texts refer to boats,

but some of the subtle distinctions among these terms have been lost over time.

Vessel types mentioned in the Kojiki and the Nihon Shokiinclude ashibune 1f1Ja, or

reed boats, a type of vessel referred to as kumano-no-morotabune 1mlf~=FWd', and

others (Sudo 1981:1).145 The kumano-no-morotabune vessel is mentioned in the

Nihon Shoki in a passage concerning a myth involving Izumo and a place called

Miho-no-saki .=:.~(1)1Iffif (Mozai 1984:68-9).146 The Kajien dictionary entry on the

morotabune vessel offers two definitions. First, moratabune is defined as "a boat

with many oars," and second, as "the name for the boat used in a boat festival held

every year on December 3 at the Miho shrine in Shimane prefecture" (Kajien

1990:2390). As part of this festival, two vessels race as they circle the bay six times.

The two Miho shrine boats are rebuilt every forty years. We can thus assume

that they are constructed as they were in the first millennium A.D. The boats used

are canoes dug out from single trees. They are 6.3 meters long and the bottoms of

the boats have a round shape that expands outward. They have no rudders, but are

propelled by single large oars and eight smaller ones (Mozai 1984:69). Mozai Torao

agrees that these modern-day crafts are viable replicas of ancient ancestors; this

suggests they are examples of the kumano-no-morota bune mentioned in the Nihon

Hokkaido?), and lastly, Oshima (this last one is unclear for there are many islands with
this name) (Iida 1980:2).

145 Examples of other vessels mentioned include: ukitakara (1¥<:E:),
manashikatama-no-bune (~~ ~rd.l/J'R&), ama-no-iwakusu-bune (.:R~?*fR&),
ama-no"tori bune CR~R&), and kagami-no-fune (G1ft.ffd) (Sudo 1981:1).

146 See Kojiki, p. 103 and p. 62 of Nihon Shoki.
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Shoki(Mozai 1984:68-70).147

Mozai Torao notes that one of the characters commonly used in the early texts

to refer to "boat" was MI, which was pronounced tsumu. Sudo Toshiichi writes that,

during the Nara and Heian periods, the character MI was used to designate boats

that navigated the open seas and that the character was read tsumu no fune (Mori

Katsumi 1981:65). This word may in fact have had its origin in either the Chinese

or Polynesian languages. Mozai writes that the Chinese word that may be the

antecedent of the Japanese tsumu means "single wood"; i.e., "dugout canoe" a!lvf\:*

148 (Mozai 1984:4-5). If tsumu did refer to dugout canoes, they were likely large in

size. Names were given to some of these vessels. The earliest of them, which was

cut from a great tree, was called Karanu (Mozai 1984:1). This vessel is mentioned

in both the Kojiki and the Nihon Shoki (Mozai 1984:1).149

The exact physical nature of the vessels referred to by various names in early

Japanese texts is unclear, but Sudo Toshiichi suggests that some of the different

vessel types named in the Nihon Shoki and the Kojiki may have been of south China

or southeast Asian origin and thus possibly reflect styles introduced to Japan by

immigrants from these regions (Sudo 1981:2). I believe that the great number of

terms regarding boats attests to the rich maritime past of the Japanese and the

importance of boats and the sea in their culture.

147 A similar boat festival is held in Wakayama prefecture at the Hayatama shrine in
Kumano, a shrine that seems to have Izumo connections. Morai suggests that this may
account for the name "Kumana" in the original Nihon Shokipassage. At this festival
nine vessels, each holding ten people, race on the Kumano River.

148 Chn. "du-mu-zhou"
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A number of primary sources also draws a distinction between private vessels

fUYJ and public vessels 0~. Some of the sources that discuss the former are the

Many6shu, the Nihon Ry6iki S*~~~, the Hitachi-no-kuni Fudoki -m~OOJ!l±tc.,

the Izumo-no-kuni Fudoki tI:l~OOJ!l±~, and the Dainihon Komonjo (Matsubara

1985:156).150 Public vessels are most prominently mentioned in the Shoku Nihongi.

Matsubara has examined the treatment of the public vessels in the Nihon Shoki

and suggests that, for the most part, public boats fall into one of five categories. The

first of these categories are the kentoshi ships (Matsubara 1985:157).151

During the Late period of the kentoshi, the characters /mRS, read as yotsu no

fune, came to refer to the vessels of the kentoshi. The first character, meaning

"four," referred to the tendency during the Late kenwshi period for the Japanese to

send four vessels at a time to Tang (Mori Katsumi 1981:65-6). The second character,

as mentioned above, refers to a vessel that navigates the open seas. A waka by

Emperor Shomu, included in the Many6shu, is an example of an extant passage

from this period that refers to the kentoshi ships as yotsu no fune.

There is also mention of both Silla and Paekche ships in the proto-historical

sources. The shapes, sizes, and constructions of these vessels are unclear, but their

mention suggests that both must have differed in some way from Japanese vessels.

149 The Kojiki writes the name, Karanu, as t!i!l!f and the Nihon Shoki uses the characters
l1!£!l!f (Mozai 1984:1-2).

150 Some of these passages include: Mhon Ry6iki B*~"'~,vol. 1, m-l::;jjJS; vol. 2, mIm,
m=+-l::;jjJS; vol 3, m - +-l::;jjJS; and the Dainihon komonjo, vol. 5, p. 230; vol. 6, p. 119
(see Ishii Kenji 1995:165).

151 The other four categories of public vessels mentioned in the Shoku Mhongi are (1) fiplm,
(2) !jim, or vessels used for campaigns against the Emishi @~ and Silla, (3) Dazaifu
vessels *~mlm, and finally (4) Other (Matsubara 1985:157).
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There is a record of the supposed introduction of Silla shipbuilding techniques to

Japan, albeit from the proto-historical period. An envoy's vessel was sent to Japan

from Silla during the time of the Emperor Ojin. This vessel caught fire in Muko Bay

1Et.~ in present day Hyogo prefecture. The ensuing blaze then spread to a number

of nearby Japanese vessels. In way of apology, the Silla king sent shipbuilders to

live and work in Sesshu m1~i~~$ (Sudo 1981:4). Some time after this incident,

Paekche shipbuilding techniques were introduced to Japan (This will be dealt with

in more detail below).

Although I am not aware of Japanese exposure to shipbuilding techniques

from the kingdom of Koguryo, we should note that as early as the third century AD

the people of Koguryo were building impressively large vessels. It is recorded, for

example, that during the Three Kingdom's period of Chinese history, Koguryo sent

horses to the kingdom of Wu in southern China. Because the envoy's vessel was

small, only 80 horses were loaded (Iida 1980:9). One cannot help but ponder how

large this "small" vessel must have been.

As discussed in Chapter 1, there are cases in historical texts of vessels

breaking apart and survivors reaching shore by clinging to the floating pieces.

Even though seagoing vessels from ancient times were not as seaworthy as vessels

of more recent eras, they were built totally from materials that float. If they broke

apart during the course of a voyage, the detached parts would not sink (Mozai, i!if-t
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2.5 THE INFLUENCE OF CONTINENTAL SHIPS

2.5.1 Chinese junks152

Japanese vessels followed the Southern Island Route or the Southern Route to

Tang from 702 until the last kentoshi mission in 838.153 It has been surmised that

these vessels were heavily influenced by oceangoing vessels from the continent

(Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:19).154

The Japanese needed to develop a new type of ship before they could venture

into open seas and forsake the relatively safe coastal approach to China along the

Korean Peninsula. Evidence indicates that the kentoshi vessels of at least the

Middle and Late periods were constructed using Chinese junk technology (Ishii

Kenji 1995:52). Junks were traditional Chinese vessels that usually had two or

more masts equipped with lugsails.155 They were somewhat short, but considerably

wide. They were characteristically constructed with firewalls, ribs, and planks that

were attached to the ribs <Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:115).156 The

152 I realize that use ofthe term "junk" for this period in time could arguably be considered anachronistic.
The term itself, ofpossible Malay origin, came into western language usage only after Portuguese
contact with Southeast Asian and Chinese mariners. However, the Japanese language has adopted
the term junk (:; -y ~ .l7 JtR'J) to describe the type of vessels that sailed the East Asian seas during
the Tang dynasty. Because of this, and because the junk style ofvessel predates western adoption of
the word, I-like the Japanese-have also adopted the term "junk" in my own discussion.

153 The exception is the mission of 759, which traveled to Tang through Bohai. In addition,
at least one vessel may have used the Southern Island Route for a voyage to Tang in
653.

154 It is unknown if this mainland technology affected the fukuzai kuribune canoe and the
junkozo sen boats, but depictions on picture scrolls ~~4t8 suggest that both traditions
survived throughout this period and continued to be used domestically without a great
deal of alteration.

155 Lugsail: Jpn. raguseiru '7 1" -t -{ )t.-. Lugsails are four"sided sails that have their upper
edges supported by a yard that is fastened obliquely to the mast.

156 Firewall: Jpn. kakuheki 1Wi~; Rib: Jpn. rokuzai JfufJ; Plank: Jpn. gaihan jrtR
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kentOshi vessels ofthe Middle and Late periods may have been the first in Japan to

adapt aspects of the junk tradition into their construction (Japan Maritime Science

Foundation 1977:115).

However, the influence of the Chinese junks on the kentOshi vessels was

indirect. It was perhaps not before the ninth century that Chinese mariners were

sailing directly to Japan in great numbers and exposing the Japanese firsthand to

Tang ships and maritime technology.157 Evidence suggests, instead, that Tang junk

technology was introduced to the Japanese by the Koreans. Scholars now surmise

that kentoshi ship construction was based on Paekche models. The Paekche ships,

or kudarabune EftffWa, were themselves constructed along the lines of the Chinese

junks.

The Paekche influence may date to 650 AD. In this year, two Paekche vessels

were ordered constructed in the province of Aki *.;;:: 00 (the western half of

Hiroshima prefecture) (Ishii Kenji 1995:51, 54; Mon Katsumi 1981:66; Japan

Maritime Science Foundation 1977:116). How these ships were used is not

specifically recorded, but they may have been used by the kentOshi envoys

themselves. They may, perhaps, be the vessels used by the second kentOshi mission,

which was dispatched to Tang in 653. At least one scholar believes this was the first

mission to follow a Southern Island Route to China, but many others, including

myself, believe this mission sailed along the Northern Route (Japan Maritime

157 Chinese merchant ships are believed to have become active on the open seas from the
ninth century (Marl Katsumi 1981:57) and the first recorded visit to Japan by a Tang
merchant vessel was in 819. This vessel came ashore at Dewa Province 1±l3J5J 00 but most
vessels thereafter came to Hakata port (Morl Katsumi 1981:58). See Chapter Four.
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Science Foundation 1977:116-7).158 Even if these Paekche vessels were not used by a

kentoshi mission sailing via the Southern Island Route, they may have been

utilized for a Northern Route journey; or at the very least, they served as models for

structural upgrades in Japanese kentoshi ships.

Chinese junk technology was certainly important to the Japanese during the

second half of the seventh century when the kentOshi missions tried to avoid sailing

close to the Korean peninsula. The junk6z6 boats that the Japanese sailed before

were no longer useful. They were not large enough to carry all the supplies needed

for a voyage venturing far from land (Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:116).

Only k6z6sen ships could be used for mid-ocean voyages and Chinese-style junks

became the models upon which the Japanese constructed their k6z6sen ships.

Junks were technologically capable of sailing the open seas and able to carry a

greater volume of cargo and greater numbers of passengers. The kentoshi

shipbuilders thus used the cousins of the Chinese junks-the Paekche vessels-to

create their own variety of Chinese-style junk.159 These ships served as the models

for all subsequent kentOshi ships.

Mter the first two Paekche ships were ordered constructed at Aki, a

shipbuilding tradition seems to have developed in this province. Most of the

kentoshi ships used from 650 to 746 were constructed at Aki (Japan Maritime Science

Foundation 1977:117). Ishii has suggested that a group of Paekche shipwrights,

adept at constructing the Chinese-style junks, may have settled in Aki (Mori

158 See Mozai Torao discussion in rilnf~iiJfJe~ 5!:f-l-J 1987, p.13).
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Katsumi 1981:66; Ishii Kenji 1995:54). The establishment in Japan of a Korean

community of shipbuilders is not hard to explain. Members of the Paekche

aristocracy and those with technical skill came to Japan en masse after the defeat of

Paekche and Japan by Tang and Silla forces in 663. Paekche technology was

thereafter adopted to construct the defenses surrounding Dazaifu. It is thus not

difficult to imagine shipwrights from Paekche settling in Aki and devoting their

talents to the construction of ships for Japan (Mori Katsumi 1981:,66-7).

Beyond concluding that the kentOshi ships were modeled after Chinese junks

(by means ofPaekche models), there is little detailed information regarding the size,

shape, or construction of kentoshi vessels (Japan Maritime Science Foundation

1977:117). There is even doubt regarding the long-term influence that Chinese junk

construction may have had on Japanese maritime development. It has been

suggested, for instance, that the technology for constructing the oceangoing

kentoshi vessels may have been abandoned by Japanese craftsmen after the last

mission was cancelled in 894 (Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:19). I find it

hard to believe that the technological advances adopted in the seventh and eighth

centuries by Japanese shipwrights could have been so easily discarded.

2.5.2 Song period ships

Sudo Toshiichi writes that, because there are still many questions remaining

regarding the structure and size of ninth century ships, scholars must turn to

159 Paekche vessels carried anywhere from 122 to 160 passengers (Iida 1980:21; Ishii Kenji
1995:50-1). This was also true of the kentOshi vessels of the Middle period.
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records describing the ocean-going vessels of the Northern Song dynasty (Mori

Katsumi 1981:59). He and others assume that, despite the fact that these vessels

were from a later period, they may have been of similar construction to those

vessels that sailed across the seas to and from Japan during the Tang dynasty (see p.

61).

Records describe Song ships that sailed from China to the Korean peninsula.

The largest of these vessels carried as many as five to six hundred passengers and

had sharp hulls able to cut more easily through the water. The bodies of these

vessels were divided into three parts, each serving a different function. The front

sections were constructed without roofs and housed both ovens for cooking and

containers that held stores of water. Weapons were kept below on shelves. The

center sections were divided into four separate rooms while the back sections of

these vessels had raised platforms designed for observation. These ships were also

equipped with large and small anchors made of stone, which were lowered and

raised with pulleys (Mori Katsumi 1981:60).

The Song vessels were also equipped with rudders. According to the X uan He

Feng Shi Gaoli Tu Jing 11ffn$~l@jM~~,Song ocean-going vessels were equipped

with three-part rudders. 1GO There was a main rudder located in the center part of

the stern as well as two other rudders, one on each side of the stern {Ishii Kenji

1995:57, 240).161

160 These three-part rudders are called sanfuduo =mIJJlre in Chinese (Jpn: sanpukuda).
161 One primary sources concerning the shipwreck of a kentOshi ship states that there were

at least two rudders. In addition, the Kihi daijin nitto ekotoha ti.*E2:Af.lf~~, a
twelfth-century scroll, also depicts at least two rudders (Ishii Kenji 1995:57).
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Song vessels also utilized sails made of both cloth and bamboo. The cloth sails

were used when suitable winds blew. And at least ten oars were used when

favorable winds were not blowing (Mori Katsumi 1981:60-1). The most common

material used to construct these Song vessels was camphor wood (Mori Katsumi

1981:59).162

Study of Song ocean-going vessels offers the same pitfalls as the emakimono

depictions discussed above; namely, they are anachronistic examples. Comparisons

should thus be made with caution.

2.6 KENTOSHI SHIPS

2.6.1 The Shoku Nihongi

Japanese vessels that hugged the shoreline as they sailed, such as those ofthe

Early Period of the kenwshi, could have been built anywhere in Japan. The Shoku

Nihongi describes the preparation for an aborted invasion of Silla in 759 by the

Japanese Court. Many provinces in the regions of Hokuriku, San'in, Sanyo, and

Nankai were ordered within three years to construct a total of 500 large vessels for

this invasion (Ishii Kenji 1995:54). Provinces in the Hokuriku region were ordered

to provide 89 ships, San'in provinces were to build 145 ships, and the provinces of

San'yo and Nankai were asked to provide 161 and 105 ships respectively CArano et

162 Further information can be culled from the ChUkaizuhen text .~OOf.;IiBmentioned above,
which compares Japanese vessels with Chinese vessels of the Ming dynasty (Mori
Katsumi 1981:56-7), a number of differences between the two traditions is discussed
suggesting that even at this later date the Chinese were more advanced in their
knowledge of maritime craft (Mori Katsumi 1981:57). It's likely that the technology
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aI, 2000:58-9). These regions responded to the order two years later with a total 394

completed vessels, attesting to Japan's ability to construct relatively large ships

suitable for the journey across the straits at numerous sites throughout the country

(Ishii Kenji 1995:54).

The kentoshi vessels, on the other hand, were built specially to journey to

China across wider expanses of open sea. As discussed above, these ships were

mostly constructed in the province of Aki, even though other regions were

seemingly involved one way or another. These regions included the island of

Kyushu; Nagato, which was located in the northwestern part of Yamaguchi

prefecture; and the four provinces of Omi (Gifu prefecture), Tamba (Kyoto

prefecture and part of Hyogo prefecture), Bitchu (western part of Okayama

prefecture), and Harima (southwestern part of Hyogo prefecture) (Sudo 1981:6).163

The four provinces of Omi, Tamba, Harima, and Bitchu are mentioned in a

passage in the Shoku Nihongi that discusses an order that went out in 732 to

construct four ships for the ninth mission to Tang (Ishii Kenji 1995:50).164 The one

line passage very simply reads:

~~,~~T~tr,H~,mM,~~~~m~~~~~o

(Shoku-Nihongi, vol2, 2000:262-3).

On the fourth day (of the ninth month of 732), envoys were

used in the construction of the kentOshi vessels was behind that of the Chinese as well.
163 The characters in the primary sources that denote these places are: Kyushu 9Jl:~,

Nagato -tH" Omi JlI:IT, Tamba ft~, Bichu fi'P, and Harima ffiM.
164 Book 11 ofthe Shoku-Nihonginotes that these ships departed Naniwa on 733:4:3

(Shoku-Nihongi, Vol 2, 2000:269).
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sent to the provinces of ami, Tamba, Harima, and Bitchu

(among other places), and they were made to construct four

ships for use by the kentOshi.

Simple though it may appear, interpretation of this passage has been

controversial. It has been suggested in popular literature that each province was

responsible for constructing one of the four ships sent on the mission (see Inoue

Yasushi's Tenpy6 no Iraka 3f.IJZt1Jjl). It seems doubtful, however, that this could

have been accomplished in Omi and Tamba, because these provinces did not front

on the sea (Ishii Kenji 1995:50).165 Ishii Kenji asserts that the Shoku Nihongi

reference implies that only the construction costs of the vessels were borne by the

four provinces. He believes that Aki was the only province that could lay claim as a

site of construction (Ishii Kenji 1995:51).

Matsubara Hironobu concurs with Ishii that it is unlikely, even though not

impossible, that ships were constructed in ami or Tamba. But he suggests that

rather than bearing the costs of construction, these provinces may have been

ordered to supply the raw materials, such as cedar and camphor wood, for ship

construction (Matsubara 1985:157).

There is also a one-line passage in the Shoku Mnongi, dated 700:10:26, that

states that construction of a vessel took place in Suo JaJ !WOO, a province located in

the southeastern part of present-day Yamaguchi prefecture (Matsubara 1985:157,

165).
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The line reads:

+~ ~lf~ Jl~TJjfij ~OOft~J&tt

(Shoku-Nihongi liDIl, 2000:30-1).

On the 26th day (of the tenth month of 700) an envoy was

sent to the province of Suo and it (Suo) was made to

construct a ship (for the kentoshi).

We thus find that as late as the first half of the eighth century, kentoshi ships

were sometimes constructed in places outside of Aki, such as Suo Province, and

received materials (if not actually the ships themselves) from the areas mentioned

above, such as Dmi, Tamba, Harima, and Bichu provinces (Mori Katsumi 1981:66).

During the later kentOshi period, however, evidence points to construction taking

place solely in Aki Province (Mori Katsumi 1981:66). On five different occasions

from 746 to 778, a total of 16 kentoshi ships were constructed in Aki {Ishii Kenji

1995:51, 53).166 This was from a total of at least 17 kentoshi vessels that were

constructed during this period (refer to Chart 5, Chapter Three). And from 761, it

seems probable that all of the kentoshi vessels were constructed at Aki {Matsubara

165 Considering that a single vessel carried more than 100 individuals, it seems unlikely
that the ships could have been constructed inland and then transported to sea, even by
river (Ishii Kenji 1995:50).

166 Not all of the ships built sailed to China. The missions of 761 and 762 were cancelled.
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2.6.2 The Construction of the KentOshi Vessels

For the construction of the kenwshi ships, both a Minister and Vice-Minister

of Ship Construction were appointed (Mori Katsumi 1981:67).167 There are no

primary sources that deal directly with the design of kentoshi ships (Iida 1980:21),

but there are passages from which certain assumptions can be made regarding the

structure and navigation of these vessels.

Accounts of events at sea, such as shipwrecks, suggest several aspects of the

ships' construction or rigging. By piecing together bits and pieces of primary source

information regarding kentoshi ships, Iida Yoshiro has proposed that the larger

vessels of the Late kentoshi period that carried as many as 150 individuals,

possessed the following characteristics (Iida 1980:21-2). First, they were probably

25 to 30 meters long and up to 6 to 7 meters wide. The depth of the vessels was

approximately half their width, i.e. 3 to 3.5 meters. The overall shape of the vessels

was probably boxlike, and even though the bow and stern narrowed out away from

the center of the ships, the very front and back of the vessels probably were not

sharply angled. The bow and stern of each ship must have been higher than the

midsections, making the deck arc-shaped rather than flat. A higher bow and stern

probably made mid-ocean travel easier.

Tono Haruyuki points to six relevant passages from the primary sources from

which important information can be culled u four passages from Ennin's Mtto Guho

Junrei Gyoki and one each from the Shoku Mhon Shoki and the Shoku Nihon Koki

167 I have chosen to render these positions in English as: Minister of Ship Construction jf1t
A8~~,§, and Vice-minister (j('§'.
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(Tano 1994:1).168 Descriptions in these passages confirm what I have already

suggested; namely, that the kentOshi vessels (at least those of the later eighth and

ninth centuries) were complex koz6sen craft constructed from multiple parts.169

Like lida, Tano examined the primary source passages that describe aspects of

ship construction and made several observations. First, he asserts, the kentOshi

vessels had v-shaped hulls (Tano 1994:1-2). (This is a topic of debate that is

discussed in more detail below.) Next, he points to a passage in Ennin's diary

revealing that Ennin's vessel had some sort of outer coverings on its sides. These

coverings are referred to as "flat irons" ¥~. In an incident on the 27th day of the

sixth month of 838, the flat irons were struck by a wave and fell Off. 170

The diary passage records that on the next day, this same vessel ran aground

upon a shoal. Ennin's entry for that day, the 28th day of the sixth month, records

that the ship alternately rolled back and forth and to the left and right as it was hit

by waves. Reischauer has translated this passage in his 1955 work: Ennins Diary:

The Record ofa Pilgrimage to China in search ofthe Law.

168 These passages are as follows:
(1) Shoku Nihongi rm13 *KtJ ':Etl9 if. (7 7 8) 1 1 J} Pilp~.

(2) Shoku Nihon K6ki rm13 *~KtJ 7lkfo 3 if. (8 3 6) 8 J} T B~.

(3) Nitro Guh6 Junrei Gy6ki p:j f= rAJlf*i':t~tLfiifC,J 7lk;J'1l 5 if. 6 J} 2 7 13~.

(4) Nitro Guho Junrei Gyoki WiU:. 2 8 13~.

(5) Nitro Guho Junrei Gyoki IRJJ:: 2 9 13~.

(6) Nitro GuhoJunrei GyokilRJJ:: 7 J} 2 13~.

169 As discussed above, even though the actual design of these vessels is unknown, it is
believed that they were not junkozo sen boats, but rather kozosen ships that were
closely related to the junks ofPaekche and China (Mori Katsumi 1981:67).

170 See Reischauer, Ennin's Diary: The Record ofa Pilgrimage to China, 1955:4.
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The ship was suddenly dashed up onto a shoal. In

trepidation we immediately lowered sail, but the corners of

the rudder snapped in two places, while the waves from

both east and west battered the ship and rolled it [back and

forth]. Since the blade of the rudderwas stuck in the ocean

floor, and the ship was about to break up, we cut down the

mast and cast away the rudder. The ship straightway

floated with the waves. When the waves came from the east,

the ship leaned over to the west, and when they came from

the west, it inclined to the east. They washed over the ship

[to a number] beyond count. [(832): 6th Moon, 28th day]l71

(Reischauer, Ennins Diary: The Record ofa

Pilgrimage to China in search ofthe Law, 1955:6)

From this passage, we find mention of a rudder, mast, and sail. The rudder

was large enough to snag this ship onto the ocean floor, but the crew was able to

detach it so as to free the vessel from its predicament.

Further into this same entry (for the 28th day), Reischauer uses the phrase

"structural joints."172 He translates the relevant lines as: "Because of the shock of

the waves the structural joints [of the ship] were all pulling apart, so they fastened

ropes to the right and left railings and pulled them together, striving to find a way

to survive." Ennin's entry for the 29th day refers to a part of the hull (its exact

meaning or function is unclear), and his entry for the 2nd day of the 7th month

171 The italics are my own.
172 The phrase Reischauer translates as "structural joints" is f.:5mz4i; in the original

Classical Chinese.
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mentions the m=:ffil1, which Reischauer has translated as meanmg "second

covering on the ship's bottom" (Reischauer, Ennin's Diary 1955:8).

Tono points to the above as evidence for the complicated k6z6sen, or composite

construction, of the kentOshi ships. He cites as further evidence a passage in the

Shoku Nihon K6ki entry for 836 that describes how passengers trying to flee a

sinking vessel removed planks to use as rafts or flotation devices. References such

as these describing rudders, structural joints, secondary coverings, and planks,

indicate that the hull of the ship was most definitely of a sophisticated composite

construction (Tono 1994:2). This vessel was a far cry from the junk6z6 sen boats

that were most likely used during the Early Kentoshi Period.

Other details can be learned about these vessels from the passages introduced

above. For example, reference is made in one passage to tomo-no-tana M1WJ.

Reischauer translates this term as "right and left bow planking" (Reischauer,

Ennin's Diary 1955:7), suggesting a reference to some sort of superstructure. Tono,

however, describes this as a structure enabling the sailors of the vessel to stand and

row at times when wind power was unavailable (Tono 1994:2). IfTono's description

is accurate, I believe this Chinese could best be rendered into English as "side

mountings for oarsmen."

We also know from the six primary source passages that the ships had railings

on each side, as well as decks, masts, mooring lines, sails, rudders, and some sort of

lifeboats. I73 References in other primary source passages tend to substantiate this

173 Lifeboats Rfj~. Chinese descriptions oflater Japanese vessels also suggest that they
were fitted with small boats for use when the need arrived (Sugiyama 1981:15).
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description. For instance, a passage from Saicho's Kenkairon ~ffl(:~ mentions a

mooring line that was likely made from wisteria vine, called .M (literally, "wisteria

mooring line") (Tono 1994:3).174

!ida Yoshiro continues his description of the kentoshi ships by writing that the

sides for the ships were most likely constructed on top of the deck. The bottoms of

the vessels were flat and probably did not have keels iiit.175 (This conflicts with

Tono's assertion, mentioned above, that the bottoms of the vessels were v·shaped.)

There was a rudder at the stern and, to be most effective, must have extended below

the bottom of the craft. This indeed seems indicated in the passage above, which

records the rudder being "stuck in the ocean floor." Places for resting oars were

constructed on the vessel's sides. Propulsion was by oars and by sails, most likely

held by two masts. The inside of the vessel was partitioned into cross sections, but

did not have ribs. There was probably a room or tower on the front of the deck. The

anchor was most likely made of stone (Iida 1980:21-23).

Iida's description of the probable design of kentoshi ships is not universally

accepted. As mentioned above, Tono Haruyuki believes that the bottoms of the

kentOshi vessels were v-shaped rather than flat (Tono 1994:1-2). And Ishii concurs

with Tono's assertion. He believes that kentOshi crafts of the latter period had

v·shaped bottoms not unlike that of the Song boat recovered in China {Ishii Kenji

174 Tano notes that there is written evidence that wisteria was also used for rope by
Chinese sailors in the 12th century (Tano 1994:3).

175 The Chou Hai Tu Bian (Jp. ChUkaizuhen) .#it~1i states that Japanese ships
constructed before the time of the Waka had flat bottoms, but if the emakimono
depictions of kenwshi vessels are to be believed, the bottoms of these vessels were
rounded at the very least (Mori Katsumi 1981:67-8).
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1995:54-5). Ishii cites the same passage above involving Ennin's vessel running

aground upon a shoal near the coast of China. He postulates that the vessel swayed

back and forth as the waves came in from opposite directions because the tip of the

boat was probably resting on the sandy bottom upon its keel. Ishii believes the

swaying back and forth suggests a v-shaped bottom (Ishii Kenji 1995:55).

Tono and Ishii's descriptions are challenged by later Chinese descriptions of

Japanese vessels, which suggest that kentOshi vessels had flat bottoms ..oo¥, and

were reportedly not very suitable for cutting through waves (Sugiyama 1981:15).

These vessels relied more on the power of oars than sails and so probably required

as many as fifty to sixty boatmen 7l<~ (Sugiyama 1981:15). Unless an actual vessel

is recovered, there may be no end to the debate regarding hull construction of the

kentoshi ships.

2.6.3. KentOshi Ship Dimensions and Size

There are no primary sources that accurately record the length, width or

depth ofa kentoshi vessel. There are, however, several passages in the Six National

Histories and the Nitt6 Guh6 Junrei Gy6ki that record the number of ships and the

number of people who sailed on them (Shimizu 1977:5; Ishii Kenji 1995:53).176 For

example, the mission of the fourth month of 733, led by Envoy Tajihi no Hironari "*
~~taJ:tJ.tJJJG, comprised four vessels that carried a total of 594 people, while the

176 There seems to be some question as to whether these numbers include the members of
the crew, or if they include only the members of the mission itself (Shimizu 1977:5). If
crew members are not figured into these numbers, then the capacity of the ships would
have to have been even greater than estimated.
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mission of the seventh month of 838, under Fujiwara no Tsunetsugu KiJJj('ffi'"iil, had

more than 600 people divided, once again, among four ships (Shimizu 1977:5).

Because ships of the later kentoshi period are reported to have accommodated up to

150 people, they must have been comparable in size to the sengokubune 'f-:P-Aa

ships of the Early Modern era, which had a capacity of approximately 150 tons. 177

Dimensions were recorded for a vessel constructed in Tang China and used by

the Tang envoy Gao Yuandu r'm5Ggr, who accompanied the 11th kentOshi mission on

its journey home (Sugiyama 1995:55-6). These figures are found in a 761 passage in

the Shoku Nihongi, which describes the vessel as being twenty-one to twenty-seven

meters long and approximately six meters wide l7S (Ishii Kenji 1995:238). This

would make the ship as much as half the length but double the width of the vessel

(discussed next) that Kimiya Yasuhiko offered as a typical model for kentoshi ships.

The recorded dimensions of Gao's ship can serve as a guide for estimating the

dimensions of the vessels used by the kentoshi (Ishii Kenji 1995:55). Ishii Kenji has

postulated that Gao's vessel displaced as much as one hundred forty tons and had a

loading capacity of approximately eighty tons (Sugiyama 1995:55-6).J79

The Hitachi-kuni no Fudoki 'ffi'"~~J!l±~t. has been cited as possessing a

passage that describes the dimensions of a kentoshi vessel. This is not the case,

177 It is thus not be surprising that the Daiman-yokoana Kofun grave depiction discussed
above has been compared to the sengokubune.

178 The length is listed as 7-9 jo :st and the width as 2 jo :st.
179 This information contradicts the following: "Gao's ship held as few as 50 people, and so

the Japanese vessels were probably larger. Sugiyama writes that a standard kentOshi
ship probably displaced 30 tons and, with 40 rowers on board, could travel at 3 knots
(Sugiyama 1995:50-1). But in order to carry 120 people, it is necessary for ships to have
approximately a 100 ton loading capacity (Sugiyama 1995:41). By the late kentOshi
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however. This assumption likely originated with a misreading of Kimiya Yasuhiko's

discussion in his Nisshik6tsu sm S x~im5e and Nikka bunka k6tsu sm S 't)({t~

im5e. Kimiya wrote that a kentoshi vessel may have had dimensions similar to

those of a vessel described in the Hitachi-kuni no Fudoki This vessel is described

as being more than 15 jo long and more than 1 jo wide (Ishii Kenji 1995:51).180

Kimiya's suggestion of dimension similarity was accepted by many in the

academic community without discussion or debate. Many accept that kentoshi

vessels had dimensions similar to the vessel described in this passage. But scholars

such as Ishii Kenji believe that the dimensions of the vessel in the Hitachi-kuni no

Fudoki passage are more suitable for what must have been a vessel that navigated

close to or along the shore; i.e., a fukuzai kuribune canoe or a junk6z6 sen boat, and

not a composite k6z6sen ship, such as the type constructed for the Middle and Late

period kentoshi missions (Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:117). It seems

unlikely that the Hitachi no Fudoki ship could have made the journey across the

deep sea.

Scholars believe that a Song seagoing junk recovered in 1973 from an

archaeological site in Quanzhou Prefecture, Fujian Province181 in China may more

closely represent both the style and size of the Japanese vessels (Ishii Kenji 1995:53;

Sugiyama 1995:56). The archaeological report concerning this find records that the

section of the ship recovered measured 24.8 meters in length and 9.15 meters at its

period, these ships may have displaced as much as 300 tons and so were even larger in
. "SIze.

180 15 jo:st is equivalent to approximately 45 meters and 1 jo :st is approximately 3
meters.
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widest point {Ishii Kenji 1995:53).182 Chinese scholars reconstructing this vessel

have suggested that it may have been 34.6 meters long and 9.9 meters wide, and it

may have had a three meter draft, water displacement of 374 tons, and the capacity

to transport up to 200 tons of goods {Ishii Kenji 1995:53).183 The vessel had a

v·shaped bottom and thus a deep draft. l84 This means the craft was more suitable

for direct ocean travel; there was no need for it to island hop as it sailed.

The kentOshi vessels of the Late kentoshi period must have resembled this

junk (Sugiyama 1995:56). The Japanese of the Late kentoshi period were probably

exposed to vessels that were precursors to this Song craft. The Sandai Jitsuroku,

for instance, records the dimensions of two foreign ships that shipwrecked in Japan.

Both had dimensions similar to this Song period archaeological find {Ishii Kenji

1995:55).

2.7 MARITIME TECHNOLOGY

There is no single primary source that provides a clear picture of the maritime

technology involved in the voyages of the kentoshi vessels (Ishii Kenji 1995:53). We

are, for instance, unfamiliar with the types of maps these mariners may have used.

Only the Gyoki map is extant185 {Iida 1980:29). Purportedly made by the Nara

period monk, Gyoki (668-749), this is the earliest known map of Japan. But even

this did not include the waters between Japan and the continent. However, the fact

181 Qianzhou, Fujian Province -fi'Ul1!iiR*/.
182 This report is from the Chinese archeological publication, Wenwu Jt!fm 1975, No.10.
183 Water displacement 1$71<11:.
184 Deep draft ~71<;b{:i*~> •

185 Gyoki map qT£~.
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that many of the kentoshi missions crossed the Yellow Sea means that the mariners

had at least a rough idea where the mouth of the Yangzi River was located (Iida

1980:29).

The Japanese did not possess a compass during the time of the kentoshi, but a

mechanism known as a shinansha 1ttiffi'fr was introduced to Japan at least as early

as 658 (Iida 1980:31). Some have called this a compass, but apparently it was a

device that indicated the direction or course that a vehicle (or possibly a vessel) was

to travel. It was used to avoid straying off course. Routes were set along the eight

directions of north, south, east, west, northeast, southwest, northwest, and

southeast as well as the twelve directions that corresponded to the Chinese zodiac.

The means by which the sailors set course was based on a reading of the

heavens (Iida 1980:31). This included the sun, moon, and stars. Around 700 AD the

North Star was approximately eight degrees from the North Pole and the star

Kochabl86 was about 10.5 degrees off (Iida 1980:31).187 Either star may have been

used at this time to indicate the northern direction. Because the 360 degree

circumference of the sky was divided both into rather large and less"than precise

units of eight and twelve, either star could have been used to indicate north.

The r6koku ilfi~J system was adopted by Japan in the sixth year of the reign of

186 "Kochab" is the Arabic name of the top front bowl star of the Little Dipper. It is now 15
degrees from the north celestial pole. The sun and moon act on the Earth's rotational
bulge to cause the planet's axis to wobble over a 26 millenia period. The result is that
the North Star (Polaris) is only a temporary pole star and in the past (and future)
Kochab was (will be) closer to the pole. There are, in fact, references in the past to
Kochab as being the North Star.

187 Iida writes that in the 1,300 years that have passed since, the North Star has moved
seven degrees in the direction of the North Pole (Bi, p.32). It is thus a more accurate
indicator of position today than it would have been at the time of the kentOshi voyages.
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Empress Saimei 1fWl*~ (660 AD.) (Iida 1980:31). The rokoku was a tool that

used flowing water to measure time. Mter the adoption of this tool the Japanese

are believed to have kept accurate time. The rokoku was not adopted aboard ships,

however (Iida 1980:31). The Japanese used the sun during the day, and after it set,

the night was divided into five periods, each given the name J!, which is read koin

Japanese compound words. Thus, the night comprised shoko fJJJ!, niko =J!, sanko

.=..J!, yonkolmJ!, and goko JiJ! (Iida 1980:31).188 Fires were also lit at night aboard

ships and the burning of incense may have been used to measure the passage of

time, although no written evidence exists to definitively support this practice (Iida

1980:31).

What may have been an anchor to a kentoshi vessel has been recovered from

Miya-no-ura port on the southern tip of Hirado island. This anchor is constructed of

stone, measures 2 meters in length, and weighs half a ton (Toda 1999:320). It is

currently on exhibit in the city of Hirado.

2.7.1 The Masts and Sails of the KentOshi Ships

There is not much information about the rigging of the kentOshi vessels, but

bits and pieces can be culled from primary sources that give us some idea of the

nature of the masts and sails. As discussed above, there are also a number of

depictions dating from the eleventh to the fourteenth centuries of kentoshi ships

that can be consulted for analysis and speculation.

188 These roughly corresponded to 8 PM: shokcHJJ!J!!., 10 PM: nik6 =J!, 12 AM: sank6'::::
J!, 2AM yonk61!YJ!, and 4 AM: gok61iJ!.
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Most evidence from the primary sources seems to indicate that the kentashi

ships had at least two masts. As discussed above, most of the emakimono

depictions of these vessels, the description of the vessel in the Chinese work, Xuan

He Feng Shi Gaoli Tu Jing 1\lflJ$~~II~m£,and the Song vessel recovered from an

archaeological site in Quanzhou Prefecture, all tend to support this assumption

(Ishii Kenji 1995:56).

Tano Haruyuki writes that scholars have overlooked an important passage

from Saicha's Kenkairon jJj{1IX~ that uses the term "cloth sails"::ffifL (Tano 1994:2-3).

This reference refers to the vessel that Saicha boarded in Mingzhou (Ningpo) for his

return to Japan in 805. The passage states that:

J::::ffifL~v:§).Pl (Tano 1994:3-4).

We raised the cloth sail into the west wind.

Tano offers this as evidence that the kentashi vessels had sails made of cloth,

even though this passage has been virtually ignored by scholars of the Tang

missions (Tano 1994:4). Tano writes that, considering ancient examples of "cloth,"

or ::ffi, the sailcloth ::ffifL of this passage must have been made of hemp Jff::ffi~ (Tano

1994:4). He believes, however, that it is unlikely that the sails of these vessels were

made entirely of hemp. He suggests they may have been made of a combination of

hemp and wickerwork *l~H-t (;b l>~). Ishii Kenji agrees that the ships made use of

Chinese-style wickerwork sails WH-tm (Ishii Kenji 1995:57).

As discussed above, however, the emakimono images of kentOshi ships show
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sails made of bamboo. Bamboo was probably weaved together to form sails lftfL. It

would have been convenient to use these because they could be folded when not in

use (Tono 1994:2). However, the emakimono images are anachronistic. I am not

aware of any concrete evidence that bamboo was used upon the vessels sent to and

from Tang.

Finally, there is a passage in the Chou Hai Tu Bian (Jp. Chiikaizuhen) ifilfti&

N that compares Japanese vessels with Chinese vessels of the Ming dynasty (Mori

Katsumi 1981:56-7). It notes that the sails of Chinese vessels were placed off center

of the masts, whereas the sails of the Japanese vessels were fixed to the center of

the mast. The passage also states that the masts of the Japanese ships were taken

down whenever opposing winds blew. The sailors on the vessels then relied on oars

for propulsion.189

2.7.2 Maritime Knowledge of the Seasonal Winds

Most scholars do not think highly of the maritime prowess of the Japanese.

Sugiyama (Sugiyama 1995:45) asserts that the navigational skills of the kentoshi

navigators were not good; they possessed limited knowledge of the currents and

seasonal winds (Sugiyama 1995:49-50). Both Mozai Torao and Sudo Toshiichi

concur that the Japanese sailors who manned the kentoshi vessels lacked sufficient

knowledge regarding how to utilize the seasonal winds and how best to avoid

typhoons (Mozai 1984:89; Mori Katsumi 1981:71).
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As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, scholars describe the Japanese

of the time as a people who traversed coastlines and were not accustomed to sailing

the open seas. Because of the proximity between the southern shores of the Korean

peninsula and the northwestern part of Kyushu, travel across the straits was not

limited to any particular time of the year (Iida 1980:14). Navigation across the

straits occurred throughout the year, even though mariners may have been more

likely to cross the Korean strait from the spring through the fall (Japan Maritime

Science Foundation 1977:19).

Some speculate that the kentoshi sailors had difficulty learning from their

first few trips because their journeys were so infrequent (Iida 1980:37). Iida states

that only the voyage of 702 utilized the seasonal winds for a southern-route journey.

The winds, in general, could be difficult to predict because they seldom remained

constant. When vessels departed the Goto islands for the Chinese coast, they

needed high pressure systems lying to the north to create favorable northeasterly

winds. However, even when vessels left under these conditions, they often

discovered two to three days later that the winds had shifted (Iida 1980:36). High

pressure systems providing favorable winds invariably moved to the east, and as

low pressure systems moved into the region, winds changed.

The best winds for sailing east from the continent toward Japan were created

when high pressure systems existed to the south (Iida 1980:36). These systems

moved in the same general direction as vessels sailing east, but their speed was

189 There is also a record in the Tosa nikki±16: B~e of a 12-day voyage on the Setonai
Inland Sea by Ki no Tsurayuki in 934 where the sail was used for only one day and oars
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much greater and so, once again, at mid-voyage, ships could find themselves at the

mercy of rapidly approaching low pressure systems.

Seasonal pressure systems also affected sailing. Generally speaking, a high

pressure system lies to the south over the Pacific Ocean in the summer, but in the

winter a high pressure system will be situated over Siberia. The former tends to

create southerly winds and the latter creates constant northerly winds. These high

pressure systems are what create the "seasonal winds" discussed in Chapter 1.190

With this in mind, a kentoshi vessel heading for the Liaodong peninsula along

the Northern Route should ideally have left Japan in the summer. Mter arriving, it

would need to await the northerly winds of the winter months before sailing south

to the mouth of the Yangzi River.

On the return journey, the kentoshi vessel should once again await the

southerly winds of the following summer in order to depart for the Liaodong

peninsula. When winter came, the vessel ideally would use the northerly winds for

a second time - this time for the return to Japan. This two year journey, while

relatively safe, was less desirable than the Southern Route that was eventually

adopted because, despite the dangers that the mariners faced along the Southern

Route, the possibility ofa journey eight days or less seemed far more attractive (Iida

1980:37).191

for the rest of the time (Japan Maritime Science Foundation 1977:25).
190 Of course, even seasonal winds are affected by the high and low pressure systems that

move across the globe year round.
191 The best times for departures and returns for vessels following the Southern Route are

different from those that followed the Northern Route. This is discussed below.
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Tono Haruyuki notes that scholars (especially Ishii Kenji) often cite the many

ocean mishaps suffered by the kenwshi ships as evidence that the construction of

the vessels and the navigational prowess of the crew never developed beyond

elementary stages (Tono 1994:7). They maintain that the kentoshi crews knew

little or nothing about the seasonal winds and how these winds affected navigation

of the seas between Japan and the continent. One of the passages they cite to show

that the kentoshi lacked the necessary knowledge is a 776 entry from the Shoku

Nihongi.192 The lines italicized and in bold print are of particular importance. This

passage reads:

MJ\.J3 ]Jtj{, )t~, iI:~{~Jm~UnEMOO~iI'IUI1Hf1jH8aILflJ3

~ 13, /F1~{~J!lo ~Afj(ii'i, %il71<~o )Jijl~:!t'fW~*$,

*1:8, LtIJ£A~~i!/i,~/!1il/3H1o ~~~,*f*±p]fJ3,~

1~71l#lto (Shoku-Nihongi, l015, 2000:16-19, see also Tono

1994:7).

Entry date: Sixth day of the intercalary eighth month (of

776). The kentoshi vessels arrived at Aikota-no-ura port in

Matsuura County, Hizen Province. Months and days

passed with few days remaining but the proper (seasonal)

winds ({~ J!l) did not blow. 193 Autumn arrived and the

opportunity to sail had already passed. Thereupon, the

mission (withdrew from Aikota-no·ura port and) returned

192~" 7 ~(776)M 8 Ji
193 These vessels were awaiting the northeasterly winds that usually blew during this time

of the year.
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to the Hakata port. Memorializing the emperor, (the

Ambassador) said: «We have entered the autumn season

and [soJ there are days ofcontrary winds.194 Our wish is to

wait until the summer months of next year and hope to

attain an ocean crossing."

Scholars usually cite this passage as evidence that the kentoshi mistakenly

believed that the intercalary eighth month was the worst time of the year to set sail.

This month roughly corresponds to September on the solar calendar. As I discussed

in Chapter 1, the autumn was a time of northeasterly winds and therefore a

relatively safe time for the Japanese to set sail for the continent via the Southern

Route. The passage, as translated above, indicates that the navigators of the time

had little understanding of the seasons and the winds. Lacking knowledge of the

seasonal winds, they sailed against them rather than with them-and in this case,

were unable to forecast and await the autumn shift in wind direction <Japan

Maritime Science Foundation 1977:117). The Japanese mariners' unawareness of

shifting winds and the resulting shipwrecks that occurred are made all the more

striking when one considers how easily and safely the Southern Route was sailed by

Song ships and other mainland vessels. Chinese crews-this argument runs-were

familiar with the seasonal shifts in winds. The Japanese, however, were not <Japan

Maritime Science Foundation 1977:117).

Tono argues against the assumption that the Japanese were unaware that the

194 This line in bold print is controversial. I translate it differently below and explain why.
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fall winds were the best for a Southern Route voyage. He suggests, first of all, that

the line above (in bold) be read differently. Tono asserts that the two parts of the

line in question should be read as independent and parallel facts. The passages .!:f

~A~tJctm and ~~ 13 m have traditionally been read to mean that the former

accounts for the latter; that is: "we have entered the autumn, so there are days of

contrary winds." However, Tono suggests that these passages be understood as two

exclusive reasons why the mission was being postponed. The ambassador

requested postponement because "the autumn season had began" and because

"there were days of contrary winds." If this reading is correct, it puts in doubt the

assertion that the kentoshi were unaware of the impending autumn shift in the

winds. 195

But if Japanese mariners did, in fact, know of the seasonal winds and that

autumn was a favorable time for ships to sail for Tang, why did this mission ask for

a postponement until the following year using the oncoming fall as an excuse? And

more importantly, why were the kentoshi trying to sail along the Southern Route in

the summer before the autumn winds began to blow? In fact, why did they often try

to travel to China at inopportune times?

Tono asserts that the missions had a very specific time of the year when they

195 Another reason Tano offers as proof that the kentOshi knew of the seasonal winds
involves the envoys that crossed the Sea of Japan to and from Bohai. He asserts that
the mariners leading these crossings through the Sea ofJapan made use of the seasonal
winds. The official envoys coming from Bohai to Japan generally made the sea crossing
from the autumn to the winter and seemingly returned (usually together with Japanese
delegations) between the spring and summer seasons (Tano 1994:7). Tano asserts that
if the Japanese of the early part of the Nara period were aware of the weather patterns
when they journeyed to and from Bohai, they must have been aware of their importance
when they journeyed to and from Tang.
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needed to arrive in China, and this took precedence over the safety of the voyages.

He suggests the primary characteristic of the missions was to deliver tribute (Tono

1994:9), which was particularly true from the 8th century and after when missions

were sent on average once every 20 years (See also Tono 1992:15). If so, the time to

deliver this tribute to the Tang Court was the first day of the New Year. The

kentoshi needed to offer their tribute during the New Year's celebrations. Of the

nine cases when the arrival dates of the Japanese envoys at the Tang capital (either

Chang'an or Loyang) are known, at least six were right at or before the New Year

between the 10th and 12th months (Tono 1994=8-9).

Realizing it could take approximately six months to reach the Tang capital

even after making a landing on the continental shore, the kentoshi had no choice

but to depart during the summer months (Tono 1995:115). This means that, in this

example from 776, the kentoshi ambassador used autumn as an excuse to postpone

the mission, not because it was a time of bad winds, but instead because it was

already too late in the year to sail and arrive at the Tang capital in time for the New

Year celebrations. The kentOshi were awaiting favorable, albeit temporary, summer

winds that never materialized. Eventually it became too late in the year to sail.

Why did the kentoshi not leave earlier and simply await the coming of the

New Year in China? Spring would have been a relatively good time for the

departure from Japan, but Tono hypothesizes that expenses would have been too

great for the Japanese envoys to sustain themselves in Tang for all the extra

months while awaiting the New Year celebrations (Tono 1994:10).
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2.7.3 Navigation

Once kentOshi mariners left port for the continent, they were at the mercy of

wind and wave. There were no tools for predicting changes in weather conditions;

all the crew could do was head west and be on constant lookout for land. The job of

lookout was one of the most important on the vessel.

There were, however, a number of maritime skills that a crew probably

possessed. For example, crews recognized that land was near at hand. These signs

included changes in the color of the seawater, the presence of driftwood and

seaweed, and sightings of birds (Iida 1980:34). Depth was also measured, first

through the use of stones, but later (at least by the time of Ennin's 838 voyage) with

iron (Iida 1980:34).

The maritime skills of Japanese sailors must have improved over the course of

the nearly three centuries of diplomatic exchange with the continent. Reischauer,

for instance, writes that a shift from use of the lower Yangzi to the Mingzhou and

southern coastal regions of China between the eighth and ninth centuries was due

to increasing skills of those mariners navigating the East China Sea (Reischauer

1940:159-60).

2.7.4 Speed of Japanese Vessels

What was the speed of some of the NaralHeian period vessels? In 749, the

monk Gyoki 1T£ is said to have sailed from Naniwa to Muro~, a distance of 55 h:
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in four days.I96 This averages to 14 Ii per day (Iida 1980:5). The Engishiki

(Institutes of the Engi Era), completed in 927, also records some of the times

traveled by sea. A journey from Dazaifu to Iki, for instance, took three days, and

from there it took one more day to reach Tsushima (Iida 1980:6). This last leg ofthe

journey was approximately 28 li. There is also discussion recorded in 1bsa Nikki of

the voyage ofKi no Tsurayuki *G.~,who in 934 boarded a vessel in Urado Bay iii

?~ and then sailed to Naniwa. The entire voyage took 45 days (Iida 1980:7).197

It is impossible to accurately determine the speed at which the kentoshi sailed.

However, Iida Yoshiro has estimated the time and distance for nine kentoshi

voyages that lasted less than 10 days:

196 It is said that the distance of a "Ii" .!I! during the time of the Tang dynasty is equivalent
to approximately 438 meters (Bi, p.30).

197 There is more information on voyages and distances, etc in the last paragraph of section
onp.7.
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CHART THREE:
AVERAGE SPEED FOR NINE KENTOSHI VOYAGES

Mission Year Departure Arrival Wind Distance Time Speed
No. Direction {Nautical (brs) (nautical

miles) mph)
4 659 SW tip of East of 350 44 8.0

Korean Ningpo $:
peninsula iB{

4 661 East of Cheju SW 310 39 8.0
Ningpo Island tJHi'l

lfb
10 754 Mouth of Okinawa 460 120 3.8

YangziR.
10 754 Okinawa Yaku S 250 24 10.4

Island ~?\

lfb
13 777 Fukue Mouth of 390 192 2.0

Island (?) Yangzi
13 778 Mouth of Nagashima 460 204 2.3

YangziR. -Rlfb
13 778 Mouth of Satsuma 460 192 2.4

Yangzi R. Province !±l

*~
13 778 Mouth of Karatsu If 480 168 2.9

Yangzi R. i$
18 838 '¥!Alfb Mouth of NE,SE 390 116 3.3

Yangzi

(Iida 1980:33)

The average speed of each voyage ranged from 2 to 10.4 nautical miles per

hour (Iida 1980:33). This averages out to approximately 4.88 nautical miles per

hour for all nine voyages. When all went well and weather conditions were

favorable, a journey along the Southern Route took less than eight days (Iida

1980:36). In order to make the journey (by the Southern Route) in a full 5 days, a

ship had to maintain a continuous average speed of3.6 knots (Sugiyama 1995:50-1).
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2.7.5 Tang Influence on Late Period KentOshi Vessels

One can assume that the navigational skills of the Chinese merchants who

came to Japan from the ninth century were quite advanced considering that they

made the journey across the open seas apparently with fewer mishaps than the

Japanese. Sudo points out that the Chinese seemed to know enough about the

monsoon winds to arrive at Hakata during the seventh lunar month and return to

the continent during the third, fourth, or eighth months, when the winds were most

favorable for voyages in that direction (Mori Katsumi 1981:62).

Chinese merchants lowered hooks off the sides of their boats and gathered

mud from the bottom in order to determine their locations. Records of the time

indicate that the sea bottom close to Japan was gravelly, whereas the area in close

proximity to the Chinese mainland was of a muddier texture (see Mori Katsumi

1981:62-3). Knowledgeable seamen also used the color of the water to determine

location. The color of the ocean could be used to determine latitude. Deep waters to

the north were olive green, those between the northern part ofKorea and Hangzhou

were indigo, while those to the south of Hangzhou were ultramarine (Schafer

1985:389). Of course the Chinese, like Japanese sailors, also periodically took

measurements ofdepth in order to determine whether or not they were approaching

shallow waters.1OO

Sudo adheres to the standard belief that the kentOshi were oblivious to the

seasonal winds - even during the later period when they were crossing the open

198 Sailors of the Northern Song dynasty navigated using the sun and stars and they
apparently used a device (mJ¥j~), which functioned like present-day compasses (~~
W during periods of cloudy skies (Mori Katsumi 1981:62).
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sea. He assumes this changed, however, in the ninth century when Tang merchant

vessels began coming to Japan and Tang people began constructing vessels in Japan.

Above, I discussed the 842 example of a Chinese vessel constructed in three months

by Li Churen $~.A on Chikajima in Hizen {Mori Katsumi 1981:71).199 Having the

luck of favorable eastern winds, this ship arrived in China in only six days and

nights (Toda 1999:324). And then the ship's passenger, Eun, returned to Japan {on

Zhang Youxin's ~~{~ vessel) in only three days and nights from Mingzhou to the

Goto islands.

These voyages have been cited as examples of the superior navigational skills

of the Tang (and Silla) sailors (Toda 1999:324). But, the very fact that the Tang

merchants were capable of constructing a quality ship at Naru-no-ura in just three

months - a ship able to journey swiftly cross the East China sea - suggests that the

Naru-no·ura port had available all the craftsmen, laborers, sailors, raw materials,

and capital required by mariners to construct the most sophisticated crafts of the

time (Toda 1999:324). The craftsmen, laborers, and sailors residing on the island

were likely from Japan, Tang, and Silla.2oo Skilled Tang and Silla individuals may,

in fact, have come to several ports in the GotO islands, Naru-no-ura serving as just

one important example {Toda 1999:324-5).201

We also know that in Matsuura County ~iflnmtl3£!i in Hizen Province in 861,

Prince Shinnyo requested a Chinese interpreter, Zhang Zhixin ~.xf~, to construct

199 Eun observed this ship being built in Naru-no-ura }j~mrm by Li (see chapter one) before
boarding it and sailing for China.

200 I have translated these terms as follows: craftsmen k6jinIA, laborers ninpu Ax,
and sailors suifu 7](x.
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a ship (Shimizu 1957:15; Mori Katsumi 1981:71).202 The ship was brought to

Korokan the following year in 862. Shinnyo sailed to Tang in this vessel the same

year (Mori Katsumi 1981:71). He boarded the vessel with at least 10 other priests

and a total of 60 people, both secular and ecclesiastic. It is interesting to note the

"international" makeup of the crew for the captain was Japanese and the helmsman

;em, Zhang, Chinese. There were also at least two Chinese and two Japanese who

served as crew members (Mori Katsumi 1981:71).

This vessel first sailed towards Ochika-jima after leaving Korokan (Shimizu

1957:15). This is the itinerary:

CHART FOUR:
PRINCE SHINNYO'S VOYAGE TO TANG

862:8:19 (Sept 16, 862): Arrived at Ochika Island
862:9:3 (Sept 30,862): Set sail in NE wind
862:9:6 (Oct 3, 862): Favorable wind ceased; mountain-high waves; ship

dropped anchor 500 feet right before daybreak; got favorable winds again and
sun shone; anchor raised

862:9:7 (Oct 4, 862): At noon saw mountains in the distance by 2 PM;
arrived at Yangshan mountain mEroI1l in Mingzhou (Ningpo). At 4 PM, anchored
at Shidan'ao :fiftJ!: in Mingzhou (Shimizu 1957:16).

865 For return, had five day journey from Fuzhou fi1i'l to Chikajima
(Shimizu 1957:20).203

This voyage took place nearly 25 years after Ennin's voyage to Tang. The ship made

good time to China (only four days), was able to wait out dangerous waves and

unfavorable winds, and most importantly, was able to avoid mishaps such as those

201 Some may, in fact, have settled on these islands (Toda 1999:324-5)
202 Shimizu, Isamu. "Takaoka, Priest Imperial Prince Shinnyo - with a translation of the

Zuda Shinnyo Nitro Ryakki" in The Transactions ofthe Asiatic Society ofJapan, Dec.
1957).
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that struck the 777 voyage.

2.8 MISSION OF 777: THE SHIPS AND TECHNOLOGY

In this chapter I examined the structure of the kentoshi ships and the

technological know-how and maritime skills of its crews. I shall close this

discussion by again considering the mission of 777-the Shoku Nihongi account of

which I translated at the end ofChapter One-in light of the mission's ships and the

technological skill of its crews. This mission is well documented and thus

appropriate for examination.

Departure for this mission was on 777:6:24 from the Goto islands. As was the

common practice during the Late KentOshi Period, the Japanese sent four vessels to

China.204 The mission arrived at Yangzhou on 7.3 in just under ten days, having

traversed a distance of approximately 925 kilometers: 675 kilometers on the open

sea and 250 kilometers up river (Mozai 1984:80, 89). As seen on Chart 3 above, the

average speed of this journey across the open sea was 2 nautical miles per hour, the

slowest of the nine kentoshi voyages documented in the chart.

For its return to Japan, the mission's ships left Changzhen Sub-Prefecture of

Suzhou lf1iim-tt~ in the eleventh and twelfth months of the following year, sailing

via the Southern Route toward Japan (Iida 1980:26; Shimizu 1977:2).205 In light of

the seasonal winds, a departure during this time of the year seems odd. Winds were

203 Prince Shinnyo was not a part of the return journey. In fact, he was lost after
attempting to reach India from China.

204 The Official Envoy boarded the first ship and the Vice-envoy boarded the second, while
the third and fourth vessels carried the hangan ~nr (Mori Katsumi 1981:66).
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still blowing from the north and northeast. But considering that the mission had

already been in China for approximately a year and a half, the embassy may have

found waiting until the following year unacceptable. At any rate, it was during this

return as winter approached that ships number 1 and 2 of the mission met with

disaster.

On the fourth day of the voyage, the mission ran into a heavy rainstorm. At

1800 hours fJJJ!~ on that day, the side planks of Ship Number One, which carried

Iwane, began to break open and seawater filled the vessel. The deck washed away

and all of the passengers on board became drenched while the cargo on the ship

became waterlogged (Iida 1980:26). We learn from these events that the ship was of

composite (kozosen) construction. It must have been of impressive size, for despite

losing its deck and taking on water, it remained afloat.

Three days later, at 0500 hours JiJ! on the eighth day of the twelfth month,

the mast fell and the ship broke into two (three?) parts.2oo As described above, it

was at this time that thirty-eight Japanese, including Ono no Iwane INI!f:!fffR:, and

twenty-five Chinese (another source says 35), including the envoy from Tang, Zhao

Baoying jt:lt:t9t were lost at sea (Shimizu 1977:2; Iida 1980:26).

Forty-one people clung to the stern. Nude and chilled, these forty-one

apparently gathered and huddled together at the spot where the rudder had been

torn loose. They had neither food nor water for six days. Once again we find that

205 Iida Yoshiro writes that ship numbers 1 and 2 left the port of Changshu 1\t~ on the
second day of the twelfth month (Iida 1980:26).
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the ship was equipped with at least one rudder, but even after it had fallen away

and after the deck had come off, the remnants of the vessel was sturdy and solid

enough to keep more than forty people from drowning. At approximately 2200

hours on the tenth day of the twelfth month, this part of the vessel washed ashore at

Nagashima *IIIJ! in Kagoshima Prefecture (Iida 1980:26). Ajunk6zovessel, with its

parts secured with maihada or other organic materials, such as wisteria, would

never have survived several days of pounding by the seas after initial damage in a

storm.

The bow of this same vessel served as a life saver as well, this time for 56

people. This section of the ship washed ashore at Koshiki Island Wi 8h .

Coincidentally, this bow and Ship Number Two, which arrived at Satsuma, made

landfall on the very same day that the stern did, that is, the tenth day of the twelfth

month (Iida 1980:26).207

The fact the bow and the stern remained afloat and eventually washed ashore

with a considerable number of survivors attests to both the great size of the vessel

and the effectiveness of its bulkheads (Shimizu 1977:2-4). Ishii Kenji believes that

the way in which the ship broke apart suggests that it consisted of at least three

separate parts or blocks, with each part separated by a bulkhead. This structure is

reminiscent of the Chinese junks built with bulkheads, which divided the vessels

206 In Chapter One I translated this to mean "two parts," indeed that appears to be the
wording of the Shoku Nihongi account. However, at least one source says that the first
vessel carrying Iwane broke into at least three parts.

207 These sources contradict one another. This other source says that "the bow ("'- t5 ~) of
this ship washed ashore at Hizen with 41 survivors clinging to it while part of the stern
(oo"}f;) washed ashore at Satsuma" (Mozai 1984:90).
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into three parts (discussed above).

Ship Number Three first left from Hailing Sub-prefecture #Ii:~~ (the

northern shore of the mouth of the Yangzi River) on the seventh day of the 11th

month208 but 3 days later ran into opposing winds. Repairs were carried out at

Zuozhou Prefecture ~1ii (Iida 1980:26-7) and then, after remaining afloat in one

place for a while, the vessel began to sail once again on the 13th day of the 11th

month. On the 20th day of the eleventh month, it landed at Karatsu nffl$, a coastal

town and bay in Kyushu between Dazaifu and Hirado Island (Iida 1980:27).

Ship Number Four departed from Yancheng :!'l~, and landed at Cheju Island

tjf1'N~, where the crew were captured by the islanders. Eventually more than 40

escaped and sailed away, landing at Koshiki Island ~[~ (where the bow of Ship

Number One washed ashore) on the seventh day of the 12th month.

As noted above, Ship Number Two and the two parts of Ship Number One

arrived on the same day, while Ship Number Four arrived just three days prior to

this.209 After the initial destruction of Ship Number One by the storm, the winds

must have calmed somewhat because the parts of the ship that had broken apart

moved to the northeast along the Kuroshio Current. This explains both parts of the

vessel arriving on the shores of Kyushu on the same day.

208 One text says "10th" month, but I believe this to be a typo in the Japanese text.
209 This is only one of a number of ships that met with disaster, including the vessel that

was capsized by the winds offshore of Satsuma's Takejima (1"r~) (Mozai 1984:90). This
Takejima shipwreck occurred in 654.7 during the return voyage for the mission that left
on 653.5 (see Chart 1 above). The ship that capsized was carrying more than 120 people
including the envoy, Takada no Nemaro (iWilE:@M§). There were only five survivors
(Mozai 1984:90).
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CHAPTER 3

THE KENTOSHI AND OFFICIAL TRADE WITH THE

CONTINENT

Three reasons are commonly given to explain why the Japanese dispatched

envoys to Tang China: (1) to assimilate the advanced civilization, culture, and

systems of Tang; (2) to raise Japan's diplomatic position in the Tang Court while

simultaneously obtaining reports regarding changes in East Asian affairs; and

finally, (3) to carry out trade under the control of the state (see Tajima 2000:316). I

address the third point here; for while it is commonly acknowledged that the

kentoshi imported scholarship, technology, and skills to Japan, their role in the

East Asian maritime trade network has received considerably less attention from

Western scholars.

Japanese historians define the exchanges that took place between Japan and

China during the time of Tang with different terminology, suggesting varied

understandings of the exact nature of the maritime exchanges of the seventh

through the ninth centuries. Historians such as Mori Katsumi, for example, refer to

the trade between the Courts as "tributary" Ijf,ijjtfi£ (Mori 1955:107). Kimiya

Yasuhiko, on the other hand, describes this trade and all trade involving the

members of the missions as "government trade" rg~l¥Jfi£, suggesting, I assume, a

more equitable status among trading partners (Kimiya 1955:118). Like Kimiya,

most historians tend to consider all the trading activities of the kentoshi to be
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government related - both the public exchange of those goods brought to the Tang

Court as gifts for the Tang emperor, and the more private exchanges of personal

items brought by the many individual members of the missions.

In contrast to the official and individual exchanges in which the kentoshi

members were involved, the ninth century saw ever-increasing activity by private

merchants. Historians categorize merchants according to national origin (e.g.,

"Chinese traders" 50J~fi£FllA.(see Akiyama 1939:208-9» or in general terms such

as minkan shonin a;;rl'l,iffiA or "private traders" (see Ishii Masatoshi 1994:341».

These merchants did not receive official recognition to trade on behalf of their

governments.

As a result of my own examination of the East Asian trade network, I conclude

that overall trade between Japan and the continent during the time of the Tang

Dynasty (a period that, in Japan, comprised the late Asuka, Nara, and early Heian

periods) should be classified as three varieties: (1) "imperial trade," which was

primarily tributary in nature and conducted through envoys dispatched through

official government channels; (2) "elite trade," which was often concurrent with

imperial trade and conducted by the individual members of official diplomatic

missions through official channels or agencies such as the Diankeshu Office :!Jll,~~

210 in Tang China and the Treasury Ministry and the Palace Storehouse Bureau in

Japan; and finally, (3) what I would describe as "private trade," or trade carried out

210 This office was a government agency under the Honglu Office ~JIl~, which was in
charge of foreign visitors entering the capital. Honglu was also in charge of
determining the value of the goods that foreigners brought into Tang (Sakayori 2001).
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by merchants with representatives of the ruling classes; i.e., the wealthy and

powerful elites, or at times the representatives of the government. This last type of

trade was not conducted under the auspices of diplomatic missions.

There was considerable overlap among these three categories of exchange.

For example, when a kentoshi mission arrived in the Tang capital bearing imperial

gifts for the Tang emperor from the Japanese emperor, the very same members of

this mission conducted elite exchange for personal benefit. In China, this exchange

was supervised by the Diankeshu Office, and in Japan it was supervised by the

Treasury Ministry and the Palace Storehouse Bureau. And during the ninth

century, Tang and Silla merchants rather than diplomats came to Japan seeking

the exchange of goods. The Japanese government became involved, however, as it

and wealthy families and institutions, such as shoen and temple complexes, sent

representatives to meet with these traders to, in the case of the former, exert control

(over the exchange), and in the case of the latter, seek a profitable exchange.

We thus find that by the ninth century, wealthy Japanese families and

institutions were trading directly with continental merchants. No longer was

exchange conducted on behalf of the state. The elite became involved in this trade

by at least the beginning of the Heian period, when the ritsuryo system became

relaxed. It has been suggested that, as local governments fell into decline, official

residences like those at Dazaifu degenerated, forcing local officials to turn to

"Honglu," read as "Koro" in Japanese, is the origin for the name ofthe "Korokan" ~.
!i facilities discussed.
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commerce.2l1 The Fujiwara, accustomed to rich lives as shOen proprietors, needed

to obtain goods from China, such as silk fabrics, spices, and medicinal items, in

order to sustain their lifestyles (Akiyama 1934:1230).212

Despite overlaps among imperial, elite, and private trade during the ninth

century, historians have assumed that private trade developed only after the

kentoshi missions initiated exchange between Japan and the continent. They

assert that the imperial exchange between governments, as well as the elite

exchange conducted by the Japanese mission members who went to China, fueled a

desire for continental goods among the Asuka and Nara elites of Japan. By the

beginning of the Heian period, however, the official kentOshi missions failed to

satisfy an ever-increasing desire for mainland goods. In response, private merchant

trade developed. This scenario implies that the Japanese emperor's missions to

Tang and the Tang emperor's reciprocation of gifts to the Japanese Court paved the

way for and stimulated the East Asian trade network of the ninth century.

But is this a fair assumption? This hypothesis ignores the fact that private

exchanges with the continent, on some level at least, dates back to the beginning of

the Yayoi period. Was trade between Japan and the continent truly minimal or

non-existent before the kentOshi missions began? How essential were these

missions for spawning material exchange between the peoples of Japan and Tang?

Documents do evidence a burgeoning private trade from the ninth century

onwards and the primary sources do not indicate that there was an extensive

211 Akiyama fk ill 1Ut~" Bm..~ (J) 3£M: c. *'$1M (J) ~JI (-) "in Shigaku Zasshi !£"FNftt,Jt
4 5~, No.9 & 10 (Akiyama 1934:1230, see also 1063-1076).
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exchange between the peoples of the continent and the Japanese archipelago before

this time. But historians rely mainly on historical texts for their understandings of

the past, and these texts record major government endeavors, such as the kentoshi

missions and exchanges between the Japanese and Tang Courts. Archaeological

data, on the other hand, depicts an impressive exchange between Japan and the

mainland that became more extensive as the first millennium AD progressed.

Addressed in Chapter 5, this data indicate that extensive maritime trade did occur

independent of the kentOshi missions; it preceded and coincided with the missions.

Indeed, by the Asuka period, Japan had adopted Chinese writing and various

mainland technologies, and cultural goods from the mainland had become

ubiquitous, even before the first missions to SuilTang were sent. As evidence of this,

kofun tombs have yielded such mainland artifacts as weapons, armor, ceramics, and

bronze decorative items. Strict reliance on written sources alone has led scholars to

interpret the activity of the kentoshi as the primary catalyst that initiated

large-scale maritime exchange from the ninth century. With this study, I wish to

reexamine this interpretation.

In this chapter, I focus primarily on the first two types of kentOshi exchange,

the "imperial" and "elite" trade. In the next chapter I will focus more on "private"

exchange and its relationship to the former two.

3.1 THE KENTOSHI MISSIONS: BACKGROUND

There is disagreement among scholars concerning the factors that constituted

212 Silk fabrics: f.;ml~, spices: W~-+, medicinal items: ~£.
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a kentoshi mission, so the actual number of embassies sent to serve as political and

cultural representatives to Tang China has been a subject of contention. Ishii

Masatoshi, in "Kentoshi Questions and Answers" in Kentoshi Period Japan and

China,213 states that at least eighteen Tang missions were indisputably authorized

during the approximately 260 year period from 630 to 894 (Ishii Masatoshi

1981:260), but he adds that historical records suggest at least one additional

kentoshi appointment was made in ca 746, bringing the total to nineteen.214 Of

these nineteen, four were cancelled before departure and so only fifteen actually

completed the journey to Tang. But even among these fifteen, there is disagreement

concerning whether all were "true" kentoshi missions. Two of the fifteen involved

Japanese accompanying Tang envoys on their journeys back to Tang from Japan,

and another mission comprised Japanese traveling to Tang in order to retrieve

members of a previous kentoshi mission who had been stranded and were unable to

return. Terminology in the primary sources leads to confusion as well. In addition

to the term kentoshi ilf;!ff~, one finds references to nishino michino tsukaiiN~~,

nittoshiAJt~, heitoshi~It \Jt~, and ch6koshi ~Jt~. All of these terms referred

to envoys sent to Tang China, but were they somehow differentiated by writers of

the time? 215

Because of differing terminology and questions regarding whether some

213 Ishii Masatoshi, "KentOshi: Questions and Answers" "ilJi!f~ Q&A" in Japan and China
ofthe KentOshi Period i1fJJ!flJ!lkj:ft(7) E*c cpfJ!! (1981).

214 In Kentoshi and Shoso-in i1fJJ!f1J!cJEit/fJt, Ishii uses the numbering system discussed
below; i.e., he writes that there were twenty missions that were commissioned and
sixteen that actually crossed the sea (Ishii 1986A:35).

215 At least one of the terms, nittoshi, was also used to refer to merchants sent to Tang in
the late ninth century to trade on behalf of Fujiwara aristocrats (see Chapter 4).
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missions met official criteria as kentoshi - including most importantly, the

authorization to travel to the Tang Court to serve as tributary representatives of

Japan - some scholars accordingly number the kentoshi missions at twelve or

thirteen. Some scholars and the totals they acknowledge include Fujiie Reinosuke

ii*ilitzM at twelve, Wu Anliao Jit*~ at thirteen, Mori Katsumi at eighteen, and

Kimiya Yasuhiko at nineteen (Wang 1998:25-6).

In addition, within the last two decades, an increasing number of scholars

have begun to assert that a minimum of twenty kentoshi missions, rather than

nineteen, should receive consideration (Tono1995:84). This adjusted figure includes

a mission sent in 667, which was omitted from the nineteen identified above

because it was sent to accompany the Tang envoy, Sima Fating iiJm~., and

because it traveled only as far as Paekche. 216 Chinese Culture Seen by the

KentosJll217 (Tono 1995:141), lists all twenty journeys, initiated or simply planned,

by number and date of authorization and/or departure. They are:

216 The nineteen above are recognized by all but Kimiya, who chooses not to recognize the
mission of 746.

217 rilJtf5e;O~~t;:r:pOOJt1I::;L ~J5t~}[? J)ji~il$1Vf5em1t~fW~fit 1 9 9 5.
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CHART FIVE:
KENTOSHIMISSIONS218

NteN b fShiD te fD artbM· .ISSlon num er a 0 ep: ure um ero IPS 0 S
1 630 AD Unknown

2 653 One, and one more
later in 7th month of
same year.

3 654 '!\vo ships
4 659 '!\vo ships Entered Tang capital in

659, intercalary 10th

month.

5 665 Unknown Mission accompanied
the Tang envoy, Liu
Degao ;rJ~~, back to
China.

6 667 Unknown Mission (not counted by
Ishii?) sent to
accompany the Tang
envoy as far as
Paekche.

(7) 669 _n Cancelled or, at very
least, details unknown.

----------------- Period when Silla and Japan mutuallysendmany envoys ______ u ________ I
8 702 Unknown Entered Chang'an in the

10th month of 702 - first
confirmed (some of above
are questioned) trip by
the Southern Route (l¥i
Jm)".this is first mission
sent after Silla unified
the Korean peninsula in
676.

9 717 Four ships Entered the capital in
717, 10th month.

218 Most ofthis chart is based on: r~1fIff1!;9:Jl;:: iflfJllxltJ , JfftVIjiJt? JJi:;;i!i!J?iJf5llJift
Rft.f!fJJ/i, (Tono 1995:141).
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10 733 Four ships Entered capital in 734,
maybe on New Year's?219

(11) 746 (Date of --- This one disputed by
appointment, but some historians; not
mission cancelled and counted by Kimiya, Mori,
never sailed) Bu, or Fujiie.

12 752 Four ships Entered capital in 752,
12th month or earlier.
During return, Ship No.1
with Ambassador
Fujiwara Kiyokawa 220
aboard, shipwrecked in
Annan. Kiyokawa
returned to Tang, but not
to Japan. Ganjin came
back to Japan with this
mission on different ship.

13 759 One ship Used the Bohai route.
Gao Yuandu J';'ijjCJ3t led
mISSIOn to retrieve
Fujiwara Kiyokawa.

(14) 761 Four ships planned Cancelled due to ship
damage.

(15) 762 Two ships planned Cancelled in the 7th

month due to lack of
favorable winds and
waves.

16 777 Four ships Entered capital in 778 on
New Year's dav.

17 779 Two ships Entered capital in 2nd
month of 780.

18 803/804 (7th month) Four ships Entered capital in 804,
12th month. Saikya and
KUkai were part of this
mission.

19 836 (7th month)1 Four ships Entered capital in 838,
second try 837 (7 th 12th month. Mission
month)1 third try on used 9 Silla ships to
838 (6th month) return home, Ship No.2

lost in the south seas.

219 However, the Cefu Yuan'gui ffitJf.fjC*., which records two of the tribute items offered to
the Tang Court by this mission (see below), gives the date of the Imperial audience as
the fourth month of that year (see Tano 1985:153).

220 Fujiwara no Kiyokawa §mUwr"iiJ
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(20) 894 .-- Cancelled after letter
from Sugawara
Michizane.

Not all of these twenty missions are relevant to this study. Missions 7, 11, 14,

15, and 20 (in parentheses and bold font above) were either cancelled outright or

never set sail. Unlike most Japanese scholars, I prefer not to include these five

missions in the list, but rather to footnote them as planned missions. However,

because they are added to the list of total missions by most Japanese scholars, I

have included them here as well. The remaining fifteen are addressed in this

treatise.

The scale of the missions changed over the centuries. Some scholars, such as

Wang Yong, divide the time of the kentoshi into two periods: an Early Period during

the seventh century (until the mission of 669), when generally two ships at a time

were sent to Tang, and a Late Period dating from the beginning of the eighth

century (702) when four ships per mission became commonplace (Wang 1998, p.27).

Ishii Masatoshi accepts a similar periodization for the kentOshi in "KentOshi:

Questions and Answers" (Ishii Masatoshi 1981).221 His Early Period, however, can

be distinguished from a Later Period because of differences in the primary

objectives of the missions, rather than in the number of ships. The Early Period

coincided with a time when the Korean peninsula was embroiled in disorder and

upheavals and so the primary purpose of the embassies was probably political. The

221 "Kentoshi: Questions and Answers" n:iltJl1t Q&An is in r:iltm1t~1~ (f) B*= t 9:t 00 J(Ishii
Masatoshi 1981).
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Japanese were concerned about the turmoil on the peninsula and so were desirous

of peaceful relations with the most powerful and influential force on the continent,

i.e., Tang China. The Later Period, on the other hand, marked a time when East

Asian international affairs had stabilized and the importation of culture became a

more prominent goal (Ishii Masatoshi 1981:260-1).

Other scholars divide the kentoshi missions according to scale or route taken,

resulting in three distinct periods rather than two. This method of periodization,

was introduced in Chapter 1, and comprised an Early period, 630-669; a Middle

period, 702-759; and then a Late period, 777-838. In Chapter One I discussed that

the three periods are usually differentiated by the route the kentoshi chose to China.

This is not the only way in which they differed, however. Mozai Torao, for example,

adopts this three-part periodization and notes that the Early period saw use of

either one or two vessels while the missions of both the Middle and Late periods

generally employed four. His periodization also highlights the numbers of people

sent on missions. Those of the Middle period involved as many as 500 individuals,

while those of the Late period were even larger in scale, including as many as 650

people (Mozai 1987:28). But generally, Mozai, Mori Katsumi, and other scholars

differentiate among kentoshi missions by referring to the various maritime routes

taken. As discussed in Chapter 1, the Early period (of the 3-part periodization)

involved vessels sailing along the Northern Route or "Silla Route" to the Chinese

coast, the Middle period was the time vessels made use of the Southern Island

Route, and the Late period encompassed missions following the Southern Route

(see, for example, Mozai 1987:29-31 and Mori 1955:39-52).
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Now I would like to consider those fifteen missions that actually reached Tang

China. According to the data provided in Kyushu Cultural Symposium:

Resurrecting K6rokan 1bday 222 (Yanagida et al, 1988:71-73), the fifteen missions

that dispatched ships to Tang did so on at least eighteen different dates. As

discussed above, departures involved anywhere from one to four ships. Ships did

not always depart at the same time and thus single missions sometimes had

multiple departures and returns. These departures and subsequent returns

occurred in the following years:

CHART SIX:
DATES OF DEPARTURES AND RETURNS223

RetD artM' . N *ISSlon o. ep: ures urns
1 630 632:8
2 653 654:7
3 654 655
4 659:8 661:5 (Ship #2)
5 665 (to return Tang 667:11

envoy)
6 667 (to return Tang 668

envoy, 1*Jtt, as far as
Paekche)

8 702:6 704:7 and 707:3
9 717 718:10 (Dazaifu)
10 733 734:11 (Ship #1),736:5 (Ship #2), and 739 (Ship #3)
12 752 753:12 (Ship #3 landed at :tttl\~), 754 (Ship #2 lands at

Satsuma, possibly in the 1st month) , and 754:4 (Ship #2
also landed at Satsuma) [Ship #1 with Fujiwara
Kiyokawa, shipwrecked in Annan, Kiyokawa returned
to Tan~ capital, but not Japan].

13 759 Gourney to pick 761:8 (Dazaifu)
up previous envoy,
Fujiwara Kiyokawa)

16 777:6 Four ships returned, but with at least five separate

222 r:11Aii)(ft;~ ~./jr-~ rJ A: 11'~, ~6!i'fiJ~ J:: lj.iJ~;t Q J .
223 This chart is based on information provided in Yanagida et aI, (1988:71-73) and Tono

(1999:28-29).
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arrival sites because one vessel broke apart In
mid-voyage and the two parts arrived separately. These
dates were: 778:10 (Ship #3), 778:11 (Ship #4), 778:11
(Ship #2), 778:11 (the stern of Ship #1), and 778:11 (the
bow of Ship #1)

17 779 (to return Tang 781
envoy, f*J!.~)

18 803 and 804:7 (After 805:6:8 (Ship #1), 805:6:17 (Ship #2), and 806 (Dazaifu)
the 803 departure, (Ship #4?, there is some doubt as to the fate of this
the ships were vessel) [Before reaching Tang, Ship #3 shipwrecked in
damaged by a Hizen, Matsuura-gunl.
typhoon and forced
to return for repairs.
Second departure
was in 804 (see
Mozai in ilm:ft1i}f~

~ ~f-+, p.18»
19 836:7, 837:7, and 839:8, 839:10, 840:4, and 840:10 (At least two ships to

838:6 (It took three Dazaifu; nine Silla vessels were hired for the return as
attempts before this well).
mission was able to
proceed to Tang (see
Mozai in ilm:ft1i}f~

~ ~f-+, p.18»
* Mission numbers correspond to those provided in Chart 5.

The exact number ofkentoshi ships sent out from Japan is unknown. Primary

sources do not record the number of ships that sailed on the missions of 630, 665,

667, or 702, although it seems safe to assume that at least two vessels set sail on

each of these occasions. A total of thirty-three ships departed as part of the other

eleven missions not cancelled (see Chart 5 for number of vessels per mission). This

means that as many as forty kentOshi ships departed from Japan between 630, the

date of the first Tang mission, and 838, when the last mission departed.

Many of these forty vessels never made the return voyage. It is evident that

many of the ships constructed in Japan never remained seaworthy long enough for

the journey home. Mission members often had to secure replacement vessels for
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originals damaged during the initial voyages and as many as half never returned.

There were approximately thirty-five vessels used by the kentashi for their returns

from the continent, but this included at least nine Silla vessels hired for the return

of the 838 mission. 224 Shipwrecks were an unnerving aspect of the kentashi

experience. Not only were the members of the missions asked to invest a great deal

of time (the entire roundtrip to China and back often took two or more years), the

danger of mishaps at sea undoubtedly weighed heavily on their minds.

3.2 THE KENTOSHI AND IMPERIAL TRADE

Tributary trade in China is well documented in historical texts. Official

envoys from countries surrounding Tang brought special goods from their lands and

offered them to the Tang Court in the names of their rulers. The Tang Court, in

turn, reciprocated with gifts. The kentOshi were of course involved in this exchange

as well. How do historians evaluate this exchange of goods? Were the items carried

to Tang by the representatives of the Japanese government meant as tributary

offerings or simply as gifts presented to the Tang emperor from the ruler of a

neighboring country?

Tano Haruyuki writes that, in their studies ofTang-Japan historical relations,

such noted scholars as Kimiya Yasuhiko, Mori Katsumi, and Nishijima Sadao have

suggested that Japan always asserted its equality in its dealings with Tang and

that the Tang tacitly accepted this assertion (Tano 1995:115). In light of recent

studies, however, Tano embraces a new concept concerning the nature of the

224 See Chart 5 above. This mission originally set sail in 836 but had to return after two
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kentoshi missions. He suggests that, from at least the beginning of the eighth

century, the missions to Tang were clearly tributary. They were even scheduled

systematically, with one mission being sent approximately every twenty years. And

as discussed in Chapter 1, the kentOshi wanted to present their tribute during the

New Year's celebrations, the traditional time for paying homage to the Tang

emperor. The tributary nature of the kentOshi is evidenced by the summer

departures during less·than-favorable weather conditions that resulted in many

maritime disasters. The envoys had no choice but to depart during the summer

months if they were to arrive at the Tang capital in time for the celebrations of the

New Year (Tono 1995:115). These departures lend credence to the assertion that

the kentOshi missions' primary function was to deliver tribute to the Tang Court.

Regardless of whether the items carried by the kentOshi were considered by

their bearers as tribute or gifts, they must have represented the finest that Japan

had to offer. What were the contents of these tributary presentations? Amber

(kohaku 31!fS) and agate (menD :J;!!j~) are mentioned in several primary sources as

having been carried to Tang by the kentoshi. Not much else is recorded, however,

except for the items included in a single valuable list in the thirtieth book of the

Engishiki JJf~~.225 The list describes in detail both the type and quantity of gifts

that were presented to a Tang envoy in Japan to take back to Tang and bestow upon

the Chinese emperor.226

failed attempts before finally departing for Tang in 838.
225 Engishiki Vo130 r}J!;**~1!i5:tJ II r}J!;*5:tJ ~ 3 a *~1!iO)'$.

226 This list is reproduced in Ishii's ":l1f.!f1f Q&A" in [ r:lIf.!f1f~~ !l) B* c. ~ 00 J (Ishii
Masatoshi 1981:267) and in rtLfNJttt 'l ~ ;f(' 'i "J 1>.: ~> i , ~ -3 tii'I Ii .t Jj. iJ{ .t Q]
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The Engishikiwas a collection of Court regulations compiled in the tenth

century. Some of these regulations regard palace ceremonies and audiences with

officials. The Engishiki also provides the names and quantity of items given to the

sovereigns of Tang, Silla, and Bohai. The Engishiki does not specifically note that

these were the goods carried by the kentOshi to the Tang Court, but because the

Tang emperor would never have journeyed to Japan, it is logical to conclude that

this does indeed represent the products the kentoshi transported.

This record of gifts included:

CHART SEVEN:
TRIBUTARY ITEMS OFFERED TO TANG EMPEROR227

GIFTS I QUANTITY EXPLANATION AND NOTES228

Primary list (OOm) 229 Primary list
Silver: 500 taels (Chinese ounces23O) Most probably mined in Tsushima.
~H*500jjJjj

{(Suishoku" ashiginu silk fabric: 200 Not clear what suishoku refers to, but

(Yanagida et aI, 1988:86-7).
227 The original Engishikitext ( r~*J:\J ~ 3 0 A~1!rl' (J) $) can be found in Kokushi Taikei

rOO~A:~U ~:gJ:\ ~~ 1 0, (1953:738).
228 Notes are based on commentaries by Tano Haruyuki in KentOshi Ships (1999:119-22)

and "Bunka no Yaso" in ConsideringAncient Nara (1985:121-65).
229 The terms OOf~ and ~IJJt are debated by some, but Tano believes that they refer to two

distinct groups of tributary goods that were to be offered. The former was always
present to the Tang Court while the latter was offered subject to occasion. In the case
of the mission of 777, the goods of both the OOf~ and ~11Jt were offered to the Tang
emperor (see Tano 1999:117-9).

230 I have calculated that, at the time in question, one Chinese ounce was approximately
37.3 grams.

231 During the Tang dynasty, one hikiCJ£ or 12!!) (piin Chinese), which I call "short bolt,"
was approximately 12.44 meters (40.45 feet) long (today a hiki is measured at 20
meters), while one tan (l4ffi or &:) (duan in Chinese), which I have transcribed as "long
bolt," was approximately 15.55 meters (51 feet).

I have calculated these numbers using a conversion table provided in Meikai
Chinese-Japanese Dictionary PjJf¥fIJU'JJfffJilf and based on the fact that, during the Tang
dynasty, one shaku R. was equivalent to 31.1 centimeters. (There are 10 shaku in 1
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short bolts231 *.*1[200;U: ashiginu *1[ was a coarse silk fabric.
Mino-no-ashiginu silk: 200 short bolts Produced in Mino province ~ilOO (Gifu
~ill*1[200;U: Prefecture), hence the name.
HOBo silk: 300 short bolts Closely woven high quality silk.
~1!l*1[300;U:

Ki-no-ashiginu silk: 300 short bolts Coarse gold silk.
.~300;U:

Ki-no-ito silk thread: 500 bundles Gold silk thread.
.*500~

HOBotsumi-no·wata silk: 1000 A higher quality of the tsumj-no-wata
parcels232 silk floss below.
*BJ1=[~ 10001=[

Secondary list OJljjt)233 Secondary list

Saihaku silk: 200 short bolts Probably refers to dyed hiraori, or
**~200;U: plain-weave silk.
Tatami-wata silk: 200 leaves A plain thick silk floss, which was
~~200~6 produced in Etchu prOVInce ~tf100

(Toyama Prefecture)
Tsumi-no·wata silk: 200 parcels A thick silk floss.
1=[~2001=[

Chofu-no-nuno hemp cloth: 30 long A relatively commonplace, coarse hemp,
bolts (one tan roll is half the length of a obtained from a plant in the nettle
hikiroll (see Note 21» family. 234

rrr:1fi30trffi!
Maf?uda·no-nuno 235 hemp cloth: 100 A high Quality hemp, obtained from a

sun -t, and 4 sun in 1 hi.ki, giving us the figure of 12.44 meters per one hiki. Likewise,
with 5 sun in one tan, a single tan works out to be 15.55 meters.> I confirmed my
figures after consulting Edwin Reischauer. Reischauer, in turn, had consulted work by
Robert Des Rotours (Des Rotours, 1947-48, p.4n), who determined that one hikiwas
almost 40 feet and tan was almost 50 feet, thus only inches off my own calculations.

Charlotte von Verschuer provides similar figures, but with the lengths for hiki and tan
almost reversed. She writes that a hikiwas 15 meters long and a tan was 13 meters. I
assume this may be a misprint. Or it may be due to the fact that in modern Japanese,
one hikiis longer than one tan (20 m for the former and 10.6 m for the latter).
Verschuer, however, provides useful information regarding the widths of these bolts.
She writes that both the hikiand tan bolts were between 63 and 70 centimeter wide
(von Verschuer, 1985, p.529).

232 I have calculated that one parcel weighed approximately 223.8 grams.
233 Ibid. (Note #228 above.)
234 See #1366 of Matthew's Chinese English Dictionary and p. 639 of Meikai Kanwa

(Meikai Chinese Japanese Dictionary). It means "coarse hemp."
235 This is rendered as moda-no-nuno in "Bunka no Yoso," Kodai 0 kangaeru Nara (Tono

1985:121-165).
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long bolts plant in the nettle family, which was
m~::ffi100ttlffl named after Maguda district in Kazusa

Province (Chiba Prefecture), where it
was produced.

ya textile: 100 leaves A textile with a long history in Japan.
**~236100M'237 Fiber material was obtained by finely

shredding the bark of trees (e.g., the
paper mulberry). This textile was
produced in Japan from as far north as
present-day Chiba Prefecture to as far
south as Kumamoto Prefecture.

Shukka-suishocrystallens: 10 lenses238 A lens, made from clear crystal that was
I±lj(Jk~10!!i239 used to start fire.
Agate: 10 stones Probably was obtained in the Hokuriku
~~10!!i and San'in regions of Japan.
Shukka-tetsu metal plates: 10 plates This was a triangular steel (hagane)
1±l*~1OJ{. plate upon which a flint was struck in

order to start a fire.
Tsubaki abura (camellia oil): 6 Chinese Tsubaki abura, or camellia oil, was
pecks obtained from the seeds of the camellia
#/Ji:ltli tltJ64240 tree. It was sent to the Japanese capital

from regions such as Tottori and Iki
island. It was also exported to Bohai.241

Amazura-no-shiru sap: 6 Chinese pecks Sap obtained from the stalks and leaves
it:tift64 of gourds or ivy. It was used as a

sweetener for food.
Koshiabura resin: 4 Chinese pecks This resin was derived from the aralia
~~44 tree. It was used to protect metal from

rust and was essential when producing
metal weapons. Documents indicate
that it was produced in regions such as
present-day Gifu and Kagawa
Prefectures and on Tsushima island.

Etc.

236 This is different from momen, which is written with the same Chinese characters (Tano
1999:120).

237 Refer to the 5th and 8th definitions for the entry on p. 314 of Meikai kanwa.
238 A tsubu~ is a counter for things that are round, such as pearls, and in this case, lenses,

and in the following case, stones (See Matthew'S, entry #3396).
239 This figure is mistakenly given as 100 lenses in fLHlxi{. ~ ~ ;J-; 'l ry A: ~> i, ~ -? tI'f

ill.t lj. ill .t 7.> (Yanagida et al, 1988:86).
240 I estimate one Chinese peck.4 of the Tang period to be equivalent to 5.9 liters (see

conversion chart, ~9:-¥~).
241 Tono 1999:121.
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Except for the chofu-no-nuno and maguda-no-nuno hemp cloths and the yu

textile, all of the fabrics listed above were plain-weave silk products. The character

~, or ashiginu, refers to a coarse silk especially common at the time (Tano

1985:154). Three of these fabrics were apparently dyed. The saihakusilk ~~, for

example, is believed to have been a dyed plain-weave silk of undetermined color,

while the ki silk and id-no-ito were dyed gold, perhaps to represent one of the

imperial colors (Tano 1999:119-20).

The silver given to the Tang emperor was most likely from Tsushima island.

Silver was first discovered on Tsushima in 674 and continued to be mined there

throughout the Heian period.242 Most of the silver carried to China from Japan was

probably in the form of ingots, but at least two archaeological discoveries have been

made in China of silver wad6kaichin fo~M$ coins, which were Japanese coins

minted in the early eighth century. Five of these coins were recovered from a site

outside Xian. This site may have been the residence of a cousin of Emperor

Xuanzong j(,:* (Tano 1999:124). The coins were part of a cache that included coins

from Persia and the Eastern Roman empire.243 Five other wad6kaichin coins have

been recovered as well from a second site near Loyang.

All but three of the goods described above-the shukka suish6 crystal lens tf:l

)'(71<~, the shukka tetsu metal plates tf:lj(fk, and the agate JI~, are mentioned in

242 According to Tano, the 500 zyo that was presented would have weighed approximately
21 kilograms. If converted into coinage, this would create more than 1400 present-day
five-thousand yen silver coins (Tano 1999:120).
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the Engishikiand other Japanese primary sources as goods offered by the provinces

of Japan as taxes to the Japanese Court.244 It is not certain why the first two items

were offered to the Tang Court, but Saicho also gave these items to a Tang official as

a gift, and a document from the beginning of the Ming dynasty mentions the

superior quality of Japanese crystal.

The Engishiki was not compiled until the tenth-century after the official

missions to Tang ceased. It is thus difficult to determine the period to which this

tributary list applies (Tono 1985:121-65; 1999:119). When did the Japanese Court

decide which goods and what quantity were to be carried to China as tribute? Is

this record applicable to only the latter missions?

Evidence from Chinese sources substantiate parts of the Engishiki list and

indicate that the kentoshi brought certain of these goods to Tang in the early eighth

century, ifnot earlier. One Tang record, for example, mentions that a great quantity

of agate was brought by the kentoshi mission of 754 and the Cefu Yuan'gui ffltJffjI;

ta, Volume 971, records that the kentoshi mission that departed Japan in 733 and

entered the Chinese capital in the fourth month of the following year offered 200

short bolts of suiori-ashiginu coarse silk fabric and 200 short bolts of

Mino-no-ashiginu silk to the Tang Court (Tono 1985:153, 155; 1999:119).245 Both of

243 They may have been buried at the time of the Anlushan Rebellion in 755 when many
aristocrats fled the capitaL

244 As a part of the tax system laid out by the ritsuryo system, each region was required to
make payment, not in a uniform currency, but rather with whatever special product
that region produced (Tano 1999:1~1·2).

245 200 short bolts of suiori-ashiginu coarse silk fabric: 7l<tfUf§ 200 JE
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these silks listed in the Cefu Yuan'gui and the quantities given are identical to the

Engishiki record above, thus evidencing the veracity of the Japanese records and

suggesting that the tributary list described in the Engishiki was determined at

least two centuries prior to its notation in this primary source.246 In all probability,

the Engishiki list is representative of the type of goods carried as tribute

throughout the kentashi period.

Tribute brought to the Tang Court from surrounding countries generally

consisted of special products from the tributary countries. From the chart above,

one would thus conclude that Japan specialized in the production of raw materials,

such as silver and agate, and the manufacture of simple textiles (Ishii Masatoshi

1981:267; Tano 1985:153). In fact, some of these very same textiles were traded to

Silla merchants as well in 752 (see discussion of the Baishiragi no motsuge below)

(Tano 1985:155).

What is particularly amazing about the tribute brought by the Japanese is the

shear volume of silk that was carried to Tang. Silla and Bohai may have made

similar tributary presentations, but they did not necessarily need to load their

goods on board ships. Eve!! on occasions when only the goods of the primary list

were presented to the Chinese emperor, 1000 short bolts of ashiginu and hoso silk

were produced, loaded on boats, and carried to the continent. If each role were

spread out end-to-end, the total length of silk from these 1000 rolls would stretch for

200 short bolts of Mino-no-ashiginu silk.: ~7'f.@. 200 J:E ("Mino" is a place name and thus
the capitalization.)

246 Tano Haruyuki believes that the other tributary items from the tenth century list were
presented in 733 as well, but that the writer of the Cefu Yuan'gui -/ffiJ#5G" simply
chose to omit them (Tano 1999:119).
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12.44 kilometers!247 And added to this great volume of silk were 500 taels of silver,

500 bundles ofsilk thread, and 1000 parcels of silk floss. With this great quantity of

goods it is no wonder that as many as twenty years or more fell between some of the

tributary missions to China.

There are no extant records concerning what the Tang Court gave the

kentoshi in return for their giftS.248 Records do exist, however, of the Tang Court

presenting high quality silk products and silver vessels to Silla and Bohai envoys

who had come to China (Tono 1985:132). The kentoshi must have received the same.

In fact, silk goods and silver utensils believed to have been of Tang origin are found

in the Shoso-in collection.

3.3 THE KENTOSHI AND ELITE TRADE

Documentary evidence of private merchant activity during the Nara period is

minimal. Officially recognized merchants, known as ichibito rtfA, sold goods such

as textiles, grains, or foods from stalls set up at the Eastern and Western Markets

Jlfl!9rTf ofthe capital (Farris 1998:304-5). There were also shonin Fl'6A or non-official

merchants referred to as "wandering peddlers" by William Wayne Farris.249 But

there is little detailed information concerning private commercial activity. This

may indicate that the merchant class was insignificant during the Nara period, or

more likely, I feel, it may reflect a lack of interest on the part of the record keepers

247 See note above for my calculations for this figure.
248 These return gifts are referred to as @]$JRrJ in Japanese.
249 Farris refers to the ichibito as "officially recognized merchants," but also as "non-official

merchants" (1998:305,321).
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regarding the merchant class.

Historical evidence, however, suggests that Japan's bureaucrats regularly

engaged in domestic trade. The ritsury6 system, as it was adopted in Japan,

operated on the premise that the private economic resources of lower-ranking

bureaucrats and others would be used to fund state enterprises, and so only the top

120 individuals of the fifth rank and above were prohibited from engaging directly

in trade. Lower-level bureaucrats were allowed to profit personally when

participating in state transactions (see Farris 1998:328). This makes it difficult to

clearly distinguish between "state" and "private" exchange within Japan (see Farris

1998:327-9).250

This situation was in contrast to Tang China, where all officials were banned

by law from engaging in trade. The Japanese Court revoked the Tang codes that

placed constraints on the official profit-making of lower-ranking bureaucrats, and

as a result, these bureaucrats became active participants in the commerce of

eighth-century Japan. They dealt in the exchange of goods with the trust and

backing of the upper-level aristocracy (Farris 1998:327). The entrepreneurial skills

of these trader-bureaucrats were no doubt vital to the success of the Nara Court.

Here I would like to suggest that the kentOshi, in effect, functioned as

trader-bureaucrats in China. While the kentOshi members presented tribute on

behalf of the state, there was an additional aspect of kentoshi exchange as well,

because members of the Japanese missions came to Tang with goods that they

exchanged on their own. This is what I describe as elite trade.
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Kimiya notes that the quantity of goods purchased by the members of the

kentoshi while in Tang and carried back to Japan was undoubtedly significant. He

points out that, in the case of the Bohai envoys that came to Japan, the envoys

traded goods not only with the Palace Storehouse Bureau, but apparently with

merchants as well (Kimiya 1955:118-9). The same must hold true for the envoys

who traveled to China. The members of the kentoshi seem to have brought back a

great deal of Tang goods with them when they returned from the continent (Kimiya

1955:120-1). They likely traded with the Diankeshu :!iIJ..~~, the government office

under the Honglu Office ~IDI~ (Koro Office) that regulated trade. There is

evidence to back up this assumption. The Tang Shu and the Jiu Tang Shu both

record that the ambassador of the mission of 702, Awata no Mahito ¥AitrH5e~E8 meA,

purchased numerous written works while in the Tang capital (Kimiya 1955:119).251

The kentoshi were awarded travel stipends 'g~1*. from the Japanese Court

to pay for the long trips to Tang. These stipends were meant to cover travel and/or

room and board expenses. As a rule, however, the Tang Court took care of a

Japanese mission's expenses while it remained in the country (Yanagida et aI,

1988:87). In all likelihood, the members of the missions used some, if not most, of

the Japanese stipends for personal profit upon arrival on the continent. They could

now be used for purposes other than sustenance while the mission members were in

Tang. In fact, they may have funded a great deal of the elite exchange in which the

kentoshi were involved.

250 William Wayne Farris even cautions that such a distinction means little for
understanding Japan's early economy and society (Farris 1998:328).
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The Engishiki records the stipends the Japanese Court granted to the various

positions within the kentoshi group. I list the top eleven here:

CHART EIGHT:
TRAVEL GRANTS AWARDED TO MEMBERS OF KENTOSHIMISSIONS252

dpoSItion tIven
Envoy (Ambassador) *~ Ashiginu: 60 short bolts *'t!!60/E

Floss silk: 150 parcels m150r:ti.
Hemp: 150 long bolts 111150 ~

Vice-envoy IQIJ~ Ashiginu: 40 short bolts
*'t!! 40/E
Floss silk: 100 parcels
m100r:ti.
Hemp: 100 long bolts
111100~

Councilor to the Ambassador f1J'g253 Ashiginu: 10 short bolts
*'t!! 1O/E
Floss silk: 60 parcels
m60111
Hemp: 40 long bolts
11140 ~

Secretary~* Ashiginu: 6 short bolts
*'t!!6/E
Floss silk: 40 parcels
m40111
Hemp: 20 long bolts
11120 ~

Ship Captain j;u*~J*

Translator (of Chinese) iiR~

Student Accompanying the Ambassador i1J!fiit1:254 Ashiginu: 5 short bolts

Shinto Ritualist ::t*, *'t!!5/E

Doctor ~~ifi Floss silk: 30 parcels

Yin-Yang Master ~~ m30r:ti.

Artist iiIDJmi Hemp: 16 long bolts
11116 ~

Etc.
*Source: Engishiki, Vol. 30 (}jfllJt,~ 3 0, *~1!rA~::m:~(1)~c).Also see Yanagida et

aI, 1988:86-7.

251 Written works: Jtfii.
252 Travel grants 'g~-'*Jt.

253 I based this on von Verschuer's French translation of the term, Conseiller d'ambassade.
See note below.

254 Von Verschuer's term: Etudiant accompagnantl'ambassade. Japanese reading:
sh6yakush6.
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This represents the top positions within a mission and the travel grants they

received. As many as twenty other positions, including students, boatmen,

translators of languages-such as those of Silla and the Amami Islands-and even

tortoise-shell diviners were also awarded various quantities of ashiginu, other silk

products, and hemp.

It is unclear if this allotment was strictly adhered to. There is evidence that

some of the envoys may have received somewhat different grants. There is, for

example, the case of Saeki no Imaemishi ~{I3~::£A,envoy of the 777 mission, who

was entrusted in 776 with 100 short bolts of ashiginu, 100 long bolts of closely

woven hemp ~1fJ, and 100 ry6 of gold dust255 (Tono 1999:124). This may have been

an entirely different grant, or perhaps one made in addition to the goods listed

above in the Engishiki account. Saeki may have been presented additional funds in

acknowledgement of the Court's request that he retrieve Fujiwara no Kiyokawa §

mowM, the envoy of the mission of 752 who shipwrecked in Annan in 753.

Kiyokawa had returned to Tang after his shipwreck, but had been unable to return

to Japan. Part of Saeki's mission was to bring him home.

The Tang Court bore the in-country expenses of the kentoshi members after

they arrived on the continent. It also granted funds to them in the same manner

that the Japanese Court did (Kimiya 1955:120). Kimiya suggests that, while we do

not know exactly what the Tang Court gave them, it may have included ceremonial
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articles, colored silk, and medicinal herbs.256 Some of these articles were donated to

temples by kentoshi upon their return from Tang (:Kimiya 1955:121).257

Finally, kentoshi members received one additional gift before departing China.

The Tang Court presented the Japanese envoys with gold dust on the occasion of

their farewell banquets.258 All in all, it seems safe to assume that the Japanese,

while certainly embarking upon life-risking adventure, stood to gain lucrative

rewards from both Courts during the course of their travels.

3.4 GOLD AS A TRADE ITEM

Silver was not the only precious metal involved in the exchange with China.

It has long been known that the Tang Court granted gold to kentOshi and to those

Japanese residing in China, but there is now evidence that, from the second half of

the eighth century, gold dust became part of the tribute offered by the kentoshi to

the Tang Court (Tono 1999:119, 129), despite the fact that gold is not on the

Engishikilist of goods described above.

As discussed above, gold dust was entrusted to the Envoy Saeki no Imaemishi

in 776 before his planned departure the following year. But gold was not available

until shortly before this time. And even though gilt bronze 1it:.~J1 has been

recovered from kofun graves dating back to the fifth century, most of the gold that

255 100 zyo of gold was equivalent to 4.2 kilograms (Tono 1999:124).
256 Ceremonial articles: ~l!i£, colored silk, and medicinal herbs j:~ (Kimiya 1955:121).
257 See (1) r~*cJ M;M 2 4 if 7 JI *9n, (2) rs **C~J :*:IRJ 2 iFiEJI *~, (3) r~~*CJ

*~6iF12JI*W & .~~~

258 Gold dust: l&~.
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was used was probably brought from the continent {Maekawa 1983:1-2).259 In fact,

lack of Japanese gold may have been one of the reasons the mission of 746 was

planned {Tano 1999:125).260 Emperor Shamu needed gold in order to complete the

gold-plating of the Great Buddha in Nara, and so he planned the 746 mission, it is

thought, in order to procure mainland gold.

However, gold was discovered in Mutsu province (Aomori and part of Iwate

prefectures) in the late 740s, and even though it was a relatively small yield, the

discovery was cause for celebration at the emperor's Court {Maekawa 1983:1-2).261

Approximately 146 kilograms of the Mutsu gold was used to gild the Great Buddha.

Mterward, about 8 kilograms a year was sent to the central government (Tano

1999:127).

Before this find, gold was never given to the members of the kentashi to fund

their journeys to the continent. Mterward, however, it was given to many members

of the kentOshi missions. As discussed above, upon receipt of the first presentation

of Mutsu gold to the Court262, part was donated to the Great Buddha in Nara and

part helped fund the tenth mission to Tang, which was to report the completion of

the Great Buddha to the Tang Court (Maekawa 1983:13). This gold was presented

directly to mission leaders. The Japanese Court awarded the kentashi ambassador

200 ry6 of gold and the two vice-ambassadors with between 100 and 150 ry6 each.

259 See Maekawa 1983:1-2.
260 This mission never took place.
261 The Nihon Shoh records the announcement of the gold fmd as 749, but Tano believes

that word of this find may have spread somewhat earlier (Tano 1999:126).
262 The presentation was apparently made by Prince Keifuku BYlfI~m, royalty from the

old kingdom ofPaekche (Maekawa 1983:13).
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Members of later missions received gold as well. The Nihon Kiryaku,263 for

instance, notes that several members of the mission of 804 received gold dust. The

ambassador received 200 zyo of gold and the vice-ambassador was granted 150 zyD.

The Japanese Court awarded essentially the same amounts to members of the 838

mission.

Japanese gold found its way to the continent by other means as well. It was

carried out of Japan by monks and merchants, given to envoys from Bohai, used to

pay foreign merchants for the goods that they brought to Japan, and, quite possibly,

it became one of the tributary items presented to the Tang Court, although evidence

for this is inconclusive. At any rate, gold became an important part of Japan's

exchange with the continent during the ninth century.

3.5 IMPERIAL TRADE WITH SILLAAND BOHAI

To fully understand the relationship of the kentoshi in the maritime exchange

between Japan and Tang China, it is essential to also consider the roles of Silla and

Bohai. Envoys were exchanged between Japan and these countries for much of the

eighth and ninth centuries. Silla and Bohai took part in diplomatic exchange with

Japan and the tributary trade that was an intricate part of imperial exchange.

Missions from Silla and Bohai brought products produced in their countries, and

they also probably carried products obtained through prior exchange transactions

in Tang, thus serving as conduits for some of the Chinese goods entering Japan.

The exchanges between SillaIBohai and Japan had been overlooked by

263 Nihon Kiryaku f3 ;fi:Ji!Iff-, J[M 2 2 if: 3 J1 .
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scholars until recent times. Korean scholar Lee Sung Shi suggests that the

twentieth century image of the kentoshi was conceived during the Meiji period,

when scholars were comparing events of their own time (i.e., the Meiji - Showa

periods) to events and situations that occurred during the Nara period «Lee

1997:12-3). Scholars such as Kurita MototsUgu264 sought similarities between the

two periods and asserted that the adoption of Tang culture during the Nara period

was comparable to Japan's nineteenth and twentieth century adoption of western

culture. Kurita suggested that a perceived threat of Western imperialism prior to

and during the Meiji period was not unlike the perceived menace of Tang China

during the seventh century after the joint Japan and Paekche forces were defeated

by Tang and Silla.

Kurita and others offered the kentoshi missions as examples of how Japan

had handled a similar threatening situation many centuries earlier. They thus

needed to present the kentoshi missions in a positive, highly successful light. The

missions were used to give historical precedence to and justify contemporary

decisions regarding relations with the West (Lee 1997:13). Scholars of the Meiji

Period used the kentoshi to demonstrate ample justification for Japan's borrowing

ofwestern science, technology, and government during their own period. Japan had

been successful in its borrowing of Tang culture more than 1000 years earlier. It

borrowed without being overwhelmed, and this, these scholars seemed to say, could

be the case once again.

The major problem with this analysis was that it essentially ignored the

264 Kurita Mototsugu ~EE:7GfX r~.B!mf{-ti7)*ffltJ (1 9 4 0)
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importance of the exchanges with Silla and Bohai. These peninsular countries

received only secondary consideration from Japanese scholars. Their scholarly

research instead focused primarily on a bilateral trade between Japan and Tang

(Lee 1997:14). But the role of imperial, elite, and private merchant exchange

between Japan and Silla, and Japan and Bohai, must not be overlooked.

From 668 (shortly after the fall of Paekche) until 882 AD as many as 33

missions were sent to Silla from Japan, and until 803, 48 missions arrived in Japan

from Silla (Tajima 2001:14-5; Yanagida et aI, 1988:74-5; Ishii 1987B:162-5). Ishii

Masatoshi writes that even though relations between Silla and Japan hit an all

time low with the battle of Paekchonkang S ;t:trI in 663, the two states soon

reinstated imperial exchange because of Japan's fear of an invasion from Tang and

because of souring relations between Silla and Tang. In 668:9, Silla sent an envoy,

Kim Dong Kei ~-*~, to Japan to pay tribute265, and in the eleventh month of the

same year, Michi no Sanemaro J!!~U*8 was dispatched to Silla from Japan (Ishii

1987:276).266 Relations grew quite close for a while (refer below to discussion of 709

and 731 missions), but in 734 the two countries once again experienced a falling out

because of a statement made by the Silla envoy, Kim Sang Chong ~m~, that

angered the Japanese Court. Kim was forced to return to Silla. Shortly thereafter,

the Japanese envoy dispatched to Silla, Abe no Tsugumaro !5PJffHltU*8, was also not

received and forced to return in 736.

265 To pay tribute: fJj!jJ f" ;Ii /J) •
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The first mission from Bohai came to Japan in 727 and the first mission to

Bohai from Japan was sent in the following year (Yanagida et aI, 1988:79-81).

Diplomatic exchange between the two countries may have grown out of tension

between Bohai and Tang China. The Bohai leader, Wu-yi, sent a mission to Japan

in 727, shortly after initiating hostilities against Chinese territories (Okladnikov

1965:180).267 Members of this mission had an audience with the Japanese emperor

in the first month of 728. A.P. Okladnikov has provided an English translation of

the exchange that took place on this occasion. The exchange is recorded in "The

History of the House of Chin" (r. 1114-1233 in northern part of China).268 The

passage reads:

Pu-kei (Wu-yi) says to you: "Although our rivers and

mountains are different and we live far away, [and although]

our lands are dissimilar and we have only heard talk of you

from afar, still we bow more and more before you, and

prostrating ourselves before you, we think of how your

emperor received the divine injunction and people follow him

by ancestral behest; our Pu-kei (Wu-yi) made many attacks

and subdued and united different states, again rebuilt the

ruins of Koguryo (Gao-li), but since the distance is great, he

did not ask the (Japanese) emperor whether this was good or

bad. In future, bringing apologies, he humbly asks to begin

266 "Japan/Silla Relations in the Eighth and Ninth Centuries" "JI...1L t!t~(J) 13 m~f*" in r 13
;'fqlUilIfi;(J)00* ~ Mjf.~1*J (Ishii 1987).

267 This embassy was headed by Gao Renyi (Kao Jen-yD. Tragedy at sea resulted in the
envoy's death and the deaths of most members ofthe embassy, but one Gao Qide (Kao
Ch'i-te) survived. After arriving in Honshu, Gao was able to proceed to Kyoto.
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relations with him and for the sake of this he now sends

ambassadors with news." (Okladnikov 1965:180)

This account continues to tell us that Gao then presented the Japanese Court

with 300 skins of either sable or leopard {Okladnikov 1965:180).269

But what type of goods were sent from Japan to Bohai? The month after

receiving the Bohai mission, the Japanese emperor sent Hikato no Mushimaro as

ambassador to Bohai. He was entrusted with a scroll that supposedly expressed the

following:

"I express my respect to the prince of Bohai. I am

exceedingly glad that the agreement to the proposal [sid is

mutual. I wish a good administration of the country.

Although we are divided by the sea, that does not hinder

relations. Using the return embassy, I send presents."

(Okladnikov 1965:180)

The gifts sent to Bohai were said to be 114 bolts of patterned white silk, 114

bolts of cloth made from silk and wild hemp, 24 reels of silk thread, and 100 silk

cords (Okladnikov 1965:180). Presents were once again given to the Japanese on

the occasion of the Japanese ambassador's return to Japan later the same year. The

Japanese are said to have forwarded these gifts to various temples.

268 His translation, in turn, was from a Russian passage translated from Manchu by
Grigoriy Rozov.

269 Bohai furs were higWy prized in China and in the other neighboring countries. In
addition to sable and/or leopard, Bohai traders were also known to have dealt in the
skins of ermines, deer, tigers, and bears (Okladnikov 1965:189).
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All of the reciprocal Japanese missions that went to Bohai carried gifts. In

another example, a Japanese official who accompanied the Bohai mission in 761

presented the Bohai sovereign with "twenty-four lengths of taffeta, thirty-five

lengths of half-silk cloth, two hundred silk cords, and three hundred plain ones."

Mterwards, the ambassador made an additional presentation of "four lengths of

brocade, two lengths of special fabric, four lengths of patterned silk, four lengths of

white muslin, fourteen lengths of plain white silk cloth, and three hundred lengths

of silk thread" (Okladnikov 1965:191).

Formal exchanges between Japan and Bohai took place until 919. During this

period, approximately 35 missions came to Japan (Kokubu 1978:60). The scale of

the Bohai missions grew, and imperial trade increased after official exchange with

Silla was broken off in 779 (Lee 1997:14). By the ninth century, missions from

Bohai numbered as many as several hundred people.

The missions that the Japanese sent to Bohai generally accompanied the

envoys from Bohai on their return journeys, and the last mission to Bohai from

Japan was made in 810 (Ishii Masatoshi 1994:339). After 810, contact between the

two countries was generally initiated by Bohai rather than Japan, thus suggesting

that Bohai had more incentive to maintain the relationship.

One may conclude that Bohai's poor relations with Tang fueled its desire to

maintain diplomatic exchange with Japan. But relations between Bohai and China

improved after 738 when Wu-yi died and his son Da Qinmao (Ta Chin-mao)
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ascended to his father's throne (he ruled till 785).270 Ifone were to argue that Bohai

sought out Japan's support in light of its hostilities with China, then the Bohai

missions to Japan should have ceased. However, they did not. They continued to

come to Japan bringing gifts and letters. In 739, for example, right after Da

Qinmao's ascension to the throne, the Japanese emperor was presented with seven

bear skins, six sable skins, thirty axes, and thirty measures of honey (Okladnikov

1965:190).

From the end of the eighth century, trade with Bohai replaced much of the

trade with Silla. Lee Sung Shi notes that Japanese scholars have traditionally

explained this shift in terms of Tang-Japan relations-Japan used Silla as

middleman to Tang-but when Silla did not behave as Japan wished, Bohai came to

replace Silla as a cultural, diplomatic, and physical link to Tang.

But this naively credits Japan as the determining player III peninsular

relations and ignores Silla's and Bohai's roles in the maritime intercourse (Lee

1997:14). Silla's and Bohai's incentives for carrying out exchange with Japan must

not be overlooked. In the case of Silla, for example, Silla and Tang fought a war in

674-676, and so some of the incentive for intercourse with Japan may have come

from the hostility Silla felt toward Tang. And by the time Silla and Tang mended

relations at the end of the seventh century, Silla and Japan had already sent many

missions back and forth between themselves, while Japan sent no missions to Tang

270 Da normalized relations with Tang China and sent a total of 28 embassies to the Tang
Court (Okladnikov 1965:181). It is interesting to note that at least one of these
embassies to Tang involved Japanese. During the reign of Da-li (Ta ill (776-779), a
Bohai embassy offered eleven Japanese female dancers to the Tang Court. These
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between 669 and 702 (Lee 1997:15). In this instance, it seems that Japan's relations

with Tang had little bearing on its diplomatic exchange with Silla.

The last envoy from Silla to Japan was Kim Nanson ~Jlf1*,who accompanied

the Councilor to the Ambassador271 to Tang, Unakami no Mikari ~J'§~J:-=..~'<T,and

others on their return from the continent in 779.7 {Ishii 1987:275; see also Tano,

1999:56, 74-5, 78).272

This marked the end of official negotiations and exchange between Japan and

Silla. It was after this that private merchants became active between the two

countries as well as among both countries and Tang. Ishii suggests that private

merchant trade between the two countries predates the year 814, the date generally

accepted as the beginning of trade activity (Ishii 1987:275). He questions the

commonly accepted assertion that merchant trade began in the ninth century.

Instead, he believes that the transition from imperial or elite to private-merchant

trade activity occurred during the period from the end of the eighth to the beginning

of the ninth centuries. This hypothesis will be discussed in more detail in the next

chapter.

Private merchant exchange between the Korean peninsula and Japan will

also be discussed in more detail in the next chapter (see Ishii 2001:27-41). But here

I would like to discuss aspects of the imperial exchange that took place. What were

women were presumably slaves (Okladnikov 1965:189). Bohai apparently carried out
predatory campaigns against northern tribes, Silla, Liaodong, and even Japan.

271 I base the English on the French translation, Conseiller dambassade, by Charlotte von
Verschuer (See General Index, Les Relations Officielles Du Japon Avec La Chine Aux
VIII(e) Et IX(e) Siec1es).

272 They shipwrecked on Tanra OttJ.il). See ")\. • 11t!t*G(J) f3 flOO~" in r f3 *Mili:{-~(J)OO*

~ "M71-mJ~J <Ishii 1987:275).
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some of the items presented to the kings of Bohai and Silla on behalf of the

Japanese emperor? The Engishiki }J!;:@:A once again offers a list of the goods that

were given (Ishii Masatoshi 1981:267; Tono 1985:153). This list is quite short

compared to the above, which detailed the goods presented to the Tang emperor.

CHART NINE:
TRIBUTE SENT TO SILLAAND BOHAI

t th Sill k'Of£ 'ermgs 0 e a mg
Ashiginu: 25 short bolts
*'t!! 2 5 IE
Silk thread: 100 bundles
*1 0 O~
Floss silk: 150 parcels
~150rti.

t th B h . k'Of£ 'ermgs 0 e om mg
Soft, thin silk fabric: 30 short bolts
*fl30IE
Ashiginu: 30 short bolts
~3 OlE
Silk thread: 200 bundles
*2 OO~

Floss silk: 300 parcels
~300rti.

This list presents a clear picture of the nature of the imperial exchange that

took place. Most apparent is the paucity of goods offered to the sovereigns of Silla

and Bohai in light of the tributary items presented to the Tang emperor. No doubt

the Japanese Court found less incentive to impress the Courts of Silla and Bohai.

However, this does not mean that the Japanese elite were any less desirous of trade
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with the peninsula. For while the imperial exchange was far from grandiose, the

elite exchange that occurred among mission members coming to Japan was quite

impressive. This is known through an extant purchase request referred to as the

Baishiragi no motsuge.

3.6 ELITE TRADE WITH SILLAAND THE BAISHlRAGINO MOTSUGE .R~m

The Shoku Nihongi records that in 752 seven ships carrying more than 700

people arrived at the capital after passing through Dazaifu (Minagawa p.148). This

was the first visit to the capital in nine years by envoys from Silla.273 The occasion

for this visit was the consecration or "eye opening" ceremony *fL~D~~ for the

Great Vairocana Buddha of the Todai-ji temple in Nara in 752:4. The Silla mission

was made greater in size than any before, partly to improve Silla relations, but also,

undoubtedly, to promote trade activity as well.

The Baishiragi no motsuge .R~m~M refers to purchase requests submitted

to the Treasury Ministry *~~~ and/or the Palace Storehouse Bureau 1*J~~274 in

752:6 by Japanese elites seeking to purchase goods brought by the Silla envoys

attending the consecration ceremony.275 The Baishiragi no motsuge provides

273 The previous visit was in the fifteen year of Tempya (743 AD).
274 We know from the Engishiki ~*A, A~1tl (J) mfE that the Baishiragi no motsuge was

submitted to either the Treasury Ministry A~1!rI' and/or the Palace Storehouse Bureau
I*J~lf. All trade with foreigners if~ was conducted through these agencies.

275 This was fourth month ofTempya sMM :XfMJ'i: (752 AD). The Baishiragino motsuge
has been thoroughly researched by Tano Haruyuki. For detail, see r.r1:#J Vol. 57, No.
6,1964 and riE1't~)(.l:..*111 (J):fi}f~j (Tono 1977:311). Also see work by Takeda (JjiJj'f
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excellent documentation of the elite trade that took place between the Japanese

elite and an official mission coming to Japan from the mainland.276 After

submission, the paper upon which these purchase requests were written was

recycled and used in the backing of what is known as the "Court Lady Screen" J~~

ftft:mm. 277 There the papers remained forgotten until they were discovered behind

the screen during the Tokugawa period.278

With these requests in hand scholars have an accurate picture of the type of

goods that the ruling class in Nara sought from Silla in the eighth century. Some of

the items that the Japanese aristocrats purchased from the 752 Silla mission are

also found listed in such documents as the Recordofthe Nation's Rare Treasures 00

*~'i':~, and the Record of Thrious Medicines fifi~~.279 The materials'

:f±~ q)~I¥J~fm l: 1[ i 'l i J fttEE$JHlii, p.205) and Minagawa (~]II56- "JU~rDi4mM

1€l"iI," in riEkll1fi}(!HJf~J 2, iEkll1fi}(.Wf~~ii.

276 It is evident that the Japanese elite became aware of what goods the Silla mission had
brought quite some time before making their requests because the written request was
presented two months after the consecration ceremony.

277 For details on the condition and restoration of this screen, see rJEil~ifWJ m1 2 %
1990.

278 The text of the Baishiragino motsuge is now stored in Shoso-in and at the Sonkeikaku
Repository :@U¥M}(~ ( r~if:f±~ (J) 1:I¥JMfm l: 1[ i 'l i J fttEE$~ii, p.205).

279 The Record ofthe Nation's Rare Treasures or "Kokka chimpo cM" OO*~'i:~ in
Japanese, is a list of imperial objects Empress Komyo donated to the Great Buddha of
Todai-ji on 756:6:21, forty-nine days after the death of her husband, Emperor SMmu.
Many of these treasures are stored in the North Section of the Shoso-in (liThe 53rd
Annual" Exhibition ofShoso-in Treasures, 2001:37). The RecordofVarious Medicines,
or "Shuju yaku cM" ~~~~, is a list of sixty types of medicines the Empress donated
on the same day. Both documents are part of the DedicatoryRecords ofTodaiji Temple
("Todai ji kenmotsu cM" **'ij:~~~ in Japanese), which is a complete compilation of
the offerings Empress Komyo made to the TOdai-ji temple between 756 and 758. There
are seven hundred items listed in the Dedicatory Records ofTodai ji Temple; over one
hundred of these are extant in the Shoso-in today ( S*5l:X~MJi!lHif:ll4 2000:746; liThe
53rd Annual" Exhibition ofShoso-in Treasures, p.39).
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registries from various temples280 also have corresponding records of these goods,

providing further proof of the strong demand the Japanese elite must have had for

the goods mentioned in the Baishiragi no motsuge. In addition, some of the actual

items themselves were preserved and passed down through the centuries {Takeda

205).281

Not only does the Baishiragi no motsuge list the products requested by the

Nara elite, it also records the Japanese goods that they were exchanged for. These

goods differed little from the list above of the goods that were presented to the Tang

Court, i.e. simple silk textiles (Tono 1985:155). Japan thus must have been known

in East Asia as a producer of simple processed goods. Japan exchanged these for

more refined continental products.282

3.7 ELITE TRADE AND GOLD FROM THE PENINSULA

As mentioned above, the Japanese Court awarded the kentoshi ambassador of

752 with 200 ry6 of gold and the two vice-ambassadors with 100-150 ry6 each.

However, Maekawa Akihisa notes that only 900 ry6 were said to have been

extracted from Mutsu at that time. If the kenwshi stipends are subtracted from

this total, only 400-500 ry6 remain. Maekawa believes this amount would have

been insufficient for the gilding of the Great Buddha (Maekawa 1983:12).283 If so,

280 Materials' registries from various temples: Mi-'!f 11) ~;MI\J&.

281 The Historical Development o/Korean Society andEast Asian /lJRitft toJ!!!J<JJllIJ! C: JI["7 ~ "7J ,
Takeda Yukio fit EEI:$~~, p.205)

282 Silla, on the other hand, presented high quality silk and sophisticated goods made of
precious metals to the Tang Court (Tano 1985:156).

283 Others disagree, Tano Haruyuki, for example, writes that 146 kilograms of gold was
used for the Great Buddha (Tano 1985:127).
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the Japanese must have had another source of gold.

Maekawa suggests this gold came from Silla. The Baishiragi no motsuge

records that the Nara aristocracy requested both gold dust and a number of gold

objects from members of the Silla mission. In addition, the Silla mission donated

gold during visits to Taian-ji and Todai-ji temples. The 700-member mission from

Silla came to Japan earlier the same year that the twelfth mission set sail. The

Silla mission likely brought gold as a tributary item. Maekawa believes this gold

may have been factored into the quantity used for the gilding of the Great Buddha

(Maekawa 1983:12).

Before the Mutsu yield was discovered, Maekawa believes that at least three

missions to Tang284 were funded by stockpiling gold brought as tribute from Silla

(Maekawa 1983:13). When relations cooled between Japan and Silla after 734, the

tribute from Silla stopped, and as a result, so did the Japanese missions to Tang

(Maekawa 1983:13-4). Maekawa's hypothesis has yet to be accepted by most

Japanese scholars; however, if even partially true, it indicates how closely

intertwined trade with Tang may have been with trade and intercourse with the

Korean peninsula.

3.8 THE EXCHANGE OF CONTINENTAL GOODS AS EVIDENCED BY THE

SHOSO-IN TREASURES

In addition to written records, there are extant objects of mainland origin from

the Nara period that underscore the extent of maritime exchange during that time.

284 These were missions 8, 9 and 10 from chart above.
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Most of these objects are extant because they were stored in the Shoso-in repository

of Todai-ji temple. 285 The Sh6so-in repository is located north of Todai-ji temple in

Zoshi-cho, Nara (Figgess 1961:141). It is renowned for its rare collections of

treasures brought from China and lands as far off as India and Persia during the

seventh and eighth centuries.286

The treasures of the Shoso-in can be divided into two groups: those recorded in

the five volumes of the DedicatoryRecords ofTodaiii Temple287, which is a complete

compilation of the offerings Empress Komyo made to the Todai-ji temple between

756 and 758, and those items not recorded in these volumes. The former were kept

in the North storeroom and the latter, for the most part, were kept in the South

storeroom (Sekine 1991:6-7). There is no text recording the contribution and

placement of other items into Shoso-in, but many of the objects are identified by ink

285 "Shoso" originally referred to storehouses for keeping tax rice or other valuable assets
(Exhibition ofShoso-in Treasures, 2001:6). Quite common at large temples during the
Nara and Heian periods, the Shoso-in at Todai-ji is the only one that has survived to the
present (Sekine Shinryu OO;tLHt~,Shoso-in e no michi - tempyo bl}"itsu e no shotai rIE
it&£---- f7)m:-7C-'f~m,,- f7)fBt:.f J r'f )115l.)(~ (Sekine 1991).

286 The Shoso-in was constructed in the "azekura" style; that is, as a wooden structure in
which the sides are made by placing triangularly cut logs across one another. The
structure itself is divided into three parts -- South, Central and North storerooms. The
North storeroom :Itit of the Shoso-in originally held objects that Empress Komyo
donated to TOdai-ji (Sekine 1991:3). The Central storeroom 9='it contained such objects
as weapons, documents, writing materials, and gifts donated upon the occasion of the
Consecration Ceremony ofthe Great Buddha. The South storeroom Mit included
objects such as Gigaku masks, attire for musical performances ~~*, and various
Buddhist altar fittings and worship utensils 4t-fifbA (Sekine 1991:3-4). Over the
centuries, reroofing and other repairs were occasionally carried out on the Shoso-in, but
in 1913, for the first time, the entire structure was dismantled and reconstructed in
order to repair damage (Sekine 1991:1). During these repairs a temporary storage
facility was constructed to hold the Shoso-in treasures. Most were returned after the
repairs, but a few were left in this temporary facility. In 1962, a new
humidity-controlled, earthquake and fire proof ferroconcrete structure was completed.
The last of the Shoso-in treasures were moved into this structure in 1963.
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markings or by dates and other information carved into or cast into the objects

themselves (e.g., bronze mirrors). 288

Relevant to this discussion is the great number of items of foreign origin in the

Shasa-in. Goods made of animal parts such as rhinoceros horn, ivory, water buffalo

horn, and hawksbill turtle can all be found among the Shasa-in treasures. Each of

these products originated either in India or South East Asia (Sekine 1991:10).

There is also a great deal of lumber and plant products of foreign origin that were

used in the crafting ofthe Shasa-in treasures. These include rosewood (shitan ~fI),

red sandalwood (kakishitan kU:*~fI), quince (karin~ ~ Iv), ironwood (tagayasan

~JJ*), ebony (kokutan Jlm), sandalwood (byakudan 8m), aloe (jinka tt-W),

betel palm (binra) and rattan (to ~) (Sekine 1991:10-11). Many of these materials

were used to construct decorative boxes, and in some cases only small quantities of

these materials were used to decorate the exteriors of these boxes. Rosewood was

most commonly used.289 Regardless of how these foreign plant materials were used

287 Dedicatory Records ofTodaiJi· Temple ("TodaiJi· kenmotsu ch8' *A~Nt!fmrlJ& in
Japanese).

288 The Shoso-in objects are not in nearly as good a condition as often claimed. By the
beginnings of the Meiji period, many objects had suffered damage, some unrecognizable
from their original state or, and in certain cases, only pieces of the original remained. A
number of the weapons recorded in the Todaiii Kenmotsucho were removed from the
Shoso-in during the time of the Rebellion of Emi no Oshikatsu (Fujiwara Nakamaro) in
764 (Sekine 1991:7), and there was at least one robbery known to have occurred in 1230,
when objects were stolen and damaged before being returned to the Azekura. In
response to all of the damage suffered over the centuries, a restoration project was
carried out from Meiji 25 to Meiji 37 (1892-1904) (Sekine 1991:2).

289 There is a great deal of confusion among scholars of the Japanese language as to the
English translation of shitan ~m . Various scholars render it alternately as
"rosewood" and "red sandalwood," and some even assume that the two woods are one
and the same. They, however, are not. I have chosen rosewood as the correct
translation for shitan. I believe that kokishitann*~m is the term that refers to red
sandalwood.
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though, their presence in the Shoso-in attests to a great quantity of foreign

materials that were imported into Japan for wood crafting for the Nara Court

(Sekine 1991:11).

A mid-eighth century source indicates that writing materials from the

mainland were prized as well. In addition to brushes made within Japan, those

from Tang and Silla were used for sutra copying as well (Takeda p.203).290 No

writing implements from the continent remain in the Shos<)-in collection, but there

are two extant boat-shape ink sticks from Silla.291 This ink was undoubtedly used

at Todai-ji for the hand copying of sutras.

Shoso-in evidences a particularly close trade relationship between Japan and

Silla, as many of the Shoso-in treasures originated in Silla.292 Kotos and rugs

manufactured with compressed sheep wool are just some of the objects of Silla

origin listed in the Record of the Nation's Rare Treasures (Takeda pp.204-6).293

There are also at least eight sahari plates and bowls, also of Silla origin, from the

South Repository of Shoso-in.294 These dishes were probably brought to Japan by

the large 752 Silla mission to which the Baishiragino motsuge was directed. These

and other sahari goods are located at temples such as Horyfrji as well as at

290 This is attested to in r.)iUl~~ j, which was also found in the Shoso-in (Takeda p.203).
The entry is from Tempyo 19 (747). Buddhist scriptures were also brought from Silla.

291 These sticks are inscribed O~~tl?) with the characters rifl1~~ct~J and rifl1:1ft*
L~J .

292In Suzuki Yasutami's rJiiRf!f:f±~ (7) .'t I¥JJlU~ c :~IP" 'l T j :1ft ED .$~~ (Takeda).
293 The desirability of the Silla rugs is substantiated by the Baishiragino motsuge, which

records the importation of these rugs into Japan. There was a high demand for these
rugs in Tang as well, as Silla rugs were known for high quality (Takeda p.206).

294 Sahari goodslti::iBUm~ were made from an alloy of copper, tin, and lead. According to
Suzuki, "sahari" derives from the Korean word "sabaru," which refers to bowl-shaped
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Shoso-in.295 A number of non-sahariplates stored at the Shoso-in repository may

also be of Silla origin (Takeda pp.206-7).

containers (Takeda p.206). While some of these objects were likely brought over from
Paekche in the 7th century, most are believed to have been produced in Silla.

295 Suzuki Yasutami asserts that the exchange of material goods and culture with Silla
was particularly prominent at government offices and at the temples such as Todaiji.
He points to the frequent formal exchange between Japan and Silla in the years after
the Paekchonkang st1IT battle that lasted until the end of official relations in 779.
During this time, there were 47 missions sent to Japan from Silla and 27 missions sent
to Silla from Japan, averaging out to about one mission every 1.5 years during the
period from 668 to 779 (Takeda p.207).
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CHAPTER 4

THE END OF THE KENTOSHI MISSIONS AND THE

BEGINNINGS OF MERCHANT TRADE

4.1 GENERAL EXCHANGE

Maritime trade has a long history in Asia. As early as the sixth and seventh

centuries, Arab traders were departing from the Persian Gulf and sailing around

India and the Malay Peninsula up to present-day Guangdong and Fujian.296 During

the first half of the eighth century, trade between Tang and other lands began to

flourish in the southern seas. Eventually, some of the rare goods imported into

Tang from these lands made their way into Silla, Bohai (Parhae), and Japan,

together of course with Chinese-produced products. By at least the ninth century,

relatively large maritime vessels from the continent were navigating the seas to

Kyushu.

We find that private traders bearing products from the mainland were coming

to Japan in increasingly greater numbers at about the same time that the official

kentOshi missions to Tang stopped.297 Mainland vessels carrying private merchants

are estimated to have made as many as 100 trips to Hakata's Korokan from the

296 Guangdong Jt1+1 (JtJli[) and Fujian JJHH (:fflHt~').

297 The last mission from Japan was sent to Tang in 838. The last documented arrival of
an envoy from Silla to Japan was in 779 (Ishii Masatoshi 1994:339).
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ninth century until the late Heian period (Yanagida 1988:120). Most of the

ninth-century vessels were from Silla and had crews of anywhere between 36 and

63 people (Yanagida 1988:121).

In this chapter I shall examme the relationship between

government-sponsored kentoshi exchange and the development of private merchant

exchange. There were direct interactions between the kentOshi missions and the

private merchants. On a few occasions, for example, the kentOshi hired ships

manned by Korean merchants for their return journeys from China. In addition,

the existence of the Baishiragi-no-motsuge demonstrates that the line between

envoy and merchant was sometimes vague. Could trade in its elite manifestation

have served as a precursor to private exchange between merchants?

It has been suggested that formal exchange with China and the Korean

peninsula ended during the first part of the ninth century because Japan no longer

needed nor sought direct diplomacy with its neighbors (Ishii Masatoshi 1994:339,

345). This seems plausible. After all, tensions between Japan and the peninsula

had long dissipated and official diplomacy becomes less critical when neighbors are

at peace. Trade was now the primary form of intercourse between Japan and her

East Asian neighbors.298

But was peace the primary factor responsible for the cessation of the kentoshi

missions? Trade may have been more important to the diplomatic missions than

heretofore believed. Could the arrival of the merchant ships perchance have made

298 Cultural borrowing is another aspect of the missions to keep in mind. Particularly
during the Early period of the kenwshi, the Japanese were inspired to learn about the
institutions and society of their powerful continental neighbor.
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the kentoshi missions obsolete by superceding what had essentially become their

last remaining major function: the promulgation of trade? If so, how are the

kentoshi to be viewed in light of the merchant trade that developed at about the

same time the missions to Tang were ending? Did the former have an impact on the

latter or, as I have just suggested, was the reverse true and the success of the

private merchants helped end the missions?

Many scholars assert that ninth-century merchant exchange between Japan

and Tang China was spurred by the trade-both imperial and elite-that was

permitted through official channels. They argue that official tributary exchange

between governments fueled a desire for continental goods among the Asuka and

Nara elites. Private trade then developed in response to an ever-growing demand

for mainland goods. This was especially true by the beginning of the Heian period,

when the official kentoshi missions seemingly failed to keep supply equal to

demand.

Despite this ever-increasing demand for mainland goods, we see an apparent

decline in the number ofkentOshi missions being sent because the time between the

dispatching of official kentoshi missions slowly increased. Until the mission which

departed in 752, missions were sent roughly every fifteen years; but nearly twenty

years passed between the sending of missions thirteen and sixteen (the fourteenth

and fifteenth were cancelled) and then thirty-four years passed between the last

two missions, numbers eighteen (departed 803) and nineteen (departed 836)

(Yanagida et al, 1988).

The decrease of mission frequency despite increases in overall trade was not
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limited to the official exchange between Tang and Japan. During the 137-year

period between 619 and 756 A.D., one hundred and twenty-five tributary missions

were dispatched to Tang from kingdoms in Southeast Asia. However, over the next

150 years of the Tang dynasty, only 20 missions were sent from the same

region-despite the fact that trade with Southeast Asia steadily increased during

this time (Kamei 1986:25). The cause for the decline in missions, I believe, was the

emergence of a thriving private merchant trade. This trade eliminated one of the

main reasons the missions had been dispatched in the first place; i.e., to trade goods

with the continent.

If this is true, the diplomatic missions sent to Sui and Tang and the reciprocal

missions that came to Japan initiated what became full-blown merchant trade with

the continent. 299 But as this merchant trade prospered, it in turn made the

kentoshi missions obsolete because it (merchant exchange) more effectively met

Japanese demand for mainland goods.

Below I analyze unofficial merchant trade in the East China and Yellow Seas

and its relative economic and cultural significance in light of the official kentoshi

exchange. By the ninth century, merchants from Silla were quite active in the East

China and Yellow Seas. Ennin recorded that the vast majority of the ships involved

in the early ninth-century trade between Japan and the continent were manned by

Korean sailors, and he identifies only one vessel as being clearly Chinese

(Reischauer, Ennins Travels 1955:286). Somewhat later, by the end of the ninth

century, the Chinese themselves were traversing these waters in great numbers.

299 About four missions were sent to Sui (581-618) from Japan.
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But the ownership of many of the ships and the nationality of the crews are often

hard to determine. Historians tend to denote the nationality of a vessel based on

the origin of the merchant in charge of the ship; however, this can be misleading.

Tang, Silla, Bohai, and Japanese merchants often traveled together on the same

ship regardless of vessel affiliation. At least one scholar has chosen to refer to the

merchants of the ninth century collectively as an "East Asian merchant group" *7

-;:7itfjA~ (Wu 1999:96-100).300 I shall try to identify the merchants who came to

Japan and seek evidence of private exchange between Japan and the mainland

during the time of the kentOshi missions.

I begin by considering the way in which trade with foreign merchants was

carried out after the arrival of merchants in Japan.

4.2 ELITE EXCHANGE AT KOROKAN

Japanese elites became directly involved in continental trade around the

beginning of the Heian period. Fujiwara bureaucrats wanted the best continental

goods without delay and at reasonable prices. When the elite classes remained :in

the capital and awaited the arrival of goods from Dazaifu, they risked increased

costs if Dazaifu officials or the merchants themselves sought greater profits

(Akiyama 1934: 1230). To avoid this, potential elite buyers sent envoys to Dazaifu

300 See also the following for more detailed information regarding merchants and the
exchange with the mainland: (1) tkw~~, "Bf,If'iUJ} c 1tJOC1m~g" rB3t3t~~~J JiJf
L/:)t, I*Jjr.~ (Akiyama 1935); tkw~~ rB3t3t~~1i)f~J ~~.JJ5, (Akiyama 1939);
and tkL!J~jijG "BmJ(~Q)J€Jlc A*Jf-fQ)~iI" cL -f) r _t"'¥~.fj;&J 4 5 - 9, 1 0
(Akiyama 1934); (2) *'8*~, rB.Jt1t3tmt~J 'Mwffi (Kimiya 1955:123-7) ; and
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to await the arrival of mainland merchants (Akiyama 1934:1230). Eventually,

temples, government officials, and princely households30I-all of which were large

shoen proprietors302-sent envoys to Dazaifu.

4.2.1 Government Restrictions on Merchant Trade

As ritsuryo rule began to crumble, Japan turned inward. From the middle of

the ninth century, diplomatic exchange was deemed less essential and Japan began

to view foreign diplomacy with apathetic, if not negative, feelings (Ishii Masatoshi

1994:343). Trade, however, was not only allowed, but sought with Tang and Silla

merchants, as well as with the Bohai envoys that came to Japan.

Not all of the Dazaifu officials and merchants who met with the shOen trade

envoys were willing to engage in open and fair exchange (Akiyama 1934:1230-1).

Because of fierce competition in the bidding for goods brought from China, prices

were sometimes rigged and goods sold in secret. The central government

eventually tried to control these activities. The Taiho Ritsuryo code contained no

provisions dealing with private merchants from foreign countries. 303 However, the

Tang Court sought to administer its own maritime trade, which had begun to

flourish in the Guangzhou district during the first half of the eighth century, by

(3) ~}iB "BmJlJJ)~%rm-B*JlJJ)~~~~'J8!"r~~~~J 46 (MoriKatsumi
1935).

301 Princely households: I E2.~

302 ShOen ttll: private estates.
303 This is in sharp contrast to Ishii Masatoshi, who writes that private trade with

foreigners was strictly forbidden under the Ritsuryo code (Ishii Masatoshi 1988:20).
The Ry6 no Gige describes some of the duties of a government officer as supervising
markets and preventing cheating and deception (see de Bary, et al. 1958:79-85). This
passage does not, however, make any specific mention of trade with foreign merchants.
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sending a customs official to the region {Ishii Masatoshi 1994:344).304 The Japanese

must have been aware of this because they too attempted to administer their own

trade with foreign merchants. Measures were taken, for example, in the fall of 885

when Chinese merchants arrived in Dazaifu (Akiyama 1934:1231). On this

occasion the Court strictly forbade envoys of the elite from the capital and officials

within the jurisdiction of Dazaifu to compete privately for the purchase of goods

brought by the merchants (Tajima 2001:67).

Mori Katsumi has suggested that, because there were no provisions in the

Taiho Ritsuryo code regarding foreign private merchants, the first merchants who

came to Dazaifu were allowed to lodge at Korokan, a facility originally established

to welcome diplomatic envoys from the continent, and to return home without

restriction (Mori Katsumi 1935:709-10). Restrictions were not imposed by Kyoto

until a later date.

4.2.2 The Korokan Facility

The term Korokan ~lU'i1i refers to three official sites in Japan used for

diplomatic exchange during the Nara and Heian periods.305 These sites served as

reception centers for greeting and entertaining foreign officials. Located at Dazaifu,

Naniwa, and Heian, the centers were important contact points for envoys coming to

and leaving Japan. The Korokan at Dazaifu eventually became the official entry

304 This customs official was called shiboshiin Chinese (Jpn. shihakushz) mMS1t.
305 The Japanese name Korokan is based on the Chinese "Bureau of Ceremonies for

Foreigners" known as Hong lu si~.~ (Reischauer, Ennin's Travels 1955:75 (note
318».
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point for the vast majority of material goods reaching Japan from the continent (see

Yamazaki 1996:150-53).

The Dazaifu Korokan is first mentioned in a primary source in 688 (Kamei

1988:15). The Naniwa M7El (~$) Korokan was the first one built, however, and

was in use for 236 years. The last Korokan, which was constructed at Heian-kyo,

was in use for a shorter time-163 years (Kamei 1988:14-15).306

The Dazaifu Korokan had the longest recorded history of the three centers

and was used for 403 years, from 688 to 1091.307 It served as Japan's gateway to the

Asian mainland during this time.30B The Dazaifu Korokan, when first mentioned, is

referred to as tsukushi-kan ~~til.309 It served as a facility for receiving and

providing lodging for envoys arriving from Tang and Silla, as well as for Japanese

envoys on their way to or from these countries. In the ninth century, after the

missions to Tang became less frequent, and especially after formal relations with

306 The RyO no gige 4-~M of 833 is the primary source that fIrst mentions the Korokan at
Heian. This Korokan was used mainly to receive missions arriving from Bohai and
other small countries, and the last envoy to Tang set out for Dazaifu from the
Heian-kyo facility in 837. This facility ceased to exist some time after the fall of Bohai
in the middle of the 10th century.

307 Edward Kidder gives the dates as 701 to 1091 AD (Kidder 1999:81-2). This is neither
403 years nor does it explain the fact that Dazaifu facility was mentioned in a document
from 688.

308 Dazaifu the city/town may have been founded as early as 644, but most scholars seem to
identify the time of its beginning as vaguely falling in the second half or end of the
seventh century. It was an important urban center by the beginning of the eighth
century with the establishment of the Taibo Ritsuryo codes (Kurazumi Yasuhiko (it{±
ltfJ~), rtl{~ c7) :k*!#J , 1985:125). In terms ofsize as an urban center, Dazaifu was
second only to Heijo-kyo during the Nara Period (Kamei 1988:14-16), and in terms of
cross-cultural contact in East Asia, Dazallu served as a site of activity unrivaled even
by Heijo.

309 Because its exact location was discovered after WWII, and because of extensive
archaeological study of both its buildings and the surrounding areas, the term
"Korokan" has come to refer specifIcally to the Dazaifu facility. Less is known
regarding the centers built at Naniwa and Heian.
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Silla ended, Dazaifu Korokan became a residence for the lodging of Tang, Silla, and

Bohai private merchants coming to Japan to trade. It also served as a place for

these merchants to market their wares and a place for the government to supervise

their transactions (Ishii 1988:20; Kamei 1988:15).310 The facility was thus central

to the development of both official and private trade in Japan (Ishii Masatoshi

1988:20).

Not a great deal is recorded regarding the layout and type of buildings located

at the Dazaifu Korokan. There is mention, however, of one structure in an 861

entry of the Toda Shinno Nitro Ryakuki mi~tm:EAn!f~i3C.: the North structure of

the Korokan" ~ftlItir~ttir (Kamei 1988:15). Apparently this structure was used for

the lodging of private merchants from the mainland. 3ll In the middle of the

eleventh century, a fire was started at a dormitory for Song merchants. It has been

surmised that this dormitory was the North structure referred to in the 861 entry.

Another building described in documents is the Koro-nakajima structure ~ftlI

q:t~~tir, a place where soldiers stayed and weaponry was kept. There was also a

kitchen facility known as the tsu-no-mi-kuriya 1$: Jjf and a stable that

accommodated at least ten horses (Kamei 1988:16).

310 Interpreters were employed at Korokan to accommodate visitors. We know for example,
that Zhang Youxin sltbtffi was a Tang interpreter (he was also a prominent trader, see
Chart 2 below) who sailed to Japan in the middle of the ninth century. He is the fIrst
individual known to have interpreted at Dazaifu (Mori Kimiyuki 1998:139). Zhang
arrived together with Ensai's younger brother, Ninko eM- in 847 (Mori Kimiyuki
1998:141).

311 The T6da shinn6 nittO ryakuki entry states that when Prince Shinnyo arrived at
Korokan, a Tang merchant was already lodging at this "North structure."
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4.2.3 Treatment of Foreign Merchants

It became the policy of the Japanese government to dispatch a trade

representative, or trade envoy 5<:Jbm~f5I!, to Dazaifu upon receiving a report that a

trade vessel had arrived in Kyushu. Together with a Dazaifu official, the trade

envoy carried out on-the-spot inspections at Korokan of the goods brought for barter.

This envoy exercised the right to conduct public trade -0-t¥JflJb-i.e., trade on

behalf of the central government-before any private exchange ~ rl'l'1& 51 was

allowed {Mori Katsumi 1935:710; Kamei 1975:41).312

The Ruijii Sandai Kaku ~~ .:=. {-\;~+J'\ 313 refers to the way in which

transactions were administered when Silla merchants arrived to trade. A passage

in this source describes how the central government first prepared a list of the items

it wished to obtain. After these items were purchased, private individuals bartered

for the remaining goods under the supervision of the Dazaifu official {Mori Katsumi

1935:710).314 This private exchange was completed by envoys dispatched by various

government officials and princely households315 (Kamei 1975:41). But even during

private exchange, the government attempted to exert a strong hand. It set the

prices that private individuals paid for their goods. Ignoring these pricing

regulations was considered a grave offense.

By the end of the ninth century this system was falling apart. Private

312 In Japanese this is called l5lJM5tJUtHMori Katsumi 1935:710).
313 This is found in Volume 18.
314 Private individuals: -~A~;Dazaifu officials: JM'§".
315 This is my rendering for the Chinese: ~1!1t~;g~IE2%f.i1!.
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exchange began to occur even before government or official trade was conducted.316

Also, distinctions developed regarding the way different merchants were treated.

In general, Silla merchants were dealt with more strictly than Tang merchants,

perhaps because of several sour encounters with certain Koreans who had come to

Japan. 317 Eventually, Korean merchants were not allowed to stay at Korokan,

exchange was often hastily concluded, and the merchants themselves were sent

back to Silla as soon as their transactions were completed (Mori Katsumi

1935:710-11).

Nevertheless, there is some evidence indicating that restrictions on private

trade with Korean merchants loosened somewhat over time (Mori Katsumi

1935:711). On three different occasions, the treatment of Silla merchants was

gradually relaxed - or, I should say, the attempts to control their trade transactions

were eased. In 831, private trade transactions were carried out with Korean

merchants as described above; that is, in line with price regulations that were set

and supervised by the government and allowed only after the government had

completed its own purchases. However, ten years later in 841, the primary sources

describe another set of trade transactions with Korean merchants, but on this

occasion there is no mention whatsoever of government purchases. The primary

sources merely state that private exchange was allowed under the pricing

supervision of the government. Then, on the third occasion, which was in the

following year of 842, the Council of State spelled out a new policy in which Koreans

316 Government / official trade: '§'Jl Jb.
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arriving on Japanese shores were allowed to carry out private transactions before

being sent back to Korea.318 On this last occasion there is no mention of government

control of market prices or even of government trade preceding the private

transactions (See Chart 10 below). One might, therefore, assume that the central

government gradually loosened its grip on trade with Silla between 831 and 842

(Mori Katsumi 1935:711; Tajima 2001:50-51).

Mori Katsumi is suspicious of this conclusion, believing that the central

government would never allow valuable mainland goods to enter the country

without maintaining its right to make initial purchases. He suggests that full

details of the transactions were simply abbreviated in the official accounts. I agree.

More evidence is warranted before concluding that treatment of Korean merchants

became more relaxed in the first part of the ninth century. There are examples of

government supervision of trade on occasions after 842, but these involved Tang

merchants (Mori Katsumi 1935:712). It is, of course, possible that controls were

retained for Tang traders, while restrictions involving Korean traders were

loosened. This seems unlikely, however.

At the very least, the tendency of the Court was to deny Silla missions

diplomatic acknowledgment but to allow private trade. Nowhere is this more

telling than in the case of the famous adventurer and merchant-prince, Chang Pogo

~3!:iWi from 840-841.319 Chang Pogo was an influential merchant from Silla who

317 One example is the case of Chang Pogo sl.t3i:~, which is recorded in the Shoku Nihon
K6ki ~B*~~,[. 1 o. See Chart 2 below.

318 Council of State: *1&15.
319 Zhang Baogao in Chinese and Ch&h&k& in Japanese.
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most likely came to Japan seeking direct tributary exchange with the

government.320 He was denied diplomatic intercourse, but was allowed to trade his

goods privately (Ishii Masatoshi 1994:343).

4.3 SILLA MERCHANTS

The role of the Koreans in the promotion of maritime commerce must not be

overlooked. Silla merchants were the first to arrive in Kyushu in significant

numbers. The activities of Korean natives such as Chang Pogo helped establish a

three-way trade between Japan, Tang, and Silla that flourished from around the

first half of the ninth century (Wu 1999:96-7; Kamei 1992:140).

Edwin Reischauer has suggested that the Koreans were active players in the

early stages of what he describes as a long period of world maritime commerce-a

period we are still experiencing {Reischauer, Ennins Travels 1955:274).321 While

there were perhaps large communities of Persian and Arab traders residing in

Canton and Yangzhou, it was the Koreans who were responsible for transporting

the goods brought by the west Asians further north and east, i.e. to the

northeastern shores of China, Korea, and Japan (Reischauer, Ennins Travels

1955:276).

Silla merchant activity correlates to events following the 764 death of a Silla

320 Entries in the Shoku Nihon K6kifrom both 840:9:20 and 841:2:27 discuss Chang
trading with the Japanese, but the first mentions that he dispatches an envoy to
Dazaifu to offer tribute to the Japanese Court (Both entries discuss the Court's
subsequent refusal of this tribute). It thus seems likely that Chang traded with the
Japanese through proxy and that he himself did not sail to Japan (see Tajima
2001:48-9).

321 See footnote No. 336 Below.
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king. A large rebellion broke out during the reign of King Hyegong (765-780).322

For several decades, revolts, overthrows, and natural disasters became

commonplace, and there was even an assassination of a sovereign. Many of these

disturbances occurred on the southwestern shore of the Korean peninsula where

the people were involved in a maritime lifestyle. Some in this region turned to

piracy, but other residents immigrated to the eastern shores of China; still others

came to Japan (Wu 1999:102-3).323 The Korean people who immigrated to

China---especially to the Shandong Peninsula-were the group primarily

responsible for establishing the trade network that crisscrossed the East China and

Yellow Seas. They were the most prominent players in the Tang/Japan trade until

at least the middle of the ninth century, when they were replaced by Tang

merchants (Kamei 1992:140).

The Shoku Nihongi refers to what may have been the first trip to Japan by

Silla merchants. It records an exchange that took place in 768 (Wu 1999:96-7).324

Before this date, primary sources indicate that all trade with Silla was through

diplomatic representatives sent either to or from the peninsula. The 768 encounter,

however, likely involved a merchant vessel because, even though an exchange of

goods was recorded, there is no extant record of a Silla mission coming to Japan

during this year. The Japanese high officials 325 involved in the 768 trade

transactions, were thus trading-not with Silla diplomats-but rather with Silla

322 Silla civilization seems to have peaked during the reign of King Kyongdok who reigned
from 742 to 765 (Ki-baik Lee, A New History ofKorea, 1984:92).

323 Also see :$Wi~ article in Shigaku Nenpo r!l!~$lIlJ 8, 1993.
324 Shoku Nihongi rMtB*~cJ ~j'F·+tL'ff, :fIII~:J:~ 2 if ( 7 6 8) ~ 1 0 J1 (7)~o

325 High officials: J'iiU 1'r.
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merchants (Wu 1999:97; Lee 1997:174-5).

The 768 example from the Shoku Nihongiis still disputed by some. The first

clear example of trade with Silla merchants comes from a reference in the Nihon

K6ki to an event in 814.326 This is just one of the several sources that describe Silla

merchants coming to Japan during the early to mid-ninth century (see Wu 1999:98).

The dates of these merchant arrivals are as follows:

CHART TEN:
THE 9TH CENTURY ARRIVAL OF SILLA MERCHANTS IN JAPAN327

MERCHANT
NAME

TEXTS DATE OF ARRIVAL
IN JAPAN

Thirty·one Korean Nihon K6ki rB*~~J 814:10:13
merchants drifted ashore at
Nagato province :BH~OO.

Chang Ch'un ~* and Nihon Kiryaku rB**2~J 818:1:13
thirteen other Koreans
arrived at Dazaifu and
presented four donkeys to
the authorities.
Wang Ch'ong :£~ and other Nitt6 Guh6 Junrei K6ki rA 819
merchants apparently ~*r*~*Lff~J 839:1:8
arrived with Zhang Jueji ~
'I: t1f and his brother from Nihon Kiryaku rB**2~J
Tang; their vessel drifted 819:6:16 (This text may, in
ashore at Dewa province328 fact, describe a separate

voyage involving Zhou
Guanghan )j5]JIt@, a Tang
merchant described below.}

Lee Changhaeng **h Nihon Kiryaku rB**2~J 820:5:4
and others; they also
brought goats, sheep and
~eese as gifts.

326 There is still a great deal of conjecture concerning the 768 date. The discussion of the
814 date is found in the Mhon K6ki.

327 Information for this chart is taken primarily from two sources: Wu (1999:98) and CI(2).
328 Dewa province lli5:PJOO.
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Chang Pogo ~3!:r.n.

Mter departing Japan,
Chang returned to Tang
rather than Korea. He most
likely traveled to Japan
from Tang.
Names unknown.
Upon arrival, a Dazaifu
official first purchased
applicable items Ji ffl Z ~
and forwarded them to the
capital. Private trade was
then permitted under the
watchful eye of this official.
Names unknown.
The Kannon temple at
Dazaifu requested that the
monk Eun ~m! purchase
copper bowls and other
items from Korean
merchants. (I assume this
purchase was made at
Dazaifu.}
Names unknown.
A single trade mission from
Silla is not recorded for this
year, rather the primary
sources record that 330
people were ordered to
secure shoreline defenses at
14 spots on Iki island in
response to Silla merchants
who had been continuously
arriving at Iki over the
previous several years.
Chang Pogo ~3!:~.

At least the first of two
entries from the Shoku
Nihon K6ki (840:9:20 and
841:2:27) describes Chang
dispatching an envoy to
Dazaifu; it is thus probable
that he himself did not sail
to Japan during these years.
Chang's trade was carried

Mtt6 Guh6 Junrei K6ki fA 824
r.!f*7ft~tL1TreJ 845:9:22

Ruiju Sandai Kaku f~~ 831:9:7
-=:'1-t~J Vol. 18

Anj6ji Garan Engi 833?
Shizaich6 f*:f.~F~fbD~~@
JlM~J ,Heian Ibun f~*

lI)'eJ 1-164.

Shoku Mhon K6ki fMC B:<$: 835 and earlier

~*2J

Shoku Mhon K6ki fMC B:<$: 840-841

~*2J
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out through proxy by his
subordinate, Lee Ch'ung *
J~ • Chang did, however,
come to Japan in 824 (see
above).
It is unclear if any merchant
arrived to trade in this year,
but on 842:8:15 the Council
of State329 decreed that any
Korean coming ashore
would be given supplies and
allowed to trade the goods
that he brought before being
sent back to Korea. He
would not, however, be
allowed to stay at K6rokan
Tajima 2001:50-51).
Chang Kongch'6ng ~ -0 Y1f
with 26 others.
Vessel departed from the
Chuzhou district330 in China
and landed at Nagato
province. 331 This ship was
not merely on a mission of
trade-it was in fact
carrying several Japanese
monks of the Tendai sect
who had been studying in
China. Among these was
Ensai's younger brother,
Nink61=~t.

Kim Chin ~~ along with
44 others and Jiang Chang
tI* from Tang. This is also
the vessel on which Ennin
returned to Japan.
Vessel departed from the
Suzhou district 332 and
landed at Shikajima, Hizen.

329 Council of State *jJ~cg.

330 Chuzhou district ~1·H.

331 Nagato province ~rna.

Ruiju Sandai Kaku rl{~ 842
-=:..f~~J Vol. 18

Shoku Nihon K6ki r~ 13 ;;$: 843:12:9
~i%GJ

Nitt6 Guh6 Junrei K6ki r]I..

m;;ft~~*LrritcJ 843:12 &
844:2

Nitt6 Guh6 Junrei K6ki 847
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The chart shows that, even at this early stage of trade, Tang merchants sailed

onboard some of the Korean vessels, and in each of the three cases where some

details of the voyages are known, i.e. the 819, 843 and 847 arrivals, the ships

departed from China rather than the Korean peninsula. This supports the

assumption that the Koreans were expatriates residing on Chinese shores.

Ennin's diary suggests that there were a large number of Koreans in the Tang

capital, many of whom had worked their way up through society and even served at

the Imperial Court.333 Some of these people may have been descendants of the

Paekche and Koguryo aristocracy, transplanted at the end of the seventh century

when Silla unified the peninsula. No doubt a great number of these were scholars,

courtiers, and monks who came to China as part of the many embassies sent to the

Tang capital. Korea dispatched embassies to Tang far more often than Japan. For

example, forty-five Korean missions visited Tang during the 36-year period between

703 and 738 (Reischauer, Ennin's Travels 1955:277).

There were Koreans living outside the Chinese capital as well. Merchant

communities had settled along the southern shore of the Shandong Peninsula and

the mouth of the Huai River (Reischauer, Ennin's Travels 1955:281). Evidence

suggests that these communities were permanent settlements. Some of the

Koreans had become farmers, and in certain cases had, over the generations, lost

the ability to understand the Korean language. A particularly large community

332 Suzhou district JUIi.
333 Gao Xianzhi (Kao Hsien-chih) may have been the most renowned Korean to serve in the

Tang Imperial Court. In 747 he led a Chinese army of 10,000 to defeat Tibetan and
Arab armies to the west. This is the same general who led his army to defeat by the
Arabs in 751 at the famous battle of Talas (Reischauer, Ennins Travels 1955:277).
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resided in the city of Chuzhou, perhaps the most important port for the maritime

trade conducted with Korea and Japan. Ennin reported that sixty Koreans residing

in Chuzhou were asked to man the nine vessels that members of the Japanese

mission hired for their return voyage to Japan in 839. Chuzhou city was positioned

at the point where the Grand Canal met the Huai River. It was far enough

downriver to be reached by ocean vessels. These vessels exchanged or transferred

goods with smaller vessels coming along the canal from Yangzhou and the Yangzi

river system as well as with those arriving from the capital along the upper Huai

and Bian ltM Rivers.

A number of the Korean communities were allowed to conduct their own

affairs autonomously (Reischauer, Ennins Travels 1955:284). Despite some losing

their language, the immigrants kept many of their customs and celebrated

traditional Korean holidays. This may help explain why Korean ships were so

active off the Chinese coast. In fact, Ennin discovered that the vast majority of the

ships trading among Japan, Korea, and China were manned by Koreans (p.286).

By the middle of the ninth century, Tang merchants crossing the seas to Japan

outnumbered those from Silla. From 842 until 900, there were twenty-two or more

voyages to Japan by Tang merchants (Yanagida 1988:88-9). Why did Tang

merchants replace those from Silla? Wu notes that the Japanese government

cracked down on Silla merchants, possibly as a result of upheavals occurring in

Korea and because of what they believed was the unsavory nature of some who

came to Japan in order to flee these upheavals. For example, in 820, seven hundred

Koreans who had been settled far to the east in Totomi and Suruga provinces,
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rebelled against authorities there.334 They took grain from the province ofIzu {¥R

00 and fled to the sea. Forces from seven different provinces were sent in pursuit

(Tajima 2001:40; Wu 1999:104).335 After this event, the Japanese adopted the

policy of returning Silla people to Korea. We see an example of this policy being

enforced when the entire crew of an 834 Silla shipwreck was repatriated.

Pirate activity may be another reason accounting for the supplanting of

Korean merchants by merchants from Tang. Pirates from Silla began to raid

Kyushu from the latter half of the ninth century (Saeki 1992:37). Perhaps the

banning of Silla merchants from entry to Korokan was a result of these raids. At

any rate, a stricter policy regarding the Koreans must have discouraged potential

maritime merchants. Afterwards, Tang merchants gradually came to replace their

Korean counterparts (Wu 1999:105).336

4.4 TANG MERCHANTS

The wealth of the Tang Empire inspired Arab and Persian traders to navigate

around India and the Malay Peninsula to reach the shores of China. But the

Chinese themselves were not particularly active in the initial few centuries of

maritime navigation (Reischauer, Ennins 1}avels 1955:274).337 The first Tang

merchants to come to Japan arrived on Silla ships and/or they accompanied

334 Totomi :JS!.IT; Suruga ~7itJ, which together comprise present-day Shizuoka prefecture.
335 See this in Nihon 188hi rB*~~J Vol. 28, 820:2 (Wu 1999:104) and Nihon Kiryaku

entry for 820:2:13 (Tajima 2001:40).
336 Top of page 105 about replacement of Silla by Tang merchants.
337 Reischauer suggests the beginning of the modern period of world history in a broad

sense may be dated to the growth of world trade during the Tang period. He sees the
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Japanese individuals returning to Japan from Tang.338 The first such known cases

of Tang merchants coming to Japan were in 819. There is a record in an 819 entry of

the Nihon Kiryaku 13*~c~ that refers to Zhou Guanghan )j!iJ J't@. Zhou sailed to

Japan on a Silla vessel (see chart above) but accompanied a Bohai envoy when he

returned to the continent (Mori Kimiyuki 1998:142).

And in an 839 entry in Ennin's The Record ofa Pilgrimage to Tang in Search

ofthe Law (Nitto Guho Junrei Gyo./d) Am;f<~~1:Lrr~c, a voyage to Japan twenty

years prior (i.e., 819) is described by a Tang merchant by the name of Zhang Jueji

5It~~. Zhang and others sailed with a Korean by the name of Wang Ch'ong :E.~.

This voyage may, perhaps, be the same one referred to in the Nihon Kiryaku entry

of 819; in either case, however, it seems safe to conclude that this journey was

onboard a Silla vessel as well.

The entry by Ennin has been rendered into English by Edwin Reischauer:

[839: 1st moon; 9th day] A Korean, Wang Ch'ong :E.ID'f, came,

and we met. He was a man who had been on the same boat

with the Chinese Zhang Jueji (Chang Chiieh-chi [sic]) 5;RJt

~ and others who drifted to the Province of Dewa [sic]

(Province of Deshu te~\I'I[~D in the tenth year of the Japanese

[year of] Konin 5A f= (819).339 When we asked him the

mastering of the seas by Europeans in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as the start
of a significant sub-period of world trade (Reischauer, Ennin's Travels 1955:275).

338 Many of these Japanese sailed on Silla vessels (Mori Kimiyuki 1998:143).
339 This mayor may not be Dewa in the northwestern province of Honshu. If so, then it

seems odd that the ship drifted southward. The Nihon Kiryaku informs us that about
this same time twenty Chinese did drift to Dewa. However, it also records that there
were some Chinese who came to Japan (to Kyushu?) on a ship in 819 (Reschauer
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circumstances of his having drifted there, he said that in

order to trade various goods, they left here (China) and

crossed the seas, but that suddenly they encountered evil

winds and drifted southward for three moons, drifting

ashore in the Province of Dewa [siel. When they were about

to leave, Zhang Jueji and his brother together deserted and

stayed in Dewa [siel. [The others] set out from northern

Dewa [siel on the "north sea," and with favorable winds

drifted to the province of Nagato in fifteen days. [Wang

Ch'ong] understands the Japanese language very well.

(Reischauer, Ennins Diary 1955:70)

From this we find Tang merchants dependant upon Silla mariners for their

voyages to Japan. In fact, Wang Ch'ong is the very same Korean described above in

Chart 10 as being one of the first known Korean merchants to come to Japan in the

ninth century. Thus, from the initial period of private maritime exchange in the

Eastern seas, the Chinese and Koreans accompanied each other and, as we shall see

below, Tang merchants sailed in the company of Japanese and Bohai travelers as

well.

When did the first Tang vessels come to Japan? Mori Katsumi believes that,

even though the trade was not officially sanctioned by the Japanese government,

Tang merchant ships began coming to Japan during the reign of Emperor Nimmyo

(834-848) (Mori Katsumi 1935:709). Some scholars have pinpointed the initial

arrival date as the ninth year of Showa or 842 (Kamei 1992:140; Mori Kimiyuki

1955:70). It is unclear which, ifeither, of these events is the one described here by
Wang Ch'ong.
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1998:142). While the ship captain's name is unknown, this Tang vessel was the

same ship upon which a merchant by the name of Li Churen $9l1A sailed (see

Chart 11).340 Mter Li's ship made the crossing to Kyushu, Tang ships came to

Japan frequently. Zhang Youxin ~~m, for instance, sailed to Japan five years

later in 847 «Mori Kimiyuki 1998:142).341 And from 853, Li Yanxiao $Jlf* made

several voyages to and from Japan. In fact, from 819 to 903, as many as forty

merchant vessels came to Japan with Chinese onboard (Wu 1999:101). These

voyages became particularly common after the return of the last official kentoshi

mission to Tang (Mori Kimiyuki 1998:142).

These are the known Tang merchants who sailed to Japan in the ninth

century:

CHART ELEVEN:
THE 9TH CENTURY ARRIVAL OF TANG MERCHANTS IN JAPAN

MERCHANT
NAME

TEXT DATE OF ARRIVAL
IN JAPAN342

Zhou Guanghan ~ Nihon Kiryaku S **c.1m 819:6:16

~it and Yan
Shengze § 71- JlIJ .
(Arrived on a Silla
ship, see chart
above)
(Departed from the
Yuezhou district343)
Zhang Jueji ~Jtm. Nitto Guho Junrei Koki J,.m;i( 819

340 Information about this voyage is recorded in Heian Ihun J1Z%i!iJtx 164.
341 Wu says this first voyage took place in 841 (Wu 1999:104).
342 Go to Mori Kimiyuki (1998:144-5).
343 Yuezhou district ~1''''.
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Shipwrecked at l! ~ tL 1T 1fc (Entry from
Dewa province with 839:1:8)345
people from Silla;
this may have been
the same voyage as
the one above.
(Departed from the
Yangzhou
district.3(4)
Zhou Guanghan )aj Nihon Kiryaku S **G1IIfr 820:1:22

Yt~ and Yan
Shengze ~7tJW.

Accompanied a
Bohai envoy home.
(Departed from the
Yangzhou district.)
Li Shaozhen :$9Jj[ Nihon Kiryaku S **2.111fr 820:4:27
and 19 others
drifted ashore at
Dewa province.
Zhang Jiming ~m Shoku Nihon Koki~S*1f*G 834:3:16 (*fPnif-)
f!FI.
Zhen Gudao ttili§: Montoku Jitsuroku Y:. W~~ 838

(852:12:22)
No names are Montoku Jitsuroku Y:.W~~ 838-844
given, but the (851:9:26)
Montoku Jitsuroku
records that goods
brought by Chinese
were inspected by
an official at
Dazaifu.
Li Churen :$ mA Heian Ibun 164 -¥*ilY:. 842:5:5
(Kamei (1986:25)
says this was Li
Linde :$~W)346

Zhang Youxin ~~ Shoku Nihon Koki~S*1f*c 847:7:8
1~ and 46 others.
(Departed from

344 Yangzhou district m1'l'1.
345 See Reischauer, Ennins Diary, 1955:70 for an English translation of this entry.

346 This may, in fact, be the first Tang merchant vessel to come to Japan (see the discussion
above). It seems likely that the individuals coming to Japan before this date traveled on
either Korean or Bohai ships {Kamei 1992:140; (Mori Kimiyuki 1998:142).
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Mingzhou district.)
53 Tang merchants Shoku Nihon Koki-m s*~*c. 849:8:4 (~rf2~)

came to Dazaifu.
Xu Gongyou ~/\. Koya Zatsu Hisshu ~!I!f*~~ 849:12Gntercalary):24,',.G.

t,5. #!/)l
(Departed from the
Suzhou district.347)

Cui Sheng mJjj, Sandai Jitsuroku -=:. f-t ~ ~ 849
who became a (877:6:9)
naturalized
Japanese (1fffft).
Zhang Youxin ~~ Heian Ibun 4492 852:2 (f=~2~)

f=s.
Wang Zhao :=Em, Li Heian Ibun 102-110 853:7:15
Yanxiao $J.if:1f:.348

Li Yanxiao $J.if:1f:. Heian Ibun 103-109 853:12
Zhan Jingquan~:iJl: Heian Ibun 124-127 856:3:9 (lf~T3~)

~, Liu Shixian Jtl
f±i!k, Li Yanxiao $
J.if:1f:, Li Yingjue $
*Jt.
Li Yanxiao $J.if:1f:, Heian Ibun 4492 858:6:8 (3C*2~)

Zhan Jingquan ~:iJl:

~, Gao Feng ~$,
Cai Fu ~$iII, Li Da
$i¥.
Li Yanzun $J.if1¥. Nitta Gokaden A}~fli~tE 861:8:9 (~.3~)
Zhang Youxin ~~ Nitta Gokaden Am:li*f:A 862:7
f§, Jin Wenxi ~Jt
fj, Ren Zhongyuan
ff:ft¥jC.
Li Yanxiao '$ J.if :1f: Sandai Jitsuroku -=:.{-t~. 862:7:23
and 42 others.
Chen Daixin 15t~ Heian Ibun 4539 863:1:4
f=s.
Zhan Jingquan 1t:iJl: Nitta Gokaden Am:li*~ 863:4
~, Xu Gongzhi ~
-000:, Li Da '$i¥.
This may be the Heian Ibun 4541,4542, 4588-90 863:8:4

347 Suzhou district ~1+I.

348 Wu believes he was from Bohai rather than Tang.
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same voyage as
above, but the date
for the month is
different.
Zhan Jingquan 1i~ Heian Ibun 4541,4542 864
~.

Li Yanxiao $ J!f -if:. Sandai Jitsuroku .::::.1-1::;~~, A 865:7:27
and 62 others, Ren ~3i*1~
Zhongyuan 1£1tf:tjI;.
Zhan Jingquan~~ Heian Ibun 4541,4542 865
~.

Ren Zhongyuan tE Sandai Jitsuroku 866:5:21
1tf:t5G.
Zhang Yan ~s Sandai Jitsuroku 866:10:3
and 40 others.
Zhan Jingquan 1i~ Jimon Denki Horoku ~r~1A~r. 867
~. fm~

Cui Ji ~7k. Sandai Jitsuroku 874:7:18
Yang Jing m1ff. Sandai Jitsuroku 876:8:3
CuiYi ~•. Sandai Jitsuroku 877:8:22 bc}Jt:n;if.)
Luo Hanzhong ~ Sandai Jitsuroku 877:12:21
~r:p.

Li Yanxiao $J!f-if:., Heian Ibun 4541,4542 877
Zhan Jingquan 1i~
~.

Li Da $~, Zhang Heian Ibun 4541,4542 881
Meng~~.

LiDa $~ Heian Ibun 4541,4542 882:7:5
Names not Sandai Jitsuroku 885:10:20 (1=fo:n;if.)
specified, noted
only that
merchants were
from Tang
Merchant names Heian Ibun 4548 886:6:7
are not given, but
they delivered 50
sutras to Enchin. In
gratitude, the
merchants were
given ~old dust.
WangNa :E~ 1f*:)(1it~9, 10 893:3 (JtIjZ5if.)
LiHuai ~tf Nihon Kiryaku S **t.1m 896:3:4
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As time passed, Tang and Song maritime merchants began to pass their

trading knowledge and skills to sons who set out on their own journeys to Japan.

For example, Lin Yang" later taught the trade to his son, Lin Gao *_ (Mori

Kimiyuki 1998:143). This relationship is described in the 1072:3:22 entry of Jojin's

San Tendai Godai Sanki ~J(il':n.il'llJ~e,which records the son as having sailed in

this year (i.e., 1072).

This was also the case with the Chinese merchants Zhou Wende %Ux1JM. and

Zhang Chengfu 1ir*$ID. These two married Japanese women while in Japan, and

their respective spouses gave birth to sons (Zhou Liangshi %U.Bt!5t: and Zhang

Renchang 1ir1=7ffl respectively) (Mori Kimiyuki 1998:143). These sons carried on

their fathers' occupation; i.e., trade between Japan and China. One might suspect,

however, that sailing to and from Kyushu from the mainland held greater

significance for offspring who were tied to Japan as the land of their maternal

relatives.349

Tang sailors often waited six months or more for favorable winds for their

return journeys. During these times, Korokan became an essential facility for the

Tang merchants because it provided free room and board {Kamei 1992:140).350 This

was offered to these merchants even though they were private traders not affiliated

349 Mori Kimiyuki has suggested that there may have been a familial relationship between
the merchants Li Churen *5I!1A and Li Yanxiao *~* and the merchants Cui Ji .mE{
and Cui Yi .m. (Mori Kimiyuki 1998:143). The voyages of the latter pair were only
three years apart (874 and 877).

350 r~1flfM~J (Kamei 1992:140).
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in any official capacity with the Tang government.351 Unfortunately, there are no

primary sources that clearly outline the origins of this policy at Korokan.352

4.5 BOHAI EXCHANGE

I have discussed the fact that Silla and Tang merchants were the most

common merchants sailing the East China and Yellow Seas to and from Kyushu

during the ninth century. Some of them made the crossing to Japan numerous

times, and eventually, in at least three cases, the sons of Chinese traders followed in

their father's footsteps and adopted maritime trade as a family occupation.

The overall number of Bohai (Parhae) and Japanese merchants, however, was

limited (Wu 1999:101). There are very few Bohai merchants named in the extant

literature who came to Dazaifu and there is disagreement regarding whether or not

these few merchants were even from Bohai.353 Most of the Bohai exchange took

place further north across the Sea of Japan.354 There is one mention by Ennin of a

"Bohai merchant vesseY' anchored near the tip of the Shandong Peninsula in the

fall of 839 (Reischauer, Ennins Travels 1955:280-81).

As noted above, the official tributary trade between Japan and Silla gave way

to trade conducted by private merchants who incorporated northern Kyushu into

351 In the sixth month of 858, for example, the monk Enchin F9~ returned from Tang and
encountered guests from Tang staying at Korokan (Kamei 1988:15).

352 But they may have been treated as naturalized citizens #fd~A. For more on this, see
(Kamei 1992:140).

353 Wu, for example, suggests that Li Yanxiao *M~ and Li Ying *~ were from Bohai.
Others believe the two are from Tang, including Mori Kimiyuki (see Mori Kimiyuki
1998:143).

354 Bohai envoys usually landed on the Japan Sea side of Honshu and never entered
Dazaifu.
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their economic trade sphere. Bohai, however, had no private merchants who could

effectively conduct the level of exchange carried out by the official envoys. And

because trade with Bohai took place primarily in the Japanese capital rather than

Kyushu, the continued involvement of official envoys was necessitated. Only

official envoys were granted access to the capital (Ishii Masatoshi 1994:346). The

government of Bohai thus relied upon their official embassies to fulfill their trading

needs and these missions remained an intricate part of the exchange between their

country and Japan.355

Perhaps the low numbers of Bohai merchants may also be explained by the

attitude of the Japanese government towards Bohai people coming to Japan. On

New Year's Day in 772, a Bohai embassy of 320 people arrived to present gifts to the

Japanese emperor. But the Japanese took offense when they noticed that the letter

from the Bohai sovereign was signed with tenson J(f*, rather than the name and

title of the sovereign (Okladnikov 1965:191).356 The ambassador, I Wan-fu, had to

rewrite the letter before the Japanese Court was placated.357 And in 828, the Bohai

embassy was not allowed into the capital and was told that thereafter, missions

should not come more than once every ten years. 358 But even after this, ten

additional official missions from Bohai were sent to Japan before the last one, which

departed Bohai in 919AD (Yanagida 1988:81-2).

355 <Ishii Masatoshi 1994:346)
356 Tenson "*11, literally means "descendant of heaven" and was used in Japan to refer to

Ninigi-no-mikoto, the grandson of the Japanese sun goddess, Amaterasu-6-mikami.
357 Another version of this story is that some of the characters belonging to the Japanese

emperor's ancestors were placed near the end of a list of rank designations <Okladnikov
1965:191).
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4.6. JAPANESE MERCHANTS

In Chapter Two I addressed early Japanese maritime activity, vessel

construction, and navigational skills. Significant maritime travel undoubtedly

began during the Yayoi period. The Yayoi people had a partially agricultural,

partially fishing life-style (Komoto Masayuki 1979:1; Fuqua 1996:88). Traveling far

in pursuit of migratory fish, they came into proximity with fishermen from other

regions. These encounters facilitated the spread of knowledge and the exchange of

resources (Fuqua 1996:88). They also accounted for a great deal of the

intercommunication across water.

Because Japan comprises many islands, one would suppose that by the Nara

and Heian periods, the Japanese would have been the most adept mariners sailing

the seas between Japan and the continent. They, after all, had to use the sea to

travel throughout their domain - something the Koreans and Chinese could avoid.

However, Japanese maritime prowess was seemingly not as highly developed as

that of Japan's neighbors, and by the ninth century even the Koreans proved

themselves more adept at maritime travel.

There are a number of places in the Nihon Shoki with entries describing

fishers or people who harvested the resources of the sea. The term kaijin #iJA is

most often used, but there is also an entry with different characters, which is read

358 See Wu (1999:101) for more regarding the low numbers of Bohai (and Japanese)
merchants.
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as ama B7kN~ (Sugiyama book 1981, p.41).359 Kaijin can be rendered in English

literally as "ocean people." The exact origin and meaning of the second set of

characters is unclear. I assume the characters were originally read differently-the

absence of at least one additional syllable is odd-but I suggest that this second

name can be rendered in English to mean "common (or ordinary) water people."

Perhaps this is a commentary on the relative status of these people vis-a.-vis the

elite.

There are only three significant references regarding private Japanese

merchants in the extant literature of the ninth century (Wu 1999:101). Two of these

references are in The Record ofa Pilgrimage to Tang in Search of the Law (Nitta

Guha Junrei Gyaki). The first is the entry for the 10th day of the third intercalary

month of 847, which refers to an individual named Kamioi t$m# (Wu 1999:101).360

The passage has been rendered into English by Reischauer as follows: "We

conferred about going to Mingzhou to catch the ship of the Japanese Kamioi and the

others in order to return home" (Reischauer, Ennins Diary 1955:395). The second

reference is from the entry for the ninth day of the sixth month of the same year.

Here three individuals are mentioned by name: Shuntaro **N~, his son Munetake

*~, and Shin'ichiro t$-N~.361 Reischauer translated this entry as follows:

359 Despite the fact that these two sets of characters differ (~A, 1~171<~~), they are
sometimes read the same way. The characters #i1:A are alternately read kaljin and ama
in Japanese.

360 Reischauer suggests that the name Kamioi is either a corruption or an abbreviation of
the full name (Reischauer, Ennin's Diary 1955:395). Tano Haruyuki writes the name
as *1$~# and reads it as Omiwa no Mii (Tano 1999:139).

361 Here again, Reischauer suggests that the names are either abbreviations or they are
the given names minus surnames (Reischauer, Ennin's Diary 1955:398).
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... Shuntaro *j;;:~~ and Shin'ichiro :f$-~~ and the others

were returning to their homeland on board the ship of

Zhang Zhixin [sic: Chang Chih-hsinl ~5(f~ of Mingzhou

[sic: Ming-choul, and when [the messenger] was coming

here, word was received that they had started. Shuntaro

originally had intended to hire this ship to return home on,

but after he had gone to Guangzhou [sic: Kuang-choul,

Shin'ichiro gave money to Zhang Zhixin, so Shuntaro left on

the Mingzhou ship. Shuntaro's son Munetake *~
moreover had the [characters unclear herel thing and was

now on this ship.

(Ennin's Diary 1955:398).

It is assumed that the Japanese mentioned in these two passages were

merchants. The latter three hired a Tang vessel for transportation, while Kamioi

possessed his own ship. There is some doubt, however, regarding the occupations of

the three individuals referred to in the second entry. Wu believes they were

Japanese traders, but Reischauer suggests they may simply have been Japanese

laymen who accompanied the Buddhist priest Shokai to China (Reischauer, Ennin's

Diary 1955:n398).

There is one more significant reference to a Japanese merchant in extant

ninth century texts, which may also refer to Kamioi. The Sandai Jitsuroku .=.f-\;~

~ describes an individual by the name ofOmi no Mii ::k:f$B# (Wu 1999:101). It is

likely that this person is actually Kamioi. Omi no Mii was sent in 874 as part of a

nittoshi .Ajjg~, or mission to Tang that was purely economic in nature. This
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mission was dispatched by Japanese elites rather than the Court itself and was not

diplomatically tied to either the Japanese or Tang Courts. Indeed, this is a case

where the term nitt6shirefers to an unofficial mission having no diplomatic duties,

rather than to an official mission.

This nitt6shi comprised a few men sent aboard a Chinese vessel in order to

travel to the continent and buy items such as spice and medicines. Omi no Mii was

a member of this entourage.362 He was sent by Fujiwara no Yamakage jiJJRI1I~, a

sangi~~ or Court Consultant who wanted to obtain sandalwood 8m in order to

construct a statue of the god Kannon (Tono 1999:139). Kamioi returned to Japan

with the requested raw materials in 877. This mission to China demonstrates how

strong the demand for continental goods remained, despite an apparent lack of

desire to pursue official diplomatic exchange between the Courts.

Why were Japanese merchants not more prominently involved in the eighth to

ninth century trade with the continent? Wu has suggested that the growth of a

Japanese merchant class was thwarted by the Japanese government, but she does

not explain how or why (Wu 1999:106). I believe that the Japanese were either

unable or unwilling to construct large private vessels. Perhaps the success of the

Korean and Tang merchants made it difficult for the Japanese to enter into and

compete in this maritime trade network. Whatever the reason, most of the

continental goods brought to Japan through private merchants were carried by

residents of the continent.

362 If this Omi no Mii was indeed Kamioi, then he had his own vessel. It is thus unclear
why he boarded a Chinese ship.
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4.7 OTHER POSSIBLE MARINERS OF THE EAST ASIAN SEAS: KAIFUAND

EBUNEISHA

People who live and move about on boats have historically populated a huge

area in Asia extending from Japan to the southern Chinese coast, from the

Indo'Chinese peninsula to the Malay peninsula, and from Indonesian islands such

as Sumatra and Java to the Philippines (Noguchi 1992:389).

In Japan there is a long history of people living on boats, but few Western

historians are familiar with the history of Japanese "boat people." As discussed

above, texts from the ancient period of Japanese history comment on people known

as the ama. 363 The ama fished and gained their livelihood from the sea and

probably resided on Japanese shores. Historical texts also describe people who

lived on boats364 and dove into the sea for their livelihood. Kaifu #if::=k is another

primary source term that denotes a person or persons who lived on boats on the

lakes and seas and participated in fishing and/or the transportation of goods

(Kokushi Daijiten 2000:93). This term is found in both ancient and medieval texts.

The first historical reference to kaifu is from an entry for 997:10:1 in the text

Sh6yUki IJ\:ti~C. In this text they are referred to specifically as "kaifu of the

country's islands" ~~~#if::=k and so I assume they were ubiquitous in Japanese

waters. 365 In the middle ages, the kaifu were claimed as the property of the feudal

363 In addition to the characters introduced above, ama is also written alternately as lHJ::f;c,
lHJ:A, and lHJ:±.

364 Funazumai Jm{t ~, .
365 This passage is located in Vol 2 of ShOyUki /J\~~c.
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lords and were transferred, bought, and sold (Kokushi Daijiten 2000:93).

Primary sources of the medieval period also use the term hyokaimin ~#ij~or

"ocean'wandering people" in addition to kaifu to refer to boat people (Noguchi 1992:

389).366 The hyokaimin are described as possessing no land or buildings. They lived

as family units on small boats and moved about constantly in pursuit of maritime

resources, which they bartered for agricultural goods and other necessities. It is

unclear if or how they differed from the kaifu. I believe there is a probable

connection between these different references in the ancient and medieval

documents to people living on boats.367 However, none of these documents offers a

great deal of detail about any of these various "boat people."

In order to understand how these ancient and medieval people may have lived,

it is best to consider an additional "boat people" from the Early Modern era who

occupied the waters around Kyushu, Shikoku, and parts of the Seto Inland Sea from

at least the end of the 17th century. These people, who lived their entire lives on

water, are referred to as ebune *Wd in the primary sources, which provide a

considerable amount of information about them. The first reference to the ebune is

in the 1699 text Nihon Shakumei 13 *~::t (Kokushi Daijiten 2000:362). It reads:

Habitually living in boats as houses and not on the land,

they are commonly referred to as "ebune." Mter they grow

old, they pass on the center of their boats to their children,

366 Hyokaimin 7J#fJ~ is also written 1;m#fJ~~.

367 Some would place the Ama women of NotO and the Itoman of Okinawa into this group,
but they possessed land and/or dwellings on land. The funazumai of the Seto Inland
Sea and the Ebune of Kyushu, however, historically did not (Noguchi 1992:390).
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and then retire to live towards the bow (Kokushi Daijiten

2000:362).

There are those who speculate that the ebune were remnants of the ancient

kaifu. This remains unclear, but I find it probable.

The ebune were born and spent their entire lives on their boats. They

continued this lifestyle well into the twentieth century, when ethnological studies

by modern scholars such as Yanagita Kunio were carried out.368 Yanagita, the

father of Japanese folklore studies, made observations of interest concerning this

group of people. This research offers clues to understanding an additional type of

maritime activity that historically took place in Japanese waters (see Solheim n.d.b:

Even as late as the 1920's, boat people were still living in Japanese waters

around the islands of the Seto Inland Sea and Nagasaki Prefecture. Most were

located either in the Amabe-gun district of Oita Prefecture or in Nagasaki

Prefecture on the opposite side of Kyushu (Yanagita 1976:94). Those in Nagasaki

still called themselves ebune, which, perhaps because of its use in historical texts,

has become the generic term for all "boat people" living in Japan (see 1990 edition of

K6jien J.!M=mD. Nevertheless, those in Oita called themselves shaa ':/~ 7 rather

than ebune.

368 These studies tell us that, from at least the Meiji period, the locations of the ehune
children's births were listed on the government's family registers pi~ according to the
particular bases at which the boats of birth were generally docked funadamari and by
boat names roo ilHill t:: -c~~J (Noguchi 1992:391). The ehunedeceased were interred
at the efunehaka *filllt, located near the bases where the boats generally docked.
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In his study, Yanagita describes how entire family units of the ebune lived on

boats, including parents, children, domestic animals, and domestic fowl (Yanagita

1976:94). Both genders were involved in the fishing activities and the mothers bore

children on the boats.369 Those interviewed in the 1920s believed themselves to be

the descendants of fugitive Heike who had been defeated in the famous sea battle of

Dannoura in the late 12th century. Yanagita believed this to be a dubious claim (as

do I), but thought that these people may have had a history of 2000 years or more

(Yanagita 1976:96). As mentioned above, the first historical reference to ebune of

which I am aware is in the 1699 Nihon Shakumei 13 *~~. However, some

scholars believe there is evidence for the ebune from at least the 14th century (see

Fukugata 1976:97-98), and, as suggested above, these people may have been a

remnant of the kaifu people referred to in the 997 text, the Sh6yuki IJ'tl~.

The 20th-century people Yanagita studied were occupied in fishing and sold or

bartered fish for food and clothing (Yanagita 1976:94). But one activity is

particularly worthy of mention-those living near the coast of Oita Prefecture were

reportedly involved in trade between Oita and Ehime Prefecture in Shikoku.

Boat people have managed to remain obscure in most discussions of Japanese

history, despite the fact that they are mentioned in Heian and medieval texts.

369 Other examples of a culture uniquely different from the mainstream Japanese culture
exist as well. One of these was the fact that shaa coming to Oita villages were
distinguished from land dwellers by the habit of carrying fish door to door for sale on
their heads rather than in their arms or on their shoulders as land-based Japanese did.
Another example concerns a fishing village that was set up by shaa who came onto the
land to live. This became the village of Tsuru $&, which was located in the northern
part of Amabe-gun. These people remained culturally distinct from others in their
region. They are described as being fierce and combative, and never married outside
their own group.
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Could they have been active in the waters between the Japanese islands during the

time that culture was being imported from the mainland to Japan? Is it

anachronistic to suggest that they were involved in transporting goods to and from

Japan and the continent during the ninth century?

Wilhelm G. Solheim II has hypothesized the existence of a Nusantao Maritime

Trading Network to explain the phenomenon of maritime cultural diffusion. He has

proposed that a maritime network existed from Southeast Asia and South China to

Korea and even Japan (Solheim 1984-5). He has described the people who were a

part of this network as being of Southeast Asian origin, but they may have reached

Kyilshu as early as 3000 B.C. (Solheim n.d.b:13). It seems at least possible that the

kaifu and ebune of the ancient, medieval, and early-modern periods of Japanese

history were the descendants (culturally, if not genetically) of these prehistoric

maritime traders; and while I have, as yet, found no hard evidence that maritime

"boat people" were directly involved in the importation of continental culture to the

Japanese islands, they should be considered as possible promoters of cultural

diffusion from Tang to Japan. 370 But even though I deem it possible that the

ancestors of the ebune or the kaifu may have had a hand in the transportation of

goods to and from the continent, it must be remembered that Yanagita's studies

370 One may argue that, even ifboat people were living in the waters off Kyushu during the
time of the kentOshi, they would have been unable to sail their vessels very far.
However, Yanagita studied an additional maritime people living in the 1920's in a
fishing village in Okinawa known as Itomanch6 *1IMi1BT. These people reportedly took
small boats known as henshu as far south as Taiwan, west to China, and north to
Oshima of Kagoshima Prefecture (Yanagita 1976:95). These vessels were only wide
enough for a single person and long enough for three, yet they traversed long distances.
It was even reported that the Itoman people reached the shores of Chiba prefecture,
near present-day Tokyo.
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describe a culture from the early 20th century.371

371 Western historians and anthropologists have apparently not yet taken up the study of
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CHAPTER 5

THE CERAMIC EXCHANGE WITH THE CONTINENT

Japan was brought into the East Asian maritime exchange network sometime

during the later halfofthe eighth century (Ishii Masatoshi 1994:344). But what did

the Japanese gain from becoming a part of this network? What types of goods were

exchanged? The Baishiragi no motsuge, described in Chapter Three, is the most

notable written record of the goods brought to Japan from the continent. These

included incense and medicines from as far away as Arabia and Southeast Asia,

crafts from China, and special products from Korea itself. The records left by the

Baishiragi no motsuge and other primary sources are substantiated by the many

Shoso-in treasures, which were also discussed in Chapter 3. Together they give us a

fairly accurate understanding of the sophisticated tastes of the Nara aristocracy.

In this section I shall consider certain aspects of the archaeological record.

Archaeology corroborates a great deal of what we know from primary sources about

the development of maritime trade between the continent and Kyushu, and the

artifacts unearthed during excavations add to the wealth of knowledge already

culled from primary sources and from examinations of the goods that were part of

theShoso-in collection. I incorporate archaeology into this discussion to better

elaborate on the tastes of the Japanese aristocracy, the scale of the trade that was

taking place, and the extent to which this trade may have reached the lower levels

the ebunelshaa people.
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ofJapanesesociet~

A vast number of mainland goods have been recovered from Nara and Heian

period sites. I would, however, like to focus on Tang ceramics, which was probably

the most voluminous trade item of the time to be imported into Japan from the

continent. Ceramic ware may serve to link the imperial trade conducted by the

kentoshi and the private merchant trade that eventually came to replace it. The

Tang Court likely presented ceramics to the diplomatic missions that brought

tribute from their respective countries (Kamei 1986:26). This may, in fact, help

explain the wide archaeological distribution of Tang ceramics throughout

Asia-this and the fact that it became one of the major trade items brought by

maritime merchants.

Evidence indicates that Chinese ceramics were first brought to Japan as

private trade objects (as opposed to gift items obtained through imperial exchange)

sometime around the end of the eighth century (Ikezaki and Morimoto, 1988:138).

From this time until the first half of the ninth century, most of this trade was

conducted by merchants from Silla. Then, as discussed above, from the second half

of the ninth century Tang merchants played the more important role (Kamei

1992:131).

During the Nara period, Tang sancai n!f'::::~ was the ceramics type that was

III the greatest demand. The Chinese word sancai refers to the trichrome or

three-color glaze applied to most-but not all-of these vessels. Sometimes only one
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or two colors were applied.372 Examples of these are preserved in the Shoso-in.373

During the Heian period, Japanese tastes turned primarily to Tang celadon

(Yabe 1982B:33). Those ceramics most commonly imported from Tang during the

early and middle Heian periods were of three varieties.374 These three celadon

types-each with different geographic origins-were Yue ceramics, a name that

refers generally to a type of celadon fired throughout the Yue district in Zhejiang

372 This is referred to as bichrome pottery or ercai =~ in Chinese.
373 Shaso-in ceramics have been treated in English in an article by J.G. Figgess from 1961:

"The Glazed Pottery in the Shaso-in and its Place in Japanese Ceramic History" in The
Transactions ofthe Asiatic Society ofJapan, Third series, Vol. 8, 1961). Figgess writes
that there were 68 complete pieces of pottery in the Shoso-in repository, as well as a
small number of ceramic shards, including 6 shards from a green and white tetsubachi /
teppatsu (iron bowl) and 5 shards from a two-color shallow utensil (Figgess 1961:142-3).
Among the 68 complete pieces, 10 were covered Suekijars in the North Warehouse and
one was a Sueki inkstone in the Central Warehouse (Figgess 1961:143). The other 57
pieces of ceramics were found stored in the South Warehouse. These pieces were fIred
at a lower temperature than the Sueki ware (less than 1000 degrees centigrade as
opposed to 1200 - 1300 degrees centigrade), as was the case with the Tang sancai. Of
these 57 pieces, 54 were used for food, one was a large vase, another was a model of a
pagoda, and the last was a hand-drum or tsuzumibody (Figgess 1961:143-4). Figgess
writes that the 57 wares are often referred to as the Shoso-in "three-color wares
(sanc81)," but in fact, the vast majority were glazed with either one or two colors. Of the
54 food utensils, 25 were tetsubachi, which are deep bowls with inverted lips, 15 were
shallow bowls, and 14 were large flat dishes (Figgess 1961:144).

Most of these ceramic wares likely date to the Nara period, but may have been
transferred to the South storehouse after 950 when the Kensaku-in repository of
Todai-ji was damaged in a typhoon «Figgess 1961:148). This is supposed because these
wares are not mentioned in the bakuryoor "airings" of 787, 793, 811, and 856. They are,
I fact, fIrst recorded in the 1117 Nanso Gyobutsu Mokuroku or "Catalogue of Imperial
Properties in the South Storehouse" (Figgess 1961:148).

The gist of Figgess' article is that he believes that the Shoso-in ceramic pieces were
produced in Japan. To support this, he refers to a 764 entry in the Zobutsusho
Sakumotsu cho (Catalogue of Things made at the Zobutsusho), which he says lists the
materials required for green, white and brown glazing. He also suggests that the sizes
of the utensils mentioned in this entry are comparable to those found in Shoso-in
(Figgess 1961:151-54). However, Figgess's article is somewhat dated. I believe recent
scholarship indicates that most of the Shoso-in ceramics are of mainland origin. Even
in this article, Figgess admits that, at his time of writing, a kiln had not been
discovered in Japan that could produced the two or three-colored pottery (Figgess
1961:156).

374 There were some rarer ceramics that came to Japan as well.
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Province 375; Changsha celadon from Changsha, which is located in Hunan

Province 376; and finally, white-glazed ceramics, which were fired both in

Jingzhou-a district in present-day Hebei Province 377-and in other places of

uncertain origin {Kamei 1982:11; {Kamei 1992:120; Yabe 1982B:27; Ikezaki and

Morimoto 1988:138).378 These three ceramics were exported from China from the

eighth until the eleventh centuries to places as far away as Borneo, Indonesia, Sri

Lanka, India, and western Persia to Egypt (Kamei 1982:11).

They were also exported to Japan. But how and by whom were they

transported? Were the ceramics uncovered today in Japan brought by the kentoshi

missions returning from the mainland, by the private traders who came to Kyushu,

by others involved in maritime transport, such as the kaifu discussed in the last

chapter who may have crossed the seas between Kyushu and the continent, or by a

combination of these groups?

Of the three varieties just introduced, the Yue celadon was the most commonly

imported ceramics during the first part of the Heian period. It became the

foundation of the ceramic trade that flourished from the ninth century (Yabe

1982B:27).379 The white-glazed ceramics and the celadon from the Changsha kilns

375 Vue ceramics~~ from Yuezhou district, Zhejiang Province: wr7I~ (f) ~ffl~-W~.

376 Changsha celadon ~lP~*-W~, fIred in Changsha, Hunan Province: ¥M1¥I~' (f) ~lP.

377 White-glazed ceramics Sm, fIred in Jingzhou, Hebei Province fpJ~t1~f(J)fflHii~#RJ.t(J) s
m.

378 Other Chinese ceramics, such as a crude celadon uwm from the Guangdong area It;
*:l:I!!:15, have been recovered in Japan as well, but in far more limited numbers than the
three types listed here (Kamei 1992:120).

379 The culture of Southern China, including ceramic manufacture, began to flourish after
the Rebellion ofAn Lu-shan:ti:.'£ (f) IIiL (755-63) (Yabe 1982B:26). Vue kilns have been
dated to at least the end of the eighth century, but by the ninth and tenth centuries, the
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were imported to Japan during this time as well, but in lesser quantity. The Yue

ceramic pieces imported into Japan included bowls, cups, plates, trays, jars, ceramic

boxes, spittoons, and water pitchers {Morita 1982:15).380 Bowls have been the most

commonly recovered ceramic artifacts, followed by cups and plates. The other items

are relatively rare.

Celadon from the Yue district is the most commonly recovered ceramic type,

not only in Japan, but throughout the western part of Asia as well during this

period (Kamei 1992:125). It was in great demand due to its high quality and

aesthetic appeal, but also, perhaps, because of the proximity of the Yue kiln sites to

trading ports. Trade ceramics were loaded onto merchant ships in ports at or near

the Mingzhou district of Zhejiang WT?I1!f 001i'1. These ships then sailed to Ara-no-tsu

port )IU~: (see chapter one) in Hakata (Kamei 1975:41, 45).

Celadon kilns were established near the coast of the northern part of Zhejiang

as early as the Later Han Dynasty (Yabe 1982A:2). Japan's cultural ties with

southern China were close and this was particularly true in terms of the ceramic

exchange. The southern region of China was always central to the trade with Japan,

and from the Tang dynasty until the Northern Song dynasty, the vast majority of

those merchants who sailed to Japan were from the harbors of Mingzhou (Kamei

1992:119).

Evidence of this ceramic exchange is found among the treasures of the

Yue techniques spread and new Yue kilns were constructed throughout China (Yabe
1982B:26).
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Shoso-in as well as among artifacts unearthed during excavations. The Shoso-in

offers examples of the sancai that were especially prevalent during the Nara period

(Figgess 1961:144).381 Archaeological excavations, on the other hand, offer the

clearest picture of the overall scope and scale of ceramic import from the continent

from the Nara until the mid-Heian periods.

5.1 ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF THE IMPORTATION OF CHINESE

CERAMICS

Most of the archaeological evidence for the ceramic trade of the initial, or First

Period, is found in northern Kyushu and at the Heijokyo, Heiankyo, and other sites

around Kyoto.382 Ceramic ware is commonly unearthed from government-office and

temple sites.383 The vast majority of the Yue ceramics found in Japan have been

recovered from the Korokan site and other sites in Fukuoka that were connected in

380 Bowls: wan 1!9i!, Cups: tsuki$, Plates: sara .IIIl, Trays: taku 1£, Jars: tsubo ft, Ceramic
boxes: g6shi 1:rT, Spittoons: dako Pift (from the Chinese tuo hu) , Water pitchers:
suichu 71<7±.

381 Suzuki suggests a particularly close relationship between some of the Shoso-in
treasures and artifacts recovered from archaeological sites such as the Anapchi jff"'rt!!
site in the Kyongju )JfH region of the Korean Peninsula. The handicrafts and artifacts
have similar patterns and motifs. Spoons and scissors in the Shoso-in repository that
are most likely of Silla origin, are seemingly tied to the Kyongju region as well. A set of
spoons it~l1I!~, like those recorded in the Baishiragi no motsuge (discussed above),
closely resemble spoons recovered from the Anapchi site (Takeda p.206). 381 Also, in
recent years, the remnants of white bronze scissors were discovered in the South
Repository. These may also be of Silla origin because they resemble scissors uncovered
in the Kyongju region (Takeda p.207).

Finally, a great number of Silla ceramics such as ch6kei-binjars ~~mL and
round·faced ink stones PHmffl., have been recovered from Heijo and temple sites in
Kansai, and at the Korokan archaeological site in Kyushu (Takeda pp.207-208).

382 Kamei divides the importation ofcontinental ceramics during the Heian period into two
periods, the First Period comprises the beginning of the ninth century until the end of
the eleventh. The Second Period encompasses all of the twelfth century (Kamei
1975:40).
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some way to Dazaifu. The Dazai Korokan384 served as the primary venue through

which Chinese goods entered Japan until the eleventh century, even though some

have suggested that Tang merchants also conducted a significant volume of trade at

Kamisakiso in Hizen province {Kamei 1992:130).385

The earliest Chinese ceramic finds at Dazaifu are a green glaze or ]uyou

bow1386 and a Yue celadon CUp387, both of which have been dated to the later half of

the eighth century (Kamei 1992:133). In addition, Japan's earliest example of a

white-glazed ceramic bowl was unearthed at a nearby dig. 388 This bowl was

recovered from the same provenance as sueki~:m~and hajiki ±gili~ware, both of

which were domestically produced. The find of these two potteries aided scholars in

dating the site to between the late-eighth century and the first half of the ninth

century (Kamei 1992:133).

There are a great number of other eighth-century green-glazed ceramic

vessels 389 recovered from the Dazaifu sites (Kagamiyama 1979:103).

Eighth-century vessels of the trichrome pottery or Tang sancai m~~ and

383 Government offices: kanga '8"1m', and temples: ~~.
384 The Dazaifu Korokan is first mentioned in the primary sources as the site of a 688

reception for an embassy from Silla (Kamei 1992:131). It is only referred to once in the
Nara period. This reference is found in the Volume 15 of the Manyoshu (Kamei
1992:131). See the previous chapter for more information on Korokan.

385 Kamisakiso, Hizen province: B~-ru-OOflll~$t. The assertion that the Kamisakiso area
served as a major link to the Chinese mainland during Tang and Song times is based
primarily on archaeological evidence of ninth-century Tang ceramics and textual
evidence that Song ships docked here (Kamei 1992:130-1). However, the amount of
ceramics recovered does not seem to warrant a description of this site as a major point
of merchant activity.

386 Luyou (Jp: ryokuyu» bowl: ~~i9B.

387 Yue celadon cup: Jt!!1N~*W~1f.

388 White-glazed ceramic bowl: $1'N~f*A (J) B~i9B.
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bichrome pottery (ercai =~) have been recovered from these sites as well.390 Some

of these were imported, but at least a few were produced in Japan (Kagamiyama

1979:104).

These and other finds supplement our understanding of the nature of trade

with Tang. Without them, historians have only those vessels stored in Shoso-in for

analysis. But the Shoso-in collection represents only the elite trade, which involved

the upper strata of the Japanese aristocracy. The ceramic finds at Dazaifu and

other sites discussed below, however, suggest that the mainland trade did indeed

extend to a lower class of individuals; namely local bureaucrats and wealthy

villagers (Kamei 1992:134; 136-7).

5.2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF THE TRANSFER OF CERAMIC

TECHNOLOGY

Not only were ceramic vessels brought to Japan from the continent, but

ceramic technology was introduced into Japan as well. This began with sueki

pottery during the Kofun period.391 Glaze was another ceramic innovation that

came to Japan from the continent. Glazing was a practice begun in China, and the

389 Some of these may have been domestically produced because they had surfaces like
those on sue ware and hajiliware.

390 Tang sancai }j!f :=.~ was a type of pottery that was usually decorated with white, green,
and yellow-brown glazes. It was produced during the Song and Ming dynasties as well,
but during the middle to end of the Tang dynasty, sancaiproduction took a sudden
downturn. When it was produced, it was generally the more simple, double-colored
ercai. Sancaiwas also produced in Bohai and Japan, but both the clay and the glaze
were of different quality (Dictionary ofArchaeology r:ifi!i'!jf:jffJ/liJ 1959:389-390).

391 Sue ware ~m~was a ceramic ftred at high temperature, and the technology of its
manufacture came to Japan by way of the Korean peninsula during the Kofun period.
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technique of glazing was apparently introduced to Japan during the latter half of

the seventh century (Yabe 1982B:27).392

5.2.1 Nara Period

In 729, the process for making Tang sancai was introduced to Japan (Yabe

1982B:27).393 The Japanese imitated the Tang sancai by developing their own

ceramic ware, which in English is called "Nara sancaj394." The Tang and Japanese

wares are distinguishable from one another in at least one of three ways: in the way

the glaze was applied, the method by which the vessel was fired, or in the overall

design of the vessel. 395 In fact, the use of lead glaze tdldl may have been the only

element that the Tang and its Nara sancai cousin shared (Yoshida Eiji 1982:35-6).

5.2.2 Heian Period

The Japanese imitated the celadon from the Yue kilns in the same way that

they produced their own version of the Tang sancai during the Nara period (Yoshida

1982:35). By applying the celadon color, the Japanese created a ceramic type

It was also produced during the Nara period and became important to everyday life in
Dazaifu.

392 The earliest glazed pottery to come to Japan was a luyou or green glaze ceramic~~
(Kagamiyama 1979:103). A low"fired luyouvessel with a lead glaze is also the earliest
example of any glazed vessel produced in Japan.

393 Sancaiwas produced by applying three colored glazes: dark brown mf:dJ, green ~f:dJ, and
clear or white ~13JIf:dJ(Yabe 1982B:27).

394 The Japanese pronunciation of sancai is sansal:
395 It is unlikely that Figgess was aware of these differences regarding the sancaivessels

when he examined the Shoso-in vessels in order to determine whether they were
imported or domestically-produced (see note above).
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referred to as Heian "green-glaze ceramic ware"396 (henceforth referred to simply as

luyou) (Yoshida 1982:35). Japanese production of the luyou became widespread at

about the time that production of the Nara sancai ceased.

This luyou pottery actually predated the beginning of the Heian period and

was first produced during the Nara period. Green was one of the three glazes used

to produce the TanglNara sancai, and it became the most important glaze as it

gradually came to be used by itself without the other two glaze colors. It may seem

odd that the Japanese moved from using three glazes during the Nara period to only

one during the Heian, but the explanation seems to lie with the influence of the

monotone Yue celadon and the subsequent Japanese attempt to reproduce it.

The luyou vessels of the Nara and Heian periods differed in terms of the

quality of their clays. In order for the white glaze of the sancai to be seen, Nara

potters were forced to use a softer, whiter clay, which resulted in the production of a

more fragile vesseL397 Japanese potters at first continued to use this whiter clay for

the luyouvessels, despite the fact that a white glaze was no longer applied. But this

clay did not produce very sturdy vessels; the quality of the clay did not even equal

that of the clay used for centuries to manufacture Japanese suekivessels. However,

by the beginning of the Heian period, potters once again returned to a higher

quality clay such as that used for the sueki ware. One of the most significant

differences, therefore, between the ceramics of the Nara and Heian periods, was the

greater hardness and general quality of the latter (Yoshida 1982:35)

396 Heian green-glaze ceramic ware: ryokuyu (Coo: ]uyou) ~1Ib~.
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5.3 CLASS OF CONSUMERS OF THE FIRST IMPORTED TANG CERAMICS398

Until the 1970s, Yue ceramics ~1ii~l'Jmwere not recovered at many sites in

Japan except for the finds at Korokan, (Kamei 1982:10). These vessels were

recovered primarily from sites such as local offices of the central government 'gm

and temples ~~. This suggested that only a particular class of individuals was

privy to the goods brought to Japan by the merchant trade of the eighth and ninth

centuries (Kamei 1982:10). By the 1980s more than 200 sites had yielded celadon

from Yue kilns (Kamei 1992:136). But, most of these sites were also connected to:

(1) government facilities such as Heijokyo, Heiankyo, the Dazaifu government office,

Korokan, the Tanzawa garrison ij.!!tR~, and the defensive facilities built around

local administrative centers399; (2) temple complexes such as those at Yakushi-ji,

Satsuma Kokubun-ji, and the Endo Hall at Ninna-ji400; or (3) the residences of the

aristocracy at Heiankyo (Kyoto) (Kamei 1992:136-7). These finds thus reinforced

the theory that one particular class of individuals was obtaining the goods of the

maritime traders during the Nara and Heian periods. This meant that only

government bureaucrats and the wealthy and influential participated in the

earliest exchange of Tang ceramics.

However, by the 1990s, excavations were casting doubts upon the assumption

397 While referred to as "white glaze" it was actually transparent. It was necessary to
apply and fIre this glaze on a white clay in order to obtain the desired white color
(Yoshida 1982:35).

398 This corresponds to Kamei's First Period WM of ceramic importation, referred to
above.

399 Local administrative centers: JJ!iJlre"ffilJ#.
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that only the elite were obtaining the goods of the merchants. In northern Kyushu,

Yue pottery was increasingly recovered at village and other sites where artifacts

inclusive of differing classes were buried (Kamei 1982:10). As early as 1982, at least

ten sites in Rigo had yielded early ceramics401; i.e., Nara thru Middle-Reian period

Tang ceramics (Kamei 1982:13). These artifacts were used and discarded by at

least a few individuals living in pit-dwellings. 402 Needless to say, the class of

individuals living in pit-dwellings was by no means of the highest stratum of society

(Kamei 1982:13). Neither were these individuals part of the general peasant

population. Rather, they were members of what could be considered a middle class

that included the provincial or local bureaucratic class {Kamei 1982:13-4).403 Today

Tang ceramics are now recovered from sites in northern Kyushu that include local

offices of the central government 404, temples, villages, and graves 405 (Morita

1982:19).

The village sites in northern Kyushu that yield Tang ceramics often do so in

provenance with hajiki and sueki ceramic ware that dates these sites to the middle

of the eighth to the first half of the ninth centuries (Morita 1982:20). At the

Shimonakajo site Ttpttilj@); site406 in Saga prefecture, three wells dating to the

400 Endo Hall at Ninna-ji: f=~~p:j¥:.

401 Early ceramics: WW:l_/\IlfijJWi.
402 Pit-dwellings: ~1Cf±g.

403 Provincialllocal bureaucratic class: W"ffj 7 'J 7-.

404 Discussed above, the local office, or kanga -gil, sites of the central government at
which Tang ceramics were recovered include the Dazaifu site, the Korokan site, and
the Chikugo local administrative center site ~~mmJ@} (Morita 1982:19).

405 A number of graves believed to belong to wealthy individuals have also been found to
possess Tang-period ceramics. Some of these vessels were used to hold the ashes of
individuals who had been cremated (Morita 1982:20-21).

406 This is my rendering in English for this site name.
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ninth century have yielded both Yue ceramics and white-glazed ceramics.407 The

excavators of this site believe that the villagers had some connection to a local office

of the central government, or they may instead have been associated with a local

shoen. In either case, these finds suggest that a lower class of people living in this

region was able to obtain luxury goods. Some speculate that they may have

received these items by means of a trade route that did not pass through the

Korokan (see Morita 1982:20). Were some of these goods brought to Japan by

people other than the merchants? Were the boat people mentioned in the previous

chapter involved?

At the very least, the Tang goods recovered from the Shimonakajo site were

obtained through private merchant exchange as opposed to formal

government·sponsored trade between governmental elites (Morita 1982:21). All

indication is that trade with the mainland was now reaching more diverse

socio-economic strata of society.

Another village site of interest is the Hakuhara M site408, which is located to

the west of Fukuoka City. This site has yielded far more early·period Tang ceramics

than any other site in Japan with the exception of Korokan (Kamei 1992:137).409

The Hakuhara M site includes at least 34 buildings constructed with pillars set

directly into the ground.410 It is dated from the second half of the eighth to the first

407 The Yue ceramics included bowls, plates, and cups, while the white-glazed ceramics
comprised twelve bowls (Morita 1982:20).

408 Hakuhara M: *81* M.
409 As introduced above, Kamei divides ceramic importation of the Heian period into a

First Period and Second Period (Kamei 1975:40). The former, encompassing the
beginning of the ninth century until the end of the eleventh, is relevant to this topic.

410 Buildings with pillars set directly into the ground: ifflliLtIJt4m.
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half of the ninth centuries. Ceramic ware was recovered near the larger structures

and, in addition to the large find of Yue ceramics ~i!, the cache included Tang

sancai, Jingzhou white-glazed ceramics, and Changsha celadon 411 (Kamei

1992:137). Domestically-produced green-glazed ceramics has also been recovered at

the site, meaning that the people inhabiting these structures possessed ceramics

during both the Nara and the early Heian periods. These ceramics were probably

used by the household of the head of the village.412 So once again we find evidence

that Tang ceramics were obtained by individuals of a level at least as low as the

class of village leaders.

Now let's consider finds at the capital and other sites to the northeast of

Kyushu. Most of the vessels recovered from the Heijo and early Heian sites were

possessed by a very specific class of individuals. The ceramics imported during this

period ended up in the hands of a select few (Kamei 1982:11). In particular,

archaeological evidence indicates that these early-period imported ceramics were

obtained by powerful temple complexes, such as those at Todai-ji and Yakushi-ji,

and aristocrats of the fifth rank and above (Kamei 1982:12). However, other

archaeological evidence, including a Yue vessel and mokkan, or wooden tablet,

suggests that Tang vessels were exchanged at a market in the northeastern region

of the eastern part of Kyoto. 413 In fact, it seems that the provincialJlocal

bureaucratic class414, despite government restrictions, managed to transport Tang

411 Jingzhou white-glazed ceramics: Jm1'N~s~, and Changsha celadon: ~lP~*W~.
412 Village head: $~.
413 Market in the northeastern region of the eastern city: tcffiJ\.%:=::Ijj** )j![Jill.
414 Provincialilocal bureaucratic class: $ iU ~ '7 7-.
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goods to the markets of the capital and engage in exchange (Kamei 1982:12). Or,

perhaps Japanese merchants played a role in the movement of mainland goods

within Japan. After obtaining ceramic ware in northern Kyushu, they may have

transported it to this market.

Since 1975, many more sites with Yue ceramic ware have been found

distributed to the eastern part of Japan (Kamei 1982:10). For example, shards of

Yue ceramics and Jingzhou white-glazed ceramic ware have been unearthed at the

Rakugawa site f4:JlliI_ site in Hino City. These artifacts have been found near

large pillared structures. It is surmised that these Rakugawa inhabitants either

had close contact with the Korean Peninsula or, in fact, may have been immigrants

from the peninsula (Kamei 1992:138). Tang ceramic ware has even been recovered

from T&hoku sites, where imported vessels have been found together with

domestically produced ceramics. Even the ancient province of Mutsu ~~ has

yielded Jingzhou white-glazed ceramic ware and Yue celadon that may date to as

early as 850 AD. In general, most of the finds from Eastern Japan are from sites

associated with the local offices of the central government or, in the case of the

Mutsu site, the residence of a provincial official415, and many date from the first half

of the ninth century (Kamei 1992: 138).

The fact that finds at temples and other sites in this part of the country are

rare suggests that Tang ceramics may have been brought directly to the eastern

part of Japan by powerful government officials or by their own trade

representatives. Unlike the Tang ceramics in Kyushu and the capital, the ceramics
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in the Eastern Japan region were probably not brought by traveling merchants.

In general, the consumer classes throughout Japan that obtained the Tang

ceramics were the various levels of government officials; the clergy of the Buddhist

temples; aristocratic families within the capital; Dazaifu bureaucrats; wealthy, but

somewhat lower classes in Kyushu, including some of the village leaders; and finally,

toraijin~**A families that traced their origins to the Korean peninsula (Kamei

1992:139).

5.3.1 Archaeological Evidence of Trade

Taken together, the archaeological evidence backs up the historical evidence

that trade with the continent increased during the ninth century. When one

categorizes archaeological sites that yield Chinese ceramics, it becomes apparent

that both the number of vessels and number of regions to which these vessels

spread increased significantly during the late eighth and ninth centuries (Dobashi

1996:73-4). Remains before this time are rare. As of 1995, only fifteen sites yielding

important ceramic ware were discovered that dated to the seventh century. And

twelve of these were located in either Nara or Fukuoka. Eighty sites have been

dated to the eighth century, but most of these are also located in or around the

urban areas of Nara and Fukuoka. However, a whopping 359 sites have been found

that have yielded imported ninth-century ceramic ware from the mainland. And

many of these sites are located quite far from Nara and Fukuoka. These include

Kagoshima and Kumamoto to the south, Fukui, Ishikawa, and Niigata on the

415 Provincial official: m"ffJ.
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Japan Sea coast, and Akita, Iwate, and even Hokkaido in the north (Dobashi

1996:73).

There was also a difference in the speed during the Heian period in which

urban areas and more rural areas obtained their ceramics. It appears that urban

areas in Japan were using ceramics not long after their production in China.

However, it seems to have taken more time for vessels to reach those areas further

removed from the urban centers of northern Kyushu and KyotolNara (Dobashi

1996:72).
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CONCLUSION

Scholars commonly offer three reasons to explain why the Japanese

dispatched envoys to Tang China. These were: to assimilate the advanced

civilization, culture, and systems of Tang; to raise Japan's diplomatic position in the

Tang Court while obtaining reports regarding changes in East Asian affairs; and

finally, to conduct trade under the control of the state.

I explored the third point in this dissertation. In particular, I sought to

explain the role of the kentoshi with regard to a maritime trade network that

developed in East Asia. I examined the voyages the kentoshi made to and from

Tang China, as well as the exchanges the missions conducted while there. For more

than two centuries the kentOshi missions crossed the seas and brought back items

that whet an appetite for mainland goods among the Japanese elite. As the

kentoshi age drew to a close, trade did not cease. Private traders were actively

crossing the seas between Japan and the mainland. I sought to understand the

relationship between the official embassies and this network of private

traders-both with regard to the shipbuilding practices and maritime skills of each,

and with regard to the trade itself.

To better understand the maritime endeavors of the kentoshi, I began with a

study of the navigational challenges the Japanese faced during their voyages to and

from the Chinese mainland. In Chapter One, I introduced aspects of the geography

and environment through which Japanese ships passed en route to China and back.

A successful voyage had to take into account factors such as ocean currents,
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seasonal winds, storms, and ports of convenience. Three distinct sea routes were

followed during the course of the kentoshi period. Political and technological factors

led the Japanese to adopt different courses at different times. In the end, the

Japanese chose to bypass the Korean peninsula and sail south across open seas to

reach the Chinese mainland. These voyages necessitated the development of a new

type of sea craft, one more suitable to open sea traveL

In Chapter Two, I examined the construction of vessels for these ocean

voyages, and I began with a survey of Japan's maritime history, from evidence of the

first water craft in Japan to the development of k6z6sen boats, or composite crafts.

By the time of the Middle and Late kentOshi periods, the Japanese were building

vessels in the style of the Chinese junks. But even with this new craft, mishaps at

sea were not uncommon. This has made scholars critical of the maritime skills of

the Japanese sailors. The traditional view still stands that the kentoshi sailed in

primitive ships and had limited knowledge of winds and weather conditions.

As I have explained, however, the kentoshi mariners are being sold short. It

makes little sense that a culture steeped in several millennia of ocean-going

experience would be oblivious to the ocean currents and seasonal winds. Why is it

taken for granted, then, that the Japanese were inept sailors?

Scholars often conceptualize history in terms of a linear progression reflecting

a series of technological, scientific, social, and even cultural advances. Each

successive historical stage represents improvements in prior ways of thinking or in

cultural or technological practices. History in effect becomes synonymous with

progress. When these scholars observe the historical time line, they believe that
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man's technological and cognitive skills accrue exponentially as one approaches the

present date. Without a doubt, technological discoveries have been made at an

explosive rate as we near our end of the historical time line, and indeed, our era is

the most scientifically and technologically advanced. I would caution, however,

against tracing the time line in the reverse direction and assuming that each earlier

era was, by degree, more simplistic with regard to human culture and knowledge

than more recent eras.416 This is what I believe some scholars have done with

Japan. They expect little from a culture 1200 years past, especially from one that

existed on the periphery of China. It is easy to fall victim to what I call "linear

regression." By this, I mean viewing successively older cultures as necessarily more

primitive. This happens in the case of Japan-the further back in time we go, the

more simple the people must have been.

Maritime history is no exception. It has been easy for historians to assume

that the Japanese were poor navigators. Mter all, who would expect seventh,

eighth, and ninth century Japanese to possess great technological know"how? The

Japanese were never known as great ocean mariners at any time after the kentOshi

age and before the modern era. It is thus assumed that during the time of the

kentoshi, Japanese mariners could have been nothing but inept. This conclusion is

odd considering that Japanese culture was built on the ability of the Japanese and

their ancestors to master the seas from many millennia prior to the kentoshi age.

Granted, the Japanese were adopting new shipbuilding techniques and

416 A strictly linear paradigm is applicable only to the modern era (especially
post-Industrial/Scientific Revolution). Indeed, the societies that accomplished some of
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following new routes to the mainland that must have presented immense

challenges. But it is difficult to believe that the kentOshi mariners continued to

make the same navigational mistakes for more than a century and a half without

learning from these mistakes. It was never a question of maritime prowess and

technological skill, but rather, the tributary nature of the kentoshi missions that

doomed their vessels to summer or early autumn departures during unfavorable

weather conditions. The kentOshi needed to present their tribute during the New

Year's celebrations. Even after reaching the continental shores, mission members

might take up to six months to reach the Tang capital. They had no choice but to

depart during the summer months. It is unfair to criticize the Japanese mariners

harshly for the many disastrous voyages that occurred.

In Chapter Three I turned to the question of the trade itself. To better

understand trade between Japan and the mainland, I proposed categorizing the

exchanges as one of three types. Trade between Japan and the continent during the

time of the Tang Dynasty (a period that, in Japan, comprised the late Asuka, Nara,

and early Heian periods) should be classified as either "imperial," "elite," or

"private." Imperial trade refers to the tributary exchanges conducted by the envoys

dispatched through official government channels and in the names of their

respective Courts. Elite trade, often concurrent with imperial trade, was conducted

by the individual members of official diplomatic missions through government

channels or under the jurisdiction of agencies such as the Diankeshu Office in Tang

China and the Treasury Ministry and the Palace Storehouse Bureau in Japan.

the great engineering feats and scientific discoveries of the past, such as the building of
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Private trade, in contrast, was carried out by merchants. These merchants often

traded with representatives of the government or representatives of the ruling

classes; i.e., the wealthy and powerful elites. This last type of trade was most

apparent in northern Kyushu as mainland merchants began sailing to Japan. It

was not conducted under the auspices of diplomatic missions, but, as we saw at

Korokan, it was often carried out under the watchful eye of Dazaifu officials.

In Chapter Three I examined both the imperial exchanges of the kentOshi in

Tang and the elite trade with which mission members became involved. Japan sent

an incredible volume ofsilk textiles to China; in turn they received mainland luxury

goods, many of which probably found their way into the Shoso-in collection.

Members of the kentoshi missions also purchased goods in China using stipends

received from both the Japanese and Tang Courts. They carried these goods back to

Japan as personal items.

Members of mainland missions that came to Japan brought goods to Japanese

shores as well. There is not a great deal in the records regarding the items that the

Japanese received from the Tang Court, but scholars have examples of products

brought to Japan by Korean missions, such as the 752 mission from Silla, to which

the Baishiragi no motsuge pertains.

In Chapter Four I directed my attention to the private trade conducted by

merchants, the third type of exchange discussed above. First Korean and then

Chinese merchants came to Japan in great numbers. There was a correlation

between the decline in interest on the part of the Japanese leaders to send missions

the pyramids, were followed by eras when these skills were, for the most part, lost.
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to the continent and the increased merchant trade. The Japanese had found

another means by which to obtain goods-goods were now being brought to

Japanese shores by private merchants. And eventually, as discussed in Chapter

Four, Japanese such as Omi-no-Mii were sent on nittoshi missions to Tang that

were purely economic in nature. These missions were dispatched by Japanese elites

rather than the Court itself, and they were not diplomatically tied to either the

Japanese or Tang Courts.

In Chapter Five, I addressed a Tang product in particularly high demand:

ceramic ware. The primary sources are barren regarding the Tang gifts given to the

kentoshi missions before their returns, even though the Baishiragino motsuge does

give us a good idea of the type of continental goods the Japanese desired. In

Chapter Five, I turned to archaeology to supplement the deficiency of the records

regarding Tang products that found their way to Japan. We know from excavations

at sites at Korokan and throughout the country that Chinese ceramic ware was in

great demand in Japan. The most common vessels imported were white glazed

ceramics from Hebei Province, celadon from the kilns in Hunan Province, and Yue

celadon produced primarily in Zhejiang. Yue products, in particular, made an

appearance in Japan at about the time that Sugawara-no-Michizane petitioned the

Court to halt the last planned mission to Tang. The missions were no longer needed

to introduce mainland goods to the Japanese islands. Private traders from Tang

were now transporting products that were previously brought by officials or

individuals who accompanied the diplomatic missions. The trade role of the

missions was supplanted and the kentOshi missions expendable.
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The archaeological record supports this paradigm. During the time of the

kentoshi missions, we saw that ceramic ware was used primarily at government

sites, such as Korokan. However, by the ninth century, at the same time that

mainland merchants sailed to Japan, Tang ceramics were used by more diverse

strata of society. Not only did the elite profit from this exchange, but the lower

classes profited as well.

Scholars have suggested that one of the main reasons for the end of formal

exchange with China (and the Korean peninsula) during the ninth century was that

Japan no longer sought direct diplomacy with its neighbors. This may, in part, be

true. But if diplomacy was the primary function of the kentOshi, then the missions

should have been halted much sooner. Tensions with Silla stabilized long before the

beginning of the ninth century.

I believe trade was more important to the Japanese diplomatic missions than

heretofore discussed in some of the English language literature.417 That is why the

missions continued as long as they did. But in the ninth century, merchant activity

began to supercede the trading function of the official embassies, rendering them

obsolete. The trade network that developed in the seas between Japan and the

continent has been overlooked as one of the factors leading to the end of the

kentoshi missions. Official embassies were risky and costly. So when merchant

vessels began arriving at Hakata, the need for the missions evaporated.

This is true, not only of trade between Japan and Tang, but between Japan

and Korea as well. In the case of Silla, the dawn of a new trading era was

417 The same does not hold true for the Japanese literature. See, for example, work by Suzuki Yasutami.
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inaugurated as huge trade missions began coming to Japan with their official

envoys. Trade became the most important objective of the Silla envoys coming to

Japan, and then, as private traders began coming to Japan on their own and trade

began to flourish in northern Kyushu, the official Korean embassies became

unnecessary. Like the missions to Tang, the last official exchange with Silla was

also in the ninth century.

Exchange with Bohai continued for a longer period of time. Official embassies

were dispatched well into the tenth century. This can be explained by the fact that a

great trade network never developed between Japan and Bohai, and so continuation

of the embassies remained necessary. This was especially true on the part of Bohai,

which sent embassies to Japan long after the Japan halted theirs. One supposes

that Bohai had little of interest to offer the Japanese elite.

The phenomenon of private trade supplanting the official missions is not

exclusive to Japan. The Tang Court sought to administer the maritime trade that

had begun to flourish in the Guangzhou district during the first half of the eighth

century by sending a customs official to the region. But as trade facilitated by Arab

and other merchants grew, it came to fulfill a need for foreign goods previously met

by the official envoys who had carried tribute to the Tang Court. Because of this

merchant activity, the number of official missions coming to China from the south

declined.

The decrease in official missions to Tang from both Southeast Asia and Japan

does not mean that trade with Tang itself was in decline. Rather, it reflects the

success of the private merchants to transport and facilitate the exchange of goods.
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Foreign products came to be exchanged through private means, and the necessity

for governments to fund and dispatch missions diminished.
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